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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1980, 1,114 colleges and universities in the 

United States granted the master's degree to 298,081 

people; 452 institutions granted doctor's degrees to 

32,615 individuals.^ Texas Tech University was one of 

those institutions. As it happens, Texas Tech is not the 

largest, nor the oldest, nor the most prestigious 

institution among more than 1,000 that grant graduate 

degrees. No Tech Ph.D. has received a Nobel prize. The 

first master's degree granted by a public institution in 

Texas was given some forty-two years before Tech's first 

in 1928.2 Tech's total doctorate output of 1,528 over 

thirty years represents not quite two years' worth of 

doctoral graduates at the University of California at 

Berkeley (which gave 1,444 in 1978-80).^ 

On the other hand, with more than 23,000 students, 

Texas Tech is, by most standards, a large institution. 

With programs in all areas of the humanities, physical 

and natural sciences, engineering, agriculture, home 

economics, education, and business, as well as law and 

health fields, the institution is broad-based and 



multipurpose. It has an impressive campus, Division I 

athletic teams, and its fair share of myths and traditions. 

Texas Tech has, therefore, all of the trappings of a 

traditional university, and in the midst of it all, it 

has a traditional graduate school. 

Thus, Texas Tech offers itself as a case study, a 

microcosm, of the ways in which events, trends, and 

movements in graduate education at the national level 

work upon and stimulate individual institutions. By the 

same token, a view of the development of graduate educa-

tion at Texas Tech is clearest and most comprehensible 

when it is seen in the light of graduate education's 

national evolution and maturation. In the pages that 

follow, therefore, an attempt will be made to chart the 

course of the growth of graduate education at Texas 

Tech—the programs, faculty, administrative organizations, 

and so forth—and to do so by placing that growth in the 

context of the national development of graduate education. 

The purpose of this document so stated, some of its 

terms and premises (or its parameters and delimitations) 

should be established. 

First, what is meant by "graduate education" may 

need definition. The very term graduate education assumes 

the existence of undergraduate education and implies a 

difference between the two. About the mode and design 

of American undergraduate education, there is much 

disagreement: witness the disparity between such 



institutions as St. John's College of Annapolis and 

Santa Fe and DeVry Institute of Technology of Chicago 

and Dallas, all of which grant the bachelor's degree, 

but with very different underlying philosophies. About 

even the purpose of undergraduate education there is 

contention. Thorstein Veblen argued that the undergrad-

uate college should be "a school of probation and intro-

duction to the scholarly life."^ Clark Kerr's view 

sought an undergraduate curriculum capable of preparing 

generalists as well as specialists.^ In its broadest 

sense, undergraduate education is preparation for life, 

a description that might possibly appeal to most philo-

sophers on the subject, although certainly just exactly 

what is implied by the term life would not be so easily 

dismissed. 

Obviously, American graduate education is, or ought 

to be, something more than undergraduate education. 

Today, it is expected to do many things, to serve a wide 

range of purposes, as the ensuing chapters will attempt 

to show. Graduate education provides for the development 

of college teachers, it serves as training ground for 

professional and service careers, it offers activity for 

the unemployed or undecided. And it functions as the 

country's foremost means of preparing researchers. 

Significantly, it is graduate education's link with 

research that provides the sharpest contrast between 

graduate and undergraduate work. Although an important 



and undeniable trend of the past half-century has been a 

loosened association between graduate education and 

research, the latter lies at the former's very center: 

at the inception of graduate education in thé United 

States, if not always today, research was its raison 

d 'etre. 

To discuss graduate education, then, is to discuss 

research, so it is both logical and necessary to note 

that the kind of research that would become paramount to 

graduate study can be linked to the scientific method—to 

empiricism and deductive reasoning--which, in turn, can 

be linked to Charles Darwin and his profoundly influential 

1859 book, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural 

Selection. In essence, the rise of the scientific method 

that accompanied Darwin's treatise brought with it a new 

way of knowing, which began with observable facts, was 

processed by hypothesis and deduction, then was subjected 

to verification by further testing and analysis. As a 

consequence, older instruments of knowledge—especially 

faith, intuition, and authority—no longer dictated 

scholarly endeavors.^ 

The impact that Darwin's popularity had on education 

was in full force by the 1880s, according to Richard 

Hofstadter and Walter P. Metzger. The clergy, previously 

the predominant members of faculty and administration in 

both American and European universities, and who continued 

to rely upon faith and authority, gradually disappeared 



as an academic force. Likewise, trustees, whose reaction 

to the new interest in science and evolution was far from 

enthusiastic, frequently alienated faculty and forced 

them to seek support from other quarters. According to 

Hofstadter and Metzger: 

One result of the Darwin crisis was that it brought 
together like-minded teachers—scientists, scholars, 
and philosophers--who believed in evolution and who 
developed new standards of conduct from their inter-
action and mutual support. To dissent, in their 
frame of reference, was not to be disloyal or ob-
structive, but to light a beacon of reason in a 
fog of orthodox fears,^ 

Legacies of the rise of science included laboratory 

methods of research and teaching, the lecture and seminar 

(which were imported to the United States from Germany 

along with the Ph.D. degree), and the free elective sys-

tem,° justified as fostering scholarship "because it 

gives free play to natural preferences and inborn apti-

tudes."^ Academic freedom, too, was given a boost by 

the rise of Darwinism, because the values of such freedom 

—tolerance, honesty, publicity, testifiability, and so 

forth—were also the values of the scientific method.l^ 

Much of the change wrought in the goals and purpose 

of graduate education over the past years is the result 

of new uses for the master's degree. In particular, the 

most vocational aspects of the graduate school stem from 

marketplace demands for graduate-educated workers and 

professionals, usually with the master's degree, Despite 

that change, it is the doctorate that remains graduate 



education's foremost prize and the source of its most 

lively discussion, dissent, and controversy. The doctorate 

is all the more significant because it often determines 

the path of development for the master's degree (and not 

infrequently the baccalaureate), Even in institutions 

that offer graduate work, but stop short of granting the 

doctor's degree, faculties usually are composed of at least 

a sizable percentage of doctorate holders, individuals 

who have experienced first-hand the rigors of the 

dissertation and whose training was touched by the doctoral 

degree's shifting trends and patterns of development, 

Perhaps such faculty even harbor the desire to add doctoral 

programs to their own institutions' offerings or to direct 

Ph,D, students themselves, 

Regardless of the changes that the doctorate has 

weathered, it is still steeped in tradition. In fact, 

what some considered its stodgy conservatism was the 

subject of bitter objections in the 1960s and '70s. 

Nevertheless, that traditional nature is very likely 

responsible for whatever cohesiveness and unity that 

contemporary graduate education has maintained. As a 

result, the history of graduate education is, in many 

ways, the history of the doctorate, and therein lies a 

second premise. 

Third, although it has already been established that 

the graduate and undergraduate sides of the higher 

education coin are each distinctive, it is also true that 



to separate one from the other is sometimes arbitrary and 

meaningless. It is perhaps a phenomenon unique to American 

higher education that in all but a few institutions, 

graduate education "grew from" undergraduate programs, 

with shared faculty, facilities, and library holdings. 

Frequently, even students pass freely from one side to 

the other, Moreover, it is the development of the 

university that determines the growth of its graduate 

school, although the reverse is certainly true as well. 

Thus, the total university's history, including that of 

its undergraduate programs, is a factor that must be 

traced in order to focus upon the development of its 

graduate programs, just as the history of higher education 

in general is a function of the development of graduate 

education in particular. 

Finally, the years 1930 to 1980 were chosen for this 

study because they parallel roughly the years that Texas 

Tech has offered graduate work and also because one-half 

of a century is a round number of years, easily grasped 

and readily discussed. It is, moreover, an interesting 

era, beginning and ending as it did with uncertainty for 

higher education, on the one hand because of world-wide 

depression and on the other because of changing demographic 

and financial realities. In between, graduate education 

weathered the fortunes of peace and wars, jubilation and 

desperation, open pockets and tight purses. This is not, 

however, an epic. To begin _in medias res, would therefore 
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be inappropriate, so to give both beginning and end, 

developments prior to 1930 and those after 1980 will be 

given some attention as well. 

In 1983, Tech Tech University, nee Texas Technolo-

gical College, celebrates the sixtieth anniversary of its 

founding. Located in Lubbock, Texas, a city of some 

180,000, Tech's total enrollment approaches 24,000. Of 

that number, more than 3,300 are graduate students. The 

institution includes six academic colleges—Agricultural 

Sciences, Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, 

Education, Engineering, and Home Economics—as well as a 

School of Law and a Graduate School. Located on the same 

tract (at 1,839 acres, one of the largest single campuses 

in the country) is the Texas Tech University Health 

Sciences Center (TTUHSC), created in 1969 by the state 

Legislature as a separate institution, but sharing with 

Texas Tech University a president, Board of Regents, and 

other central administration. Among TTUHSC's divisions 

are the Schools of Medicine, Nursing, and Allied Health. 

It is primarily the Graduate School and its previous 

incarnations that are of concern here, although for 

reasons already suggested, the University's other divisions 

are of critical importance as well. There have been a 

number of active participants in the development of 

graduate education at Texas Tech, many of whom will appear 

and be named, but more of whom will not. They include 

the students, who affected the growth of graduate work by 



demanding and enrolling in various programs or by not 

demanding and not enrolling in them. A few such students 

had even greater impact by graduating to become faculty, 

deans, vice presidents, even president, of the institution. 

Administrators and members of the Board participated by 

means of setting policy and direction for Graduate School 

development. Just as the forces that helped determine 

the very nature of graduate education also fostered the 

influence of "like-minded teachers," at Tech, the faculty 

played perhaps the greatest role, as they taught courses, 

directed student research, served on study committees, 

and assumed administrative positions. Even forces outside 

the University's grounds cast shadows on the Graduate 

School's walls, Professional associations, accrediting 

agencies, other colleges and universities, the state of 

Texas, and the city of Lubbock helped determine the 

direction that Tech's graduate programs would take, 

From those participants' influence, graduate educa-

tion at Texas Tech assumed a general outline, and as 

that outline was shaded and filled in, a number of themes 

emerged to explain and characterize the process. 

To begin with, the pattern of development throughout 

the fifty years was not always controlled or based on 

careful, long-range planning, Sometimes, programs were 

created, majors were initiated, and students were recruited 

faster than good sense and available funds warranted, The 

result has been a serious and chronic lack of resources 
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that has plagued graduate education at Tech since the 

earliest years, On the other hand, Tech's push to grow 

and efforts to expand have come not without benefit, 

Refusal to surrender to the realities of fiscal inadequacy 

and academic inexperience may have given the institution 

the boost it needed to become a full-fledged, multipurpose 

university, Certainly, Texas Tech was forced to use the 

resources it had in more creative ways and to marshall 

its energies to survive criticism, immaturity, and economic 

shortcomings. 

Yet another theme of long-standing had its roots in 

the legislative bill that created Texas Tech. That 

document, Senate Bill 103, passed by the thirty-eighth 

Legislature and signed by Governor Pat Neff on February 

10, 1923, provided that Texas Technological College was 

to have courses "such as are taught in colleges of the 

first class," and to grant degrees "given by colleges of 

the first class."ll At best, the inclusion of those 

statements only implied that Texas Tech was itself to be 

a "first-class college." But for the institution, an 

interpretation of the bill was not hard to determine: 

according to legislative mandate, first-class colleges 

did exist and Texas Tech was going to become one of them. 

Thus, a goal was set that Tech would spend much of its 

energy trying to realize. Speeches, letters, and reports 

over the next sixty years would refer to that goal and 

exhort the institution to strive ever harder to reach it. 
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In seeking to measure up to that coveted standard, Tech 

was faced with comparing itself to other institutions 

(the University of Texas and Texas A & M being the closest 

and most obvious examples) that were more nearly paradigms 

of the first class. (Whether Texas Tech has ever reached 

its goal will be left to others to determine, but the 

question may still be beside the point—the reach needing 

to exceed the grasp.) Moreover, because the addition of 

graduate programs and participation in graduate education 

provided an expedient and necessary means of initiation 

into the first-class fraternity, Tech was the third 

publicly-supported college in the state to offer the 

master's degree and the third to institute doctoral work, 

even though fifteen state institutions opened their doors 

before Texas Tech did. 

Ultimately, the question arises as to whether the 

development of graduate education at Texas Tech mirrored 

national trends. The answer given herein is that, on 

balance and in its own way, the institution did indeed 

reflect such movements and events. Tech perhaps did not 

always seek out and attempt to emulate educational fashion, 

although after World War II the various graduate deans, 

especially, were highly cognizant of national affairs and 

worked hard to assure that Texas Tech did not stray from 

the mainstream. In many ways, Tech could not avoid being 

a child of its times, particularly given its obsession 

with reaching the first class. Certainly, Tech could not 
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and did not ignore or flout student demands, association 

issues, or faculty pressures. More important, the 

institution's experience with the trends that affected 

graduate education throughout the country was tempered by 

its own unique characteristics—its geography, its 

clientele, its youth, its personnel, and its struggle for 

resources. 
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CHAPTER II 

AMERICAN GRADUATE EDUCATION, 1930-1980 

Graduate Education Comes To America: 

Beginnings to 1930 

Although the birthdate of graduate education in the 

United States is generally agreed to be 1876, with the 

founding of the Johns Hopkins University, experimentation 

and preparation were underway well before. The master's 

degree was conferred regularly by many institutions during 

the early years of the nineteenth century. Its requirements 

were straightforward: an institution's alumni qualified 

for the degree by "staying alive and out of trouble for 

three years after graduating from college and by giving 

very modest evidence of intellectual attainments. "-'• 

Serious attention was given to education beyond the 

baccalaureate, however; Americans desirous of further study 

journeyed to Germany, attracted by renowned faculties, 

outstanding libraries, and Lernfreiheit. By 1900 some 

10,000 Americans had studied at German universities, 2 

and many who returned to American institutions urged that 

similar opportunities for "freedom of thought, scholarly 

thoroughness, and hard work"^ be made available in this 

country. Largely as a result of its Scientific School , 

Yale conferred the first Ph.D. deyrees in 1861. 

14 
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Although little attempt was made to require original re-

search, the requirements of the first Ph.D.s included two 

years of study beyond the bachelor's degree, a final exam-

ination, and a thesis demonstrating high accomplishment in 

the students' fields of study.^ 

The first true American graduate school, in the sense 

currently used, was the Johns Hopkins University, founded 

in 1876. The need for an institution that would provide a 

haven for research and scholarship was disputed by few in 

the latter half of the century, and Hopkins seemed an ideal 

institution to carry forth the task. Unlike early attempts 

to attach some form of post-graduate study to the undergrad-

uate college, such as those at Yale, Michigan, and Columbia, 

Johns Hopkins provided a completely new arena in which to 

foster scholarly inquiry and to educate advanced students. 

Initially, the institution was to offer coursework and 

degrees at the graduate level only, specifically the Ph.D. 

It was to have at its center a faculty that would face no 

barrier in pursuit of truth and would seek practical solu-

tions to social and scientific problems.^ At his inaugu-

ration, President Daniel Coit Gilman promised that the new 

university would bring "less misery among the poor, less 

ignorance in the schools, less bigotry in the Temple, less 

suffering in the hospital, less fraud in business, less 

folly in politics."^ Pressures both economic and social, 

however, demanded that Hopkins offer undergraduate instruc-

tion as well, and its sister institutions Clark and 
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Chicago, both of which followed Hopkins along the graduate 

path, likewise developed in the mode common today, namely, 

the German research institution grafted to the stock of 

the English undergraduate college.^ 

The American hybrid version of the university erected 

fewer boundaries between itself and the outside world than 

did its German counterpart, thus allowing for open channels 

between basic and applied research and encouraging inquiry 

into diverse areas. On the other hand, its diversity and 

eclecticism clouded once and for all a clear picture of its 

mission. But as the American university took on more and 

more visibility and importance, it was to become even 

more distinct from the German model. 

Once graduate education began, its growth defied 

restraint, Aside from new institutions such as Hopkins and 

Chicago, older, private colleges like Harvard, Columbia, 

and Yale and strong public ones including Michigan and 

California took the new infant to their breasts and began 

to shape it in its pres-ent form.^ Research quickly estab-

lished itself as the heart of graduate study and the 

scientific method as its soul, even in social science and 

literary fields. Moreover, the graduate school soon came 

to exert its own control over the undergraduate curriculum. 

Although the graduate school's faculty was in most cases a 

unified body like its German model, the faculty in philo-

sophy, it was never totally distinct from the undergraduate 

faculty. 
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Gilman's fear that graduate education and research 

would dominate undergraduate teaching proved justified. 

According to W. H. Cowley, had Gilman succeeded in 

keeping the graduate and undergraduate functions separ-

ate, "general education today might not be crippled by 

graduate education and research as it is at most American 

universities." He further blamed Charles W. Eliot for 

sealing the fate of the undergraduate curriculum in 1890 

by assigning to Harvard's faculty of Arts and Sciences 

the responsibility for all non-professional education: 

"This [action] put undergraduate education at Harvard 

under the control of professors interested primarily in 

research, and general education in American universities 

has been shackled ever since."^ 

In 1900, 250 earned doctorates were conferred by 

twenty-five institutions, almost double the number in 

1890.^^ The success of graduate education in the United 

States was certain, and institutions saw the need to 

form an organized body to interpret and hence to lead 

higher education in the coming century. The Association 

of American Universities (AAU), founded in 1900, was 

created for the "purpose of considering matters of common 

interest relating to graduate study and research"ll ^nd 

oversaw an era in the early years of the twentieth century 

of "small growth and great self-scrutiny. "12 i-he purposes 

and procedures of graduate education were subjected to 

relentless probing and exhaustive analysis. Bernard 
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Berelson noted that most issues related to graduate 

study were debated then as now. He listed as frequent 

topics of discussion in the first few years of the 

decade: 

Fellowships, the meaning of research, the character 
of the dissertation, the quality of the students, 
the foreign language requirement, the major-minor 
problem at the doctoral level, the proper examina-
tions, the role of the Master's preparation for 
college teaching, college-university relations, 
[and] uniform statistics .-̂-̂  

However, because all institutions were not suffi-

ciently "standardized" to merit AAU membership, the 

Association began in 1913 to maintain a list of non-member 

institutions whose work was recognized as "not inferior" 

to that at AAU schools. The initial reason for the list 

was to provide guidance for foreign institutions hesitant 

to recognize non-AAU degrees, but it later came to be 

associated with high standards among undergraduate 

programs, Institutions eagerly sought inclusion--granted 

following a lengthy proposal and a campus visit—as 

evidence of a faculty, library, and curriculum adequate to 

prepare students for advanced work, Indeed, students 

with degrees from "approved institutions" found readier 

acceptance into graduate and professional schools,!^ 

The first two decades of the century did bring much-

needed standardization to requirements for the doctorate, 

largely through the influence of the educational associa-

tions. In particular, most institutions relaxed the 

requirement of admitting only the holders of their own 
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bachelor's degrees for advanced study; instead, a bacca-

laureate granted by an "equivalent" institution became 

acceptable, The period of residency, restricting the 

German tradition of student migration among universities, 

was common, though the foreign language requirement 

varied among combinations of French, German, Latin, or 

none at all. In all cases an acceptable dissertation 

demonstrating independent inquiry and a contribution to 

knowledge was demanded for the Ph.D.^^ 

Also influential in the growth of graduate enroll-

ments during the first two decades of the twentieth 

century were philanthropic foundations and regional ac-

crediting associations. Despite the fact that the 

master's degree heretofore served adequately as prepara-

tion for the undergraduate college teacher, such groups 

found colleges more easily distinguished from secondary 

schools by the presence of Ph.D. holders among the 

faculty. Hollis described the foundation and accrediting 

association pressures thus: 

In order to be sure that they were pensioning college 
professors and making grants to bona fide colleges 
rather than to secondary schools, the philanthropic 
foundations--especially the General Education Board 
and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching--began to require, among other standards, 
that institutions employ six (later eight) professors, 
in as many departments, who held an earned doctor's 
degree. This foundation stimulus, added to the 
pressure from regional accrediting associations for 
larger and larger proportions of doctors of philosophy 
on undergraduate faculties, created an immense new 
market for advanced students.^^ 
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This view of the doctor's degree as prerequisite to 

college teaching was not without its critics. In "The 

Ph.D. Octopus," William James called the degree "a sham, 

a bauble, a dodge, whereby to decorate the catalogs of 

schools and colleges."17 In 1909 and 1910, Johns Hopkins 

and Yale proposed plans for a two-year master's degree for 

college teachers (in many institutions, the degree could 

be earned in a single year), allowing the Ph.D. to be re-

served as a research degree.l^ The plan was never well 

received, probably because the master's degree had become 

too inextricably linked with secondary school teaching, 

and the doctor's degree appealed to the snobbish instincts 

of the institutions that gave it and those with Ph.D.'s 

on their staffs. 

By 1920, the university had reached maturity: 

administrative organization was set, departmental lines 

were drawn, collegiate, graduate, and professional school 

entities were recognized, and the importance of research 

to the nation and mankind was acknowledged.^^ Likewise, 

standards for graduate work were clarified by 1920, and 

policies that would be emulated by newer graduate schools 

were in place. Although graduate enrollments had 

declined sharply in 1917 and remained low throughout 

World War I, by 1920 recovery was complete.20 Moreover, 

the demand for graduate study had taken hold throughout 

the country. The Ph.D. was offered in over 150 separate 

fields in 1920; most were variants of traditional 
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disciplines, but included were animal husbandry, paleon-

tology, and Oriental languages and literature.21 As a 

result, the growth and diversification that occurred in 

graduate work far surpassed the râte of enrollment growth 

in undergraduate programs as well as the increase in 

the college-age population at large.22 

The diversity of graduate education in the 1920s 

sharpened the focus on the issues that have continued to 

lie at the heart of its role and scope. Berelson noted: 

"In many ways, growth in numbers and growth in knowledge 

have been twin pressures upon the graduate schools, and 

the latter may be even harder to control or live with 

than the former."23 Consequently, the legitimacy af-

forded by the Ph.D. degree was sought voraciously by the 

new fields. The professions, in particular, wanted the 

doctor's degree, though the Ph.D. itself was withheld in 

many cases, such as Education and Business Administration. 

Nonetheless, the urgent need for trained personnel, and 

usually the financial resources for that training, was 

reason enough for the advent of graduate work into less 

orthodox areas, and, despite the absence of a scholarly 

literature or research tradition, they succeeded in 

offering graduate, and even doctoral, degrees.24 rpîg 

controversy surrounding the doctorate's appropriateness 

for teachers or for researchers was far less sanguine 

and has been bitterly contested ever since. Needless to 

say, no conclusions were reached, except for the 
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none-too-satisfying realization that the degree would be 

forced, by tradition and pride, to accomodate both. 

The graduate school that existed in 1930, then, had 

evolved between 1890 and 1915 and matured during the 

1920s. Its place in the university assured, graduate 

education could commence a half-century of growth. 

According to Everett Walters, the rise of yraduate educa-

tion was stimulated by the prosperity of the pre-World 

War I years and the 1920s: "In a way, the growth of 

graduate study reflected the maturing of the nation: 

the rise in its cultural level, the desire for educatioa 

for democracy, and belief in the American dream."25 

The Multiversity Takes Shape; 1930-1945 

By 1930, graduate education had thus become a recog-

nizable entity. The Ph.D. degree had found its way into 

almost all fields deemed appropriate for post-baccalaureate 

study, and the master's degree transformation was more 

or less complete. No longer perfunctorily awarded to 

alumni, the master's deyree represented a rite of pass-

age in the training of secondary school teachers. More-

over, the graduate deanship was established in most insti-

tutions offering graduate work, as was a graduate faculty 

and often a coordinating committee such as a graduate 

council. 

Significantly, by 1930, the graduate school had 

helped solidify the concept of the modern university, 
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especially insofar as its relationship to research and 

the advancement of knowledge was concerned. Abraham 

Flexner, in his 1930 book Universities, American, English, 

German, listed as the major concerns of the modern uni-

versity the conservation and interpretation of knowledge 

and ideas, the search for truth, and the training of 

students to sustain such conservation, interpretation, 

and search.26 ^e said: 

Intensive study of phenomena under the most favour-
able possible conditions--the phenomena of the 
physical world, of the social world, of the aesthet-
ic world, and the ceaseless struggle to see things 
in relation--these I conceive to be the most impor-
tant functions of the modern university.27 

Nonetheless, Flexner chastised the graduate schools of 

1930, complaining that their studies of phenomena were 

more appropriate to the technical school than to the 

modern university. He would banish from the university 

(especially the graduate school) studies in homemaking and 

library science and schools of journalism and business. 

He complained: 

No graduate school in the land, with all the in-
crease in money, libraries, equipment, and staff, 
is a clear-cut exemplification of what a graduate 
school should be; it has suffered grievously from 
the influx of degree-hunters, and from the creation, 
on a graduate basis, of merely technical schools— 
often hardly that.28 

Whereas the prosperity of the 1920s was responsible 

in part for the tremendous growth of the graduate school, 

the Depression of the 1930s did little to halt that 

growth. Rather, graduate school became an alternative 
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to unemployment for many college graduates unable to find 

jobs.29 However, the increase in graduate enrollment 

contrasted sharply with enrollment patterns at the under-

graduate level. In a 1932 study of the relationship 

between the economic index and higher education enroll-

ments, Marcia Edwards found that as the former decreased, 

the latter followed suit—everywhere except in graduate 

enrollment; she noted, "here is justification for the be-

lief that students desire and seek further training 

during periods of economic adversity."^^ A 1937 report 

made by the American Association of University 

Professors (AAUP) entitled Depression, Recovery, and 

Higher Education described a notable rise in graduate en-

rollments in the 1931-32 academic year (a 13.8% increase 

over 1930-31), followed by slowed rates of growth in the 

following two academic years. The report suggested that 

the later sag in enrollment was due to depleted savings 

and the fear that specialized training might further 

exclude one from employment possibilities.-^l 

The effect of the Depression on higher education, 

despite some modest good news for graduate schools, was 

"profound and lasting," according to David Henry. Serious 

losses of income from tuition, fees, endowments, and 

appropriations hurt private and public institutions 

alike. Although massive faculty lay-offs were avoided, 

salaries remained low and few new faculty were hired. 

Short-term appointments became common and teaching loads 
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heavy. Henry called the psychological impact of the 

Depression the most serious: 

Academic people as a yroup were hurt less than 
other segments of the population . . . and institu-
tions as a group survived remarkably well. But the 
notion that "security of employment" was a built-in 
characteristic of academic life was severely 
jolted.33 

Two consequences of the Depression years for higher 

education would have long-range effects. First, in part 

to keep students from the labor force and to increase 

colleye enrollments, the federal government took on an 

expanded role as benefactor to higher education. The 

Federal Emergency Relief Administration and National 

Youth Administration both provided funds that supported 

college students, Such programs were designed to help 

students meet their financial needs while providing pro-

jects useful to their career goals, Significantly, the 

involvement of the federal government during the 1930s 

set a precedent for even greater student aid programs to 

surface after World War II, Although some university 

research projects did receive government support during 

the Depression, many such projects failed to meet the 

standards set previously by university researchers and 

had no lasting impact, except perhaps to retard growth of 

the linkage between the federal government and higher 

education that would characterize the postwar years.^^ 

A second consequence of the Depression for higher 

education was intense competition between institutions and 
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the resulting concern with quality. Henry proposed that 

competition for both students and status, as well as 

questionable recruiting tactics, was common to large and 

small, rich and poor, new and established, and junior 

college and graduate school institutions.^^ 

Part of the flurry of activity on college campuses 

during the thirties was brought on as more and more insti-

tutions rushed to add graduate study, partly to offset 

other losses. The members of AAU, long recognized as 

flagships in the fleet of institutions offering graduate 

work, devoted a portion of their 1933 meeting to the 

"Assumption of Graduate Work by Undergraduate Institu-

tions." Not surprisingly, the deans and presidents of 

the august member institutions decried the new trend. 

Dean Otto Heller of Washington University sniffed: 

Of (233 graduate schools) no more than twenty-seven 
have so far been deemed eligible to membership in 
the Association on the merit of their graduate work. 
To make matters worse, additional institutions of 
undergraduate caliber are constantly breaking into 
the graduate field, and the aggregate enrollment in 
these pseudo-graduate schools is mounting at an amaz-
ing rate. Nor are all of the interlopers content 
to put the period after the Master's degree; some of-
fer a further year of work, nay a few, after a third 
year of graduate residence, confer the doctorate.^^ 

Heller went on to sneer: 

In more than one instance the location of these 
colleges and universities posing as graduate schools 
severely tests one's educational geography. The 
guesser of their whereabouts cannot always take a 
safe chance on the far-flung state of Texas.^'^ 

Flexner, ever the strident critic, argued that an 

over-emphasis on the graduate degree itself had led to 
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uncontrollable growth, with dire consequences inevitable. 

The graduate school remained too collegiate, he thought; 

its students were too low in quality and too high in 

diversity. He attacked innovations in the graduate 

school, especially "home-study, correspondence, and other 

courses, advertising their wares shamelessly and without 

academic standards at all."^^ 

In fact, the concern over ill-qualified students in 

graduate programs was echoed by many, especially as the 

effects of the Depression were felt.^^ Because of 

shrinking career opportunities for holders of graduate 

degrees in colleges, secondary schools, and research en-

terprises, many called for reduced graduate enrollments 

and better student selection procedures. Like Flexner, 

Edgar Furniss heralded the end of the rapid growth of 

graduate education in 1934; he complained that such 

growth "has diluted the quality of student personnel, it 

has been favorable to, if not the cause of, the misdirec-

tion of scholarly effort toward pedantic or picayunish or 

narrowly utilitarian ends which has done so much to 

bring discredit upon the term 'research' as applied to 

the activities of graduate students."^^ 

Indeed, procedures for selecting a better quality of 

student personnel emerged in 1937 under the sponsorship 

of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 

Teachiny. The Graduate Record Examination (GRE) was 

given to entering graduate students at Harvard, Yale, 
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Princeton, and Columbia in October of 1937 and to Brown 

University students in March, 1938, The purpose of the 

exam, according to School and Society, was to weed out 

the "unfit" students from the fit on the basis of their 

"mental resources," Use of the test spread throughout 

the decade, so that by 1941, it had been given to 10,000 

students in eleven universities,^! 

Other means for addressing qualitative issues in 

graduate education included the creation of associations 

of graduate deans, The first such group was the Confer-

ence of Deans of Southern Graduate Schools (later the Con-

ference of Southern Graduate Schools, CSGS), an outgrowth 

of a 1927 committee of the Southern Association of Col-

leges and Secondary Schools, The early years of CSGS 

were devoted to discussions of the functions and objec-

tives of graduate education, In 1935, the group adopted 

a set of minimum standards--both qualitative and quan-

titative--for the master's degree (similar standards 

for the doctor's degree would be issued by CSGS in 1948). ̂ 2̂ 

Similarly, the Southern Association revised its standards 

for graduate work in 1938, requiring that to offer the 

master's degree, an institution must expend at least 

$250 per student and demonstrate faculty training, remun-

eration, library expenditures, and facilities "distinctly 

above the average."^-^ 

Throughout the 1930s and early 1940s, the master's 

degree found itself at the center of a maelstrom of 
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controversy, essentially because the degree was called upon 

for a number of conflicting purposes. On the one hand, it 

fell within the purview of secondary school teachers who 

could improve both subject matter knowledge and earning 

power with the degree in hand; on the other, master's work 

provided a first step into the inner sanctum of prestig-

ious institutions for the aspiring college, and thus, the 

degree provided academic preparation for future doctoral 

students.^^ Moreover, new titles, such as Master of 

Fine Arts, and other "terminal" degrees further compli-

cated the question over whether the master's degree was 

to be a capstone or a stepping stone.^^ 

Many calls were made to unify the requirements for 

the degree, or at least the Master of Arts. Furniss 

proposed a one-year degree designed solely for teacher 

training. It would involve no research and no thesis.^^ 

Likewise, Zook suggested that because the "most important 

institutions" were placing less emphasis on the master's 

degree, it should be relegated to an extension of under-

graduate work, with importance given to breadth rather 

than depth.^^ As a matter of fact, in 1939, an estimated 

three-fourths of all master's degrees were awarded to 

public school teachers.^8 

Clearly, the controversy surrounding the role and 

requirements for the master's degree was a part of a 

larger debate over the purpose of graduate education 

during the thirties and forties. The bond between 
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graduate study and research, cemented by 1900, seemed 

to become unstuck in the 1930s, due, according to Newton 

Edwards, to the "sheer popularization of graduate study."'^^ 

The graduate schools were called upon to meet new needs— 

such as the training of teachers and administrators for 

liberal arts colleges and secondary schools and of profes-

sionals in various fields—all in addition to the prepara-

tion of researchers and scholars in the basic arts and 

sciences. The graduate school was assisting the university 

in an expanding service capacity that would ultimately 

complete the triumvirate of teaching, research, and 

service, Clark Kerr, responsible for the popular use 

of the term multiversity to describe higher education's 

multiple goals and numerous constituencies, said that the 

multiversity took its form during the 1930s.5Q Although 

Flexner despaired of the university's acting as "service 

station," Kerr quoted Flexner to support his own conten-

tion that the university of Flexner's day had expanded 

outside its own walls: 

A university is not outside, but inside the general 
social fabric of a given era. It is not something 
apart, something historic, something that yields ,as 
little as possible to forces and influences that 
are more or less new. It is on the contrary . . . 
an expression of the age, as well as an influence 
operating upon both present and future.^1 

Although graduate study lost its synonymity with 

research during the thirties and forties, the demand for 

research, especially basic research, remained high. 

Moreover, as government and industry moved to assume a 
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larger responsibility for the nation's research activities 

in the early 1940s, the graduate school continued to be 

the primary home for research training.^2 in any case, 

the nuraber of graduate school-trained faculty members 

continued to grow, ultimately causing the occupation of 

college teacher to become one of the "professions. "̂ -̂  

The professionalization of the college teacher was 

encouraged further by two developments during the 1930s 

and 1940s. First, the outlets for publication of research 

results increased tenfold from the beginning to the 

middle of the twentieth century. Most of the journals 

established in the late 1800s were general, though disci-

plinary, PMLA (1884) and Journal of Geology (1893), for 

example. The newer periodicals were highly specialized 

and encouraged greater specificity in research and graduate 

training as a result. Examples of journals established 

during the period include Journal of Applied Physics (1934) 

and Journal of Aesthetics (1941).^4 second, political 

movements abroad provoked an influx of foreign scholars 

fleeing regimes intolerant of free intellectual inquiry, 

and frequently physical persecution. Of this new faculty 

member Devane said: 

[He] understood the conditions of his appointment and 
his promotion—he must engage in research and publish 
his results. His loyalty was not given to the insti-
tution he served, or perhaps even to his department, 
but rather to his profession and to colleagues in 
the same discipline all over the world.^^ 
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The beginnings of World War II found the university 

scarcely prepared to meet the nation's needs during a 

period of social and military crisis, despite its emerging 

service role. No central agency was available to coor-

dinate efforts of higher education on behalf of the war, 

leaving trial and error to determine how institutions 

could best contribute.^^ An early and profound effect 

of the war was the dramatic drop in college and university 

enrollments. Students dropped out or failed to enroll 

in order to take high-paying war-related jobs and many 

enlisted or were drafted into military service. By the 

1943-44 academic year, civilian enrollments had dropped 

41% from 1939-40, and consisted primarily of women and 

men under age 18 or physically unfit for military service. 

Needless to say, fee income vanished as well. 

Salvation for enrollment and financial losses on 

college campuses came, by 1945, in the form of government 

contracts for military training programs and research. 

David Henry noted: "Colleges that did not have government 

subsidy through such contracts [as pilot training and 

Reserve Officers Training Corps] were especially hard 

hit financially."58 

As the role for higher education during the war 

became clear, colleges and universities responded by 

adjusting curricular offerings and degree requirements 

accordingly.59 Early admission, accelerated degree pro-

grams, telescoped courses, and credit for military and 
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other services became common. Likewise, course content 

frequently addressed war issues, even in the liberal 

arts. History and geography were considered of vital 

importance; nursing and chemistry took on decided wartime 

accents. 

Graduate enrollments dropped during the war as 

well,60 5ut graduate education was able to make adjust-

ments to the demands of the time via a new role for re-

search, especially in the sciences and social sciences.^l-

"Universities carried on much of this research, particu-

larly in atomic energy, communications, control systems, 

and propulsion," according to Everett Walters.62 More-

over, government research facilities were staffed with 

graduate school-trained personnel, and in some cases, 

had strong connections with individual institutions, 

such as Los Alamos Laboratory in New Mexico, managed by 

the University of California at Los Angeles.^^ 

Carl E. Seashore, Dean of the Graduate School at 

the University of lowa, wrote in a 1943 article entitled 

"The Sunny Side of Graduate Work for the Duration" that 

graduate education would ultimately be a major benefici-

ary of war activities, Faculty and graduate students on 

war assignments would benefit from travel opportunities 

and tasks requiring sharpened research and scholarship 

expertise, Scientists and humanists alike would be 

challenged by the demands for investigation and 

creativity. "War," he declared, "is a school."^^ 
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In retrospect, many scholars suggest that the most 

significant impact of World War II on the university was 

a redoubled effort toward participation in the world out-

side the campus.^^ ^llan M. Cartter (perhaps taking 

issue with Kerr's view of the university of the 1930s as 

the rudimentary multiversity) stated: 

The representative university of the 1930s was an 
essentially insular establishment, not deeply involved 
in the affairs of government or industry, and only 
sluggishly responsive to the evolving needs of con-
temporary society. The unparalleled demands made by 
World War II in the areas of science and technology 
heralded a new phase in the life of the university. 
No longer isolated from mundane society, called upon 
to staff greatly expanded industrial and governmental 
activities in a variety of areas, and encouraged to 
probe systematically the frontiers of both knowledge 
and practice in a host of fields, the contemporary 
university is far different from its predecessor of 
a generation ago. The difference is raost marked in 
the graduate and research functions of the univer-
sity.66 

Clearly, higher education had shown itself to be ca-

pable of participating in social endeavors and meeting 

national needs; it had won the respect of the federal 

government, industry, and the public at large. As the 

United States, and indeed the entire world, prepared to 

salvage some semblance of normal life, the university 

would play an ever-increasing part. 

Postwar Prosperity and Federal Funds: 

1945 Through the Late 1950s 

The years following the second world war marked the 

beginning of the marriage of higher education to federal 

financial support. The engagement period brought on by 
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the war was consummated by Congress in 1944 with the 

passage of the Serviceman's Readjustraent Act—the GI 

Bill—that would finance the college education of 7 

million World War II and 2 raillion Korean Conflict vet-

erans during the 1950s.^7 

Well before the war was over, and even before victory 

was certain, postwar planning was underway. The needs 

of returning veterans and a changed population provided 

challenges for the nation, challenges that higher educa-

tion was eager to face.^8 ^ 1943 report on "Some of 

the Issues Involved in Meeting Post-War Adjustments in 

Higher Education" suggested that curricular and prograra-

matic changes would be forthcoming, especially to provide 

greater breadth in education. Better counseling and guid-

ance capabilities would be needed as well, notably for 

returning servicemen and woraen.69 

The GI Bill provided for one year of training plus 

one raonth for each month of active duty, to a maximura of 

four years, It was to pay veterans' full school costs--

tuition, fees, books, and supplies—as well as a subsis-

tence allowance,^^ At the tirae the bill was passed, few 

anticipated rauch success or the irapact it would have on 

higher education,^! Nonetheless, because veterans often 

needed "breathing tirae," or preparation for a specific ca-

reer, or because higher education was suddenly accessible 

for millions who could not have afforded it otherwise, 

returning servicemen flooded college campuses throughout 
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the country, Colleges and universities were forced to 

react with haste, Veterans often were accorded admissions 

preference and given high school equivalency exaras, if 

they had no diploraa, Credit for railitary experience, 

altered calendars, short courses, and refresher courses, 

all were organized and conducted despite a serious shor-

tage of college teachers, classrooras, libraries, and 

housing, Institutions were forced to hire part-time and 

marginally-qualified instructors, and early-raorning and 

Saturday classes were necessary to handle the increased 

deraand,72 of higher education's response to the crush 

of GIs, Henry said: 

The enrollraent of World War II veterans created the 
raost rapid growth of colleges and universities in 
the history of higher education, The rate and the 
tirae period raised serious doubts as to whether the 
governraent had promised more than it could deliver. 
Failure of the institutions to respond could have 
had serious social consequences. That higher educa-
tion was able to raarshall resources for the task, 
whatever the shortcorainys in their qualitative per-
forraance, is an outstanding record in ingenuity and 
dedication.^^ 

The long-terra irapact of the GI Bill on higher educa-

tion was raultifaceted. College students as a group carae 

to be viewed as serious, motivated, and disciplined, be-

cause returning veterans generally were. Off-campus loca-

tions that served as eraergency classrooms for "overflow" 

students frequently becarae branch carapuses or coraraunity 

colleges. Educational opportunity was significantly 

expanded to disadvantaged groups and other first-genera-

tion college students.'^^ However, the changes of 
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perhaps the greatest consequence involved a new value 

given to higher education as an entity of enorraous national 

iraportance. Higher education enjoyed, during the postwar 

years, unprecedented public support. Such support ulti-

mately would lead to a view of higher education as a 

riyht of all Americans.^^ 

Kenneth Ashworth saw the GI Bill as beiny the second 

of three cycles of hiyher education's involveraent with 

the federal governraent,^6 (xhe first was the passage 

of the Morrill Act in 1862; the third followed the launch-

ing of Sputnik in 1957,) Such cycles begin with the 

recognition of an expanded role for higher education, 

are raarked by growing public pressure and federal involve-

ment in college and university affairs, and end with 

regained stability but expanded diversity throughout 

higher education. Ashworth pointed out that the plan 

for financing the education of Korean veterans in the 

1950s was essentially the same as that for World War 

II soldiers. He said: 

The GI Bill had been iraraensely successful; the pro-
gram structure was in place, and the schools were 
ready to address the new group of veterans. The 
society benefited, Frora a strictly fiscal point of 
view, the estiraated increased tax revenues from higher 
incoraes attributable to college education many tiraes 
repaid the original governraent outlay for educating 
the veterans.7' 

Graduate education benefited from the GI Bill in 

several ways. Educational benefits could be used for 

graduate education, and many veterans sought graduate 
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degrees. Moreover, the enhanced public view of higher 

education was manifested in a broadenéd appeal of academia 

and the acaderaic career. The crush of students heightened 

the deraand for additional college teachers and stimulated 

growth in graduate education at every level and in all 

fields. 

Graduate education's growth during the era took the 

form of more students applying for and entering graduate 

schools, more students receiving graduate degrees, and 

more institutions adding graduate work or new graduate 

prograras.78 jn 1940, the doctorate was awarded by 100 

institutions, the raasters by 300; by 1958, the numbers 

were 175 and 569.^^ Doctoral work, especially, proved 

an attractive path for expansion following World War 

II. In order to attract and keep faculty merabers (par-

ticularly those who could be lured to raore lucrative 

research positions elsewhere), institutions looked to 

teaching and research assistants to alleviate heavy teach-

ing loads and assist with research projects. Berelson 

also pointed to the "vanity, pride, and legitimate aspir-

ations of institutions" as raotivation for expansion into 

doctoral work after the war.80 Certainly, the production 

of doctorates expanded at a phenoraenal rate. Only 1,634 

doctorates were granted in 1945, a drop of 53% frora 

1941, Yet by 1949, a record 5,389 were awarded, and in 

1955, the figure had risen to 8,905.^1 
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In addition to the desire to provide for the futures 

of returning war heroes, the defense of the country pre-

occupied raany Americans in the postwar years, and the 

answer seemed to rest with the research and training 

afforded by higher education. As a result, science and 

technology becarae the bright stars of the university, 

Both basic and applied scientific research, plus the 

ability to train the scientists of the future, resulted 

in the union of the research-oriented university and 

federal support,82 ^ew research deraands led to graduate 

school growth as well, The National Science Foundation 

(NSF), established by Congress in 1950, provided funds 

for scientific research, priraarily to educational insti-

tutions, Grants frora NSF deraanded concentrated attention 

frora faculty researchers, and usually included an alloca-

tion for graduate students serving as research assistants, 

Such projects served to augraent student financial resources 

as well as provide ready subjects for thesis and disser-

tation research, thus acting as critical incentives for 

graduate study, Clark Kerr said of federal support for 

university research: "Araerican universities have been 

changed alraost as much by the federal research grant as 

by the land grant idea,"83 Likewise, Berelson contended 

that graduate education's new importance to national 

security generated the funds necessary for enrollment and 

institutional growth.84 

The enormous growth during the postwar years came 
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not without concerns about the college curriculum, 

"Lessons" learned from the world war experience, coupled 

with growing concern over Russian communism, provoked 

new issues about how higher education could address the 

needs of a changed world,85 jn particular, general educa-

tion received scrutiny, The Harvard "Redbook," General 

Education in a Free Society, issued in 1945, called for 

education to advance democracy and provide coraraon learn-

ing for coramon experience, It concluded: 

The aira of education should be to prepare an indi-
vidual to becorae an expert both in some particular 
vocation or art and in the general art of the free 
man and the citizen, Thus the two kinds of educa-
tion once given separately to different social 
classes must be given together to all alike.86 

Likewise, President Truraan's 1947 Coraraission on Higher 

Education published Higher Education for Araerican Derao-

cracy, which made startling recomraendations: elirainate 

racial, econoraic, religious and other barriers to higher 

education, expand comraunity colleges, and corabine stronger 

general education with preparation for work.87 General 

education, it said, "should give to the student the 

values, attitudes, knowledge, and skills that will equip 

hira to live rightly and well in a free society."88 

Clearly, graduate education could not escape irapact 

frora such calls for curriculura reform. The elevation of 

science, technology, and the professions, coupled with 

the twin deficiencies in the nuraber of teachers and 

researchers, saw a steady increase in the proportion of 
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doctoral degrees awarded in professional fields (including 

education and engineering) and the physical and biological 

sciences, all at the expense of huraanities and social 

sciences disciplines.89 xhe new push for research engen-

dered its own abundant criticisms from those who deplored 

the narrowing of the graduate curriculura. President 

Truraan's Coraraission itself found defects in yraduate 

education, naraely outraoded degree requireraents, inadequate 

instruction, the lack of teacher preparation, and the 

eraphasis on narrow research training to the detriraent of 

breadth in subject raatter.^O In his 1945 book Toward 

Iraproving Ph.D. Prograras, Ernest Hollis argued that 

requireraents for graduate degrees should be more relevant 

to individual disciplines and occupational needs; he 

called for the graduate school to function as an inte-

grated whole, rather than as an amalgam of automomous 

departments. 91- Charles Kraus accused the graduate school 

of misinterpreting the nature of research as solely 

mechanistic,92 and Lily Ross Taylor called the doctoral 

dissertations of the time "the products not of genuine 

research institutions but of factories."93 

Once the tidal wave of postwar enrollraents had crest-

ed by the early 1950s, it left in its wake many doubts 

about higher education's ability to maintain its favored 

status. The growiny cold war and concerns about nuclear 

weapons brought a sense of malaise to the nation and to 

the college campus, impairing institutional planning. 
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Inflation, too, damaged faculty morale by dirainishing 

earning power, "Unchecked inflation, uncertain student 

fee income, uncertain appropriations, an uncertain cliraate 

for philanthropy, and deraands for increasing service," 

according to David Henry, resulted in calls for econoray 

in higher education,94 Proliferation of courses and 

prograras was feared by state governments especially, 

many of which created committees to assess growth in 

higher education, The Texas Commission on Higher Educa-

tion, for exaraple, was created in 1954 by the State 

Legislature, Its responsibilities included suggesting 

funding forraulas and approving degree and certificate 

prograras with the intention of avoiding duplication 

among the state's publicly supported institutions.95 

However, despite enrollraent decreases between 1950 

and 1954 (during the Korean War), the death knells for 

higher education were unfounded. After 1955, enrollraents 

increased treraendously. There were raore high school 

graduates; raore farailies could afford college. Creden-

tialism had begun to take hold, too, and more and more 

employers demanded college degrees as job requirements. 

Moreover, veterans' favorable experiences with higher 

education influenced a younger generation of college 

students.96 Fortunately, the acaderaic coraraunity's daraage 

frora Senator Joseph McCarthy's hunt for coramunism was 

slight. Higher education's ability to survive the cross-

fire further contributed to the fears of the time, but 
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the primary consequence of McCarthyism for colleges and 

universities was subtle--cautious expression of opinion 

in the classroom and loyalty oaths demanded by governing 

boards and state legislatures.97 

Graduate Education for Defense: 1957-1970 

By the late 1950s, Araerican higher education 

had recovered from a brief slump in enrollment and an 

assault on its abilities. Its classrooras were full, 

faculty was respected, and importance to the nation 

upheld. In fact, such full classrooras and iraportance to 

national pride created for graduate schools a deraand for 

teaching and research raanpower that far outstripped the 

supply available, despite frantic attempts to produce 

and keep scholars and teachers. The situation came to a 

head, however, in October of 1957, when the Soviet Union 

launched the Sputnik, the world's first raanmade satellite 

Across the country attention was focused on colleges and 

universities that had failed to produce an educated 

citizenry capable of keeping up with the Russians. Thus 

began a decade marked by intense scrutiny of graduate 

education, continued increases in federal funds for the 

support of teaching and research, raassive growth in 

nurabers of students and graduate schools, and further 

modification in the aims and scope of graduate study. 
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The launching of Sputnik seemed to confirm the worst 

fears brought on by the mounting tension of the cold 

war. That the Soviet Union could beat the United States 

in the race to reach the heavens was prima facie evidence 

that Russian schools were better than American schools, 

and foreign expertise superior to Yankee ingenuity.98 

Education, then, became the means to an end: superiority 

in technology, scientific research, and national defense. 

The alliance of universities with military and other 

research projects had been sealed during World War II; 

therefore, acceleration of such research seemed only 

natural. According to Ashworth, in the decade following 

Sputnik's launch, "almost every coramittee of Congress 

and every raajor agency of the executive branch would find 

ways to tie their prograras to the colleges and universi-

ties."99 Health research received support via the Depart-

ment of Agriculture and the National Institutes of Health 

(NIH); likewise, the National Aeronautic and Space Admin-

istration (NASA) and NSF poured millions into research 

in engineering, raathematics, and the sciences. Whereas 

expenditures for university research projects were a 

raere $27 million in 1939, by 1960, $464 million was spent 

from federal research and development sources alone.l^^ 

The failure of universities to fill their faculty 

ranks with enough Ph.D.s was also blamed for contributiny 

to American education's downfall. As a result, the federal 
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government addressed the shortage of college faculty by 

investing in new and expanded graduate programs. l-̂ l Per-

haps the most dramatic effect of the launching of Sputnik 

and the public's desire to enrich higher education was 

the passage of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) 

of 1958. Title IV of the NDEA appropriated funds for 1000 

fellowships to be awarded to students in graduate prograras 

leading to doctoral degrees. The purpose of the program 

was to augment the production of trained scientists, but 

iraplicit in the lack of scientists was a basic need for 

more educated people, particularly college teachers. As 

a result, the fellowships were to be awarded to students 

in all fields of study, with preference given to new and 

expanded programs. Fellows were expected to devote full 

time to their studies, though sorae teaching and research 

experience was encouraged, and their stipends were to 

increase gradually over the three-year fellowship period. 

When the prograra began operation in 1958, the decision 

was made to promote growth araong sraall and raediura-sized 

institutions. From the inception of the program until 

its end in 1968, 26,828 fellowships were awarded to 

graduate students in some 199 universities. In all, 

approxiraately $363 million was appropriated for the 

project.102 

Clearly, the act was the largest single program to 

benefit higher education, and its goals were laryely 

met. Students in all academic areas and every reyion of 
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the country received awards, and most remained in aca-

demia. Moreover, through NDEA fellowships, funds for 

graduate students went to public and private, secular 

and sectarian, and large and small institutions alike. 

Once the pattern for such support was established with 

the NDEA, similar programs were undertaken by NSF, NASA, 

NIH, and other agencies. Programs for undergraduate 

college students emerged, too. The Higher Education 

Facilities Act, Educational Opportunities Act, and Talent 

Search all provided funds to colleges and universities 

that could assist growth and expand opportunities for ad-

mission.l-^^ Writing in 1969, John F. Morse said of 

federal involvement with higher education: 

What three Administrations and five Congresses have 
sought to do is pinpoint our greatest weakness and 
most pressing needs and zero in on these targets. . 
. . No nation on earth has ever attempted what we 
are attempting—to provide full educational opportun-
ities for all our citizens.l^^ 

With federal support firmly at its back, graduate 

education entered in the late 1950s an unprecedented 

golden age, which was to last a decade. Factors contri-

buting to its halcyon era included record enrollraents, 

improved faculty salaries, abundant financial resources 

for students and a choice of positions for graduates, 

all added to the firm belief that graduate education and 

research could forge the path to a healthier, more pros-

perous world.l^^ A survey of students graduating from 

college in the spring of 1961 indicated that a full 82% 
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had a definite interest in attending graduate or profes-

sional school at some point in their lives, and 32% 

planned to enroll in post-graduate work as early as the 

fall of 1961.107 

The number of higher education institutions grew 

steadily throughout the post-Sputnik decade. By the 

fall of 1970, there were 2,573 colleges and universities 

(including two-year institutions), of which 298 gave the 

doctorate and 528 the raaster's degree. The increases 

from 1960 were 26%, 36%, and 16%, respectively.1^8 

Institutions added to their graduate programs partly to 

take advantage of extramural funding and partly to 

attract faculty, and inevitably to raeet student and so-

cietal deraands. During the 1960s, one-third of private 

liberal arts colleges began offering graduate degrees, 

citing the hope of alleviating the shortage of college 

teachers and the insistence that better graduate educa-

tion could be offered in such institutions.1^9 Despite 

the draraatic changes that would follow in the 1970s, few 

such institutions elirainated their graduate prograras 

(unless forced to frora the brink of bankruptcy). Never-

theless, Berelson argued that raost colleges that added 

graduate work in the 1950s and '60s were probably better 

off for having done so, because a graduate school helps 

an institution grow in quality.H^ A university can-

not absorb all of its own graduates, forcing raany to 

other, weaker institutions. Berelson suggested: 
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This filtering-down process throughout the national 
systera has now located sizeable contingents of 
doctorates in institutions of lesser quality than 
the institutions from which they secured their own 
doctorates. . . . Put another way, substantial pro-
portions of the faculties of lesser institutions 
were trained at the better places. If the qualifi-
cation of the faculty's training is one measure of 
institutional merit, then that is now spread more 
widely than it was even a few decades ago.H-l 

State coordinating bodies were created or streng-

thened during the 1960s. The Texas Comraission for Higher 

Education becarae the Coordinating Board, Texas College 

and University System in 1965. It cautioned against 

unrestrained expansion of graduate programs in the 

state,ll-2 and one of its first activities was to 

designate four of the twenty-two four-year state insti-

tutions as "raultipurpose," thus requiring a full range 

of prograra offerings at the doctoral level.1-13 

The Council of Graduate Schools in the United States 

(CGS) was created in 1961 as well. Its parent organiza-

tion, the Association of Graduate Schools, whose merabers 

included AAU institutions only, realized that the scope 

of graduate education far exceeded the confines of the 

AAU. The Council quickly becarae a forura for issues related 

to graduate education, and its merabership included almost 

all institutions in the country offering graduate work. 

Headquartered in Washington, D.C., CGS could also serve 

as an advisory and lobbyiny force wherever federal funds 

for graduate education were concerned." H ^ 
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Expansion of graduate education meant the escalation 

of its importance to the university. Cartter called the 

graduate school "the heart of the institutions that have 

achieved full university status."l-15 He went on to 

proclaira: 

The prestige of these institutions in acaderaic cir-
cles, their ability to attract outstanding students 
at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, 
their support through grants frora private founda-
tions and government agencies, come priraarily from 
the strength of their graduate schools. This trend 
is not without its probleras and is viewed as a not 
unmixed blessing by many, but graduate education 
is truly the signature of the university today.H-^ 

Christopher Jencks and David Riesraan went so far as to 

call the rise of the graduate school and the new irapor-

tance of the faculty raeraber the "Acaderaic Revolution."117 

In their view of the developraent of the university follow-

ing World War II and the launching of Sputnik, the faculty 

raeraber, irapelled by new demands for his services and ex-

pertise and able to attract an eager cadre of graduate 

students as research assistants, succeeded in seizing 

power within the university and creating there a meri-

tocracy. Such people owed their allegiance to their 

acaderaic disciplines, not to a single institution, and 

could conduct theraselves rauch like independent profes-

sionals, similar to doctors or lawyers.H^ Moreover, 

according to Jencks and Riesman, 

The graduate schools are . . . by far the most 
important shapers of undergraduate education. It 
is, indeed, only a small exaggeration to say that 
undergraduate education in most universities and 
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university colleges is simply a cut-rate, mass pro-
duced version of graduate education. 11-9 

An important effect of the attention given to the 

graduate school was the intense scrutiny of the purpose, 

scope, and requirements of the doctoral degree. In 

particular, such traditional and "outraoded" mileposts as 

the foreign language requirement, the year of residency, 

and the dissertation as an original contribution to 

knowledge were questioned, but by and large survived. 1-20 

A major change, however, carae in the shortening of the 

tirae required for the doctorate. The seven to eight 

years (past the baccalaureate) was agreed to be unneces-

sary, and was replaced in raost cases by four.1-21 Con-

sequently, college teachers were produced rauch faster, 

and faculty raerabers began their own research and publica-

tion activities earlier. In addition, however, atterapts 

to "raodernize" the doctorate characterized the decreased 

association between the degree and research, especially 

pure research, and the trend toward awarding a doctorate 

for advanced study in almost any field. If college 

teaching were a profession that deraanded a doctoj^ate—the 

arguraent went--then why not a doctorate for professionals 

in forestry or nursing? 

When the research/teaching controversy reared its 

two heads again in the 1960s, it was clear that earlier 

notions that one presupposed the other were gone. 
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Inserted into the debate was the possibility of 

intermediate degrees for college teachers. At the 1967 

CGS meeting, Stephen Spurr argued that an interraediate 

degree (called variously the Master of Arts in College 

Teaching, the Master of Philosophy, and the Candidate in 

Philosophy) would lessen the shortage of college teachers 

and eliminate a research component unnecessary for raost 

college instructors.1-22 xhe course requireraents for 

the degree would approxiraate those for the doctorate, 

including exposure to foreign languages and developraent 

of writing skills, but would stop short of the disser-

tation, D, C, Spriesterbach countered that the shortages 

were not too severe and that the Ph,D, provided adequate 

flexibility to accomraodate both teaching and research,123 

As for the purpose of graduate education, profes-

sionalization of the doctorate again drew debate.124 xo 

the extent that graduate schools succeeded in increasing 

the nuraber of college teachers, concern developed that 

the purpose of graduate training was raainly the replica-

tion of individual scholars—that graduate faculty saw 

their role as creating younger, newer versions of them-

selves without concomitant regard for the expansion of 

ideas. 

Certainly the concern for quality in graduate pro-

grams generated tremendous attention, but none more 

controversial than Cartter's 1966 report An Assessment 

of Quality in Graduate Education. The study, begun in 
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1964, with support from the American Council on Education, 

NSF, NIH, and the U.S. Office of Education, was designed 

to identify the highest ranking (and lower ranking) doctoral 

programs. 1-25 Surveys were sent to departraent chairraen, 

senior scholars, and junior scholars in 106 universities. 

Criteria for consideration included the quality of the 

graduate faculty, the effectiveness of the doctoral 

program, and changes in the relative positions of depart-

ments. The results were hardly startling, Established 

private schools (especially Harvard, Yale, and Princeton), 

and older public ones (including California and Chicago) 

consistently received high mention, Missing were newer 

graduate schools, whose faculty denounced the survey as 

an exaraple of cronyisra and injustice. 1-26 

The raaster's degree was conferred "by everybody" dur-

ing the 1960s.l27 jts growth was particularly notable in 

urban universities and those with a larye Education 

division. Institutions that awarded the raost raaster's 

degrees were not the sarae as those that conferred the most 

doctor's degrees. However, by the raid-1960s, the master's 

degree experienced soraething of a rediscovery among more 

professional fields. Social work, business administration, 

urban planning, and the like seized upon the master's 

degree frequently as a requisite to entry in the profes-

sion.128 Graduate enrollments further increased as stu-

dents sought the master's degree as training for jobs. 
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The master's degree as professional hallmark was perhaps 

most clearly demonstrated via the proliferation of degree 

titles. To award a Master of Science (M.S.) would not do 

when a Master of Science in Speech Pathology and Audiology 

(M,S,Sp,P,A,) could be had, In some fields, to dispense 

with the "Art" or "Science" altogether was even better, 

and arguably more professional and less academic: thus, 

the Master of Social Work (M,S,W,) and Master of Public 

Adrainistration (M,P,A,), 

In future years, the 1960s will be reraerabered as the 

decade of student activisra and dissent, especially on 

college carapuses, Beginning with the Free Speech Moveraent 

at Berkeley in 1964 and culrainating with the killing of 

four students at Kent State in 1970, protests were lodged 

against racism, the war in Viet Nam, and the draft, but 

no aspects of the "Establishraent" were safe, For a 

nuraber of reasons, including student vocationalisra and 

the often singular interest in individual research, 

student unrest had less irapact on the graduate school 

than on the larger university,129 Graduate students 

avoided participation in railitant protest, especially, 

preferring intellectual activities such as political 

and literary publications. University issues and calls 

for academic reform raore often found converts araong 

graduate students, who saw such issues related to their 

future careers, Unionization of teaching and research 

assistants was the frequent result of graduate student 
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protest, In fact, graduate students of the 1960s were 

expected to becorae a "new breed of professors,"130 ^nn 

Heiss noted that the students of the day were recognized 

by their professors as the best prepared ever to attend 

their universities, but they were distinctive in their 

concern for huraan issues and their willingness to speak 

out on various personal and professional issues.131 

In 1967, Congress ensured that federal raoney in 

the forra of NDEA fellowships did not indirectly condone 

disruptive activities, when it passed an amendraent to 

the act prohibiting awards to an individual who "incites, 

proraotes, encourages, or carries on, or facilitates the 

incitement, promotion, encourageraent or carrying on of, 

a riot or other civil disturbance,"132 

The governraent's reluctance to support any activi-

ties that could be construed as militant would ultimately 

have a profound effect during the 1970s. Public support 

for higher education, which had characterized two and a 

half decades since World War II, yielded to disenchant-

raent, as violence and disregard for property and conven-

tion infected raore and raore college campuses. 

Coping with Decline: The Seventies 

In 1970, graduate schools were flush with crowded 

classrooms, abundant federal research funding, jobs for 

their doctoral graduates, and the glow of student acti-

vism, but the trends for the decade loomed large: a 
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sharply declining student pool would soon decrease under-

graduate enrollment and hence, the need for college 

teachers. Other factors--diminished federal funds, 

growing technolo'gical needs, shifting attitudes--eraerged 

as well, plunging all of higher education into a period 

of scrutiny rauch like that of the early 1900s. 

According to Ashworth, the decline, or New Depres-

sion,l-33 in higher education during the 1970s was an 

alraost unavoidable stage in the post-Sputnik cycle.134 

With public pressure on higher education to take on 

ever-increasing responsibilities and plentiful federal 

support, academe became a lucrative operation, which 

lured raisguided, if not unscrupulous, entrepreneurs to 

higher education enterprises. The result was the ex-

ternal degree, credit for life experience and nontra-

ditional practices. Calls for accountability followed, 

coupled with concerns about equity, given the araount of 

federal funds involved. Higher education, then, was 

forced both to corapete in a raarketplace that flaunted 

lowered standards and to cope with governraent's inter-

ference in its operations. Derek Bok cited the univer-

sity's coraplicity in allowing its role as raultiversity 

to spread unchecked. Unwieldy bureaucracy and the 

loss of cohesion allowed higher education to lose siyht 

of its true purpose for learning, basic research, and 

indirect social contributions; rather, the university 
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sold its soul and its neutrality for a few pieces of 

silver in a research contract.135 

The deraographic trends of the 1970s brought almost 

antithetical forces to much of graduate education. On 

the one hand, graduate enrollraent began to drop because 

of sraaller nurabers of students available for graduate 

study and a declining job raarket for degree holders. 

As a result, the forraerly large body of graduate stu-

dents who served as teaching and research assistants 

diminished, and, in an effort to fill courses and 

coraplete research projects, admissions standards and 

student quality also dropped.136 on the other hand, 

many argue that graduate enrollments did not drop 

enough during the decade, inasmuch as universities 

introduced to the labor force a glut of Ph.D.s unable 

to find positions suitable for or commensurate with 

their level of training and expertise.137 

However, late-1960s estiraates that doctorate pro-

duction would overwhelm higher education by 1980 never 

materialized. Cartter expected 50,000 doctorates and 

the U.S. Office of Education predicted that 60,000 

would be awarded in 1980; other projections were even 

higher. Had such predictions proved true, graduate 

schools would have raore than doubled their output in 

barely a decade. By the raid-1970s, the number of doc-

tor's degrees awarded had levelled off considerably, 

and in 1978-79, the figure was slightly below 33,000.138 
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A second raark of the decline in the 1970s was eco-

nomic, After the NDEA fellowship prograra tapered off, be-

ginning in 1968, the number of graduate students receiving 

federal fellowships and traineeships fell from a high 

of 50,000 in 1968 to around 6,600 in 1974,139 xhe 

growth rate for research and development expenditures 

dropped, too, seriously and suddenly daraaging the acaderaic 

coraraunity that had corae to rely heavily on federal raoney 

over the previous three decades,140 state appropriations 

also fell, in part due to recessions in 1970 and 1974-75, 

which siraultaneously hurt the value of a college degree,141 

Loss of funds was partly backlash for higher education's 

failure to keep its house in order, Gustave 0. Arlt 

announced in 1969 that the educational associations in 

Washington were losing a series of battles with Congrees 

over bills designed to be punitive raeasures against 

higher education. ̂ ^̂ 2 in addition to recession, colleges 

and universities were ravaged by inflation. Buying 

power dirainished as did the value of endowment and gift 

income. Tuition increased, especially in private insti-

tutions, but such increases rarely covered additional 

costs, and students affected by disappearing financial 

aid were hurt most. The National Board on Graduate Edu-

cation reported that despite "a clear national interest 

in ensuring [graduate schools'] continued strength, 

vitality, and flexibility," earlier levels of support for 

yraduate education were no longer possible or advisable. 
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The rest of the burden was to be borne by the states, 

private foundations, and family resources.143 And as 

a consequence, subsequent enrollraent growth took place 

more often in public institutions than in private ones. 

Laurence Veysey suggested yet a third form of decline 

and retrenchment during the 1970s, naraely anti-intellec-

tualisra. He said: "fhe distrust of expertise, of fanci-

ness of language, and of abstraction for its own sake, 

which was to a degree suspended in the post-Sputnik cli-

mate, surged up again in the neopopulistic mood that 

elected President Carter."144 Such a trend, partly a 

reaction to the student protests of the '60s, raanifested 

itself in a nuraber of ways for graduate education. It 

was no doubt responsible for the unwillingness of the 

electorate, and hence the governraent, to continue to 

support purely intellectual activities. Moreover, higher 

education was not effective in corapeting for resources 

through political raechanisras. It was too diverse and too 

passive.145 David Riesraan, who heralded the Academic 

Revolution in the 1960s, announced its crurabling in the 

late-1970s.146 m particular, faculty hegeraony deteri-

orated, to be replaced by increasing student power, with 

resistence to requireraents and rarapant consumerism. 

Students' growing emphasis on vocationalism and ca-

reer-related study brought significant shifts in enroll-

ment. Professional disciplines--business administration 

and engineering, for example--witnessed burgeoning 
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enrollments in baccalaureate programs and those masters 

programs that enhanced employability in industry. Sirai-

larly, those areas were often the recipients of support 

frora both the federal governraent, anxious to assist tihese 

raore applied fields, and private foundations and corpora-

tions, who saw a ready opportunity to have their needs 

(including those for trained raanpower) directly addressed 

by higher education. 1-47 ironically, however, both engineer-

ing and business adrainistration experienced difficulty 

in recruiting students to pursue doctoral work for the 

express purpose of entering college teaching; the lure 

of lucrative salaries drew both bachelor's and raaster's 

degree holders into industry, and they were often fol-

lowed by new Ph.D.s. The anti-intellectual trend also 

surfaced in state legislatures, where the abolition of 

tenure was debated. Tenure disappeared frora a few sraall 

institutions, such as Bloorafield College in New Jersey, 

but it raanaged to survive in raost places. On the other 

hand, faculty unionization and closing ranks by such 

organizations as the AAUP effectively polarized sorae 

faculties frora state legislatures and their own university 

adrainistrations. 

Coping with the decline of birthrate, economy, and 

erudition saw several forms, all attempting to bring 

innovation to higher education, and at the sarae tirae 

altering the role and scope of graduate study. The derao-

cratization of the graduate school, begun in the militant 
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1960s, was sanctioned by raost universities, foundations, 

and governraents in the '70s. Specifically, efforts were 

raade to raake graduate schools more accessible to a wider 

crossection of the population, especially minorities and 

women.148 Reaching such new raarkets had the dual 

advantage of providing underrepresented groups with the 

benefits of graduate education (and entry into college 

teaching and research) as well as raaintaining enrollraents 

in graduate programs. Other markets to be tapped included 

returning students--those who had interrupted their 

academic careers. As a consequence, the traditional 

requirements of graduate study were again called into 

question.149 xhe residence period, which prohibited many 

from pursuing degrees, was softened or eliminated in some 

institutions, and new degree patterns--weekend classes, 

credit for work experience, external degrees--were sought. 

The external degree, especially at the graduate level, 

was among the raost hotly debated topics of the 1970s. 

Called variously "innovative responses to the . . . 

needs of new educational clienteles" and "approaches to 

increasing the body count,"l-51 external doctoral programs 

usually included nontraditional requirements including a 

shortened residency, a professional project in lieu of a 

dissertation, and monthly seminars that addressed 

"practical" questions.1^2 Even the raison d'etre for 

external degrees was disputed. John Suraraerskill cited 

the late 1960s raood of rebellion and restlessness that 
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lead to greater eraphasis on relevance in nontraditional 

prograras.153 Ashworth, on the other hand, saw them as a 

consequence of uncontrolled entrepreneurism.154 such 

programs could provide additional income to faculty and 

mean salvation to struggling institutions. Ashworth 

cautioned that traditional institutions could be hard hit 

by such programs, however: 

The entry of promoters and recruiters and the 
introduction of the hard sell into higher education 
started during the period of rapid growth in the last 
decade [the 1960s], Since there were plenty of 
students to go around, the institutions maintaining 
the quality of their programs did not bother to raise 
strong objections to the minor infractions of sorae 
of the educational iraproprieties of others, Now that 
the corapetition for students is becoraing raore keen, 
the traditional institutions are finding that a large 
portion of the raarket is being served by inferior 
institutions. . . . The response of sorae of the 
traditional institutions. . . is to try to corapete 
with these other types of institutions on the new 
terras, that is, by lowering their own standards.1^3 

Whatever their true purpose or value, nontraditional 

graduate prograras and external degree prograras were faith-

ful to the raajor thrusts of the decade. They served new 

markets, they offered flexibility, they were "mission-

oriented." 

Interdisciplinary programs underwent important in-

creases in the 1970s as well. Because traditional depart-

mental lines often failed to address adequately the 

needs to be met by graduate study, programs such as urban 

and regional planning, public administration, psycholin-

guistics, and the most obvious, interdisciplinary studies, 

sprang up at universities across the country.156 in many 
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cases, interdisciplinary programs provided justification 

for institutions to begin offering graduate degrees 

in the first place. Yet such prograras often provided a 

salvation for disciplines in the arts and sciences.157 

Public administration breathed new life into departments 

of political science, for example, by linking coursework 

in governraent with sociology, business adrainistration, 

and civil engineering, 

Clearly, interdisciplinary prograras had the effect 

of calling into question the specialized scope of graduate 

study, Mayhew and Ford urged that graduate students be 

required to take courses outside their departments as a 

means of broadening and making raore relevant the graduate 

school experience,158 Passraore disclairaed not special-

ization ("To know more and raore about less and less is 

not necessarily worse than to know less and less about 

more and raore"); rather, he opposed excessive adherence to 

disciplinary standards that discourage students frora 

inquiry and research outside their specific fields,159 

As ever, the doctorate was the center of controversy 

throughout the 1970s, Alternative degrees, long touted, 

were given a boost with the Doctor of Arts degree, first 

offered at Carnegie-Mellon University in 1968,160 

The degree sought to "legitiraize" college teaching as 

a profession for which a doctorate was required. Degree 

requirements were similar to those for the Ph.D., but in-

cluded was a pedagogical project as opposed to a research 
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dissertation. The D.A. was encouraged by the Carnegie 

Corporation, which provided support for universities in-

terested in its irapleraentation, but the degree's popularity 

waned by the end of the decade. Stephen Spurr, long an 

advocate of alternative degrees, continued to argue that 

"we cannot use the sarae degree title and the sarae course 

of study both to qualify an individual for an initial 

appointraent as an assistant professor and to certify him 

as a proven research investigator."161 He suggested, 

in order to preserve the Doctor of Philosophy degree for 

both teachers and researchers, that the former use the 

abbreviation D.Phil,, while the latter continue to be 

Ph,D,s, The oversupply of doctorates in arts and science 

disciplines made widespread adoption of special teacher-

preparation degrees irapractical and unpopular, however, 

and drove raany Ph,D,s trained for research to growing 

comraunity colleges,1^2 

Inevitably, declining employraent opportunities for 

doctoral graduates in academia led to a concern for non-

acaderaic eraployraent for Ph,D.s,1^3 por doctoral graduates 

in engineering, raathematics, business administration, 

psychology, and education, positions outside the univer-

sity's walls had become as rauch rule as exception, but for 

those in the huraanities and social sciences, "retooling" 

for careers in industry and governraent becarae common. 

The Carnegie Council on Higher Education disputed 

the view that the 1970s were disastrous for higher 
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education. Citing an overall enrollment increase and 

improved state expenditures for higher education, the 

Council noted: 

[The 1970s] was possibly the best decade in all of 
history, in terms of institutional progress, except 
for the 1960s. Higher education ended the 1970s 
generally in good shape. . . . Reports about a few 
losses in selected areas have obscured this basic 
fact: Higher education concluded the decade in 
better condition, by and large, than it entered 
it.l64 

Graduate education, too, managed to weather the decade 

and reraained very rauch alive by the end of the seventies. 

Amid calls for greater flexibility, better adraission 

techniques, and a keener focus on the purpose, students 

continued to enter graduate schools, and graduate schools 

continued to cope with the old problems of academic 

standards, degree requireraents, and the search for know-

ledge. Writing about "Graduate Education in an Age of 

Stasis," Veysey declared: 

Against the force of all the trends that have been 
discussed, there is only one real recourse. That is 
to continue to take an intrinsic satisfaction in 
what we do. Having stared coolly at our prospects, 
we should turn around and count our raany blessings. 
We do not face extinction.165 
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CHAPTER III 

THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS, 1925-1945 

Tech Coraes to Texas; Before 1930 

In February of 1923, when Governor Pat Neff signed 

Senate Bill 103, entitled "Texas Technological College— 

Establishing and Providing for the Location Thereof," he 

put to rest years of dispute and controversy over the 

purpose and indeed the very existence of a college for 

West Texas.l True, the bill specified that the new col-

lege would offer instruction in "raanufacturiny cotton, 

wool, leather, and other raw materials produced in Texas," 

but it stated: 

Said colleye shall also have complete courses in 
the arts and sciences, physical, social, political, 
pure and applied, such as are taught in colleges of 
the first class leading to the degrees of Bachelor 
of Science, Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Literature, 
Bachelor of Technology and any and all other degrees 
given by colleges of the first class.2 

Thus, from its earliest days, Texas Tech was never bound 

by the narrowness of its name, a name that early Tech 

faculty raeraber and forraer Graduate Dean William Curry 

Holden called a comproraise "picked by sorae third-rate 

politicians down at the Legislature."^ 

75 
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The institution's first president, Paul Whitfield 

Horn, perhaps raore than any other person, was responsible 

for setting the direction of the college in its earliest 

years. Horn was not hiraself priraarily a "uríiversity 

man." Recruited from the superintendency of the Houston 

public schools, Horn eagerly accepted the challenge of 

creating a new institution, which he hoped could prove a 

strong proponent of raorality and deraocracy. In a 1924 

essay called "The College That Is To Be," Horn warned 

that raany colleges of the day had becorae powers for evil, 

and he promised to see to it that such a fate not befall 

Texas Tech, Horn's priraary concern was for proper teach-

ing, His faculty was to consist of "raanly raen," who, 

"incidentally, , , . would have scholarship." Holders 

of the doctor's degree would be welcoraed, but only if the 

degree suppleraented, rather than supplanted, native 

4 comraon sense.^ 

Significantly, then, Horn hoped to create not so 

much a coraplex university in the raode already comraon by 

the raid-1920s as a siraple college capable of educating 

the young people of the region. The German notions of 

free inquiry and Lehrfreiheit were valued only indirect-

ly, to the extent that they were consistent with democracy, 

equality, and individualism. Moreover, Horn designed 

his curriculum without regard for the institution's 

technological title. He took as carte blanche the senate 

bill's provision that the college "elevate the ideals, 
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enrich the lives and increase the capacity of the people 

for democratic self-government": 

Luckily in this particular instance the legislative 
bill by which this college was established was 
drawn in such a liberal manner that almost any 
subject really worth teaching can be included in 
the list of subjects to be taught. The bill raakes 
certain suggestions and points out certain places 
for eraphasis, but is broad enough to please even 
the raost liberal.5 

Horn organized the curriculura into four acaderaic and 

adrainistrative divisions—Liberal Arts, Agriculture, 

Household Economics, and Engineering--each of which he 

saw as partly "cultural" and partly "vocational."^ 

Beginning with the first enrollment of students in the 

auturan of 1925, the college of Liberal Arts was the raost 

popular of the four, enrolling 471 students, while the 

division of Agriculture had 60 students, Engineering, 

313, and Household Econoraics 66. By the fall of 1929, 

Agriculture had grown to 164 students, Engineering to 

478, Horae Econoraics (as it was by then known) to 214, and 

Liberal Arts raore than doubled its enrollment with 1172 

students.7 

Though christened with a name it would value more for 

application as an emblera for its athletic tearas than for 

its appropriateness to the institution's role and scope, 

Texas Technological College set forth on its course, guided 

by a vague star in the distance called "college of the 

first class." A 1972 institutional self-study report sug-

gested that the developraent of Texas Tech reflected the 
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draraatic growth of West Texas. It said, "[Texas Tech's] 

character and complexion matched the broad ambitions of 

its faculty and administration and the aspirations of 

the people of West Texas more than they did the narrow 

implications of its name."8 According to Jane Gilraore 

Rushing and Kline A. Nall, authors of Evolution of a 

University: Texas Tech's First Fifty Years, the idea of 

first class status captured the iraaginations of the 

faculty, students, coraraunity, and others who watched with 

anticipation the growth of the new school. They saw 

Texas Tech as "a college big and broad enough to becorae 

anything that raight be needed by the people it was designed 

to serve."9 

Accordingly, graduate education soon emerged as such 

a need. Senate Bill 103 raade no raention of graduate ed-

ucation for Texas Tech, but it did not preclude it either. 

In fact, the inclusion of such rarified degrees as the 

Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Literature seemed to 

prophesy the coming of the Master of Arts in 1927. 

In her book The First Thirty Years: A History of 

Texas Technological College, 1925-1955, Ruth Horn Andrews 

(daughter of Tech's first president) noted that students 

interested in graduate work had begun to inquire about 

such possibilities at Texas Tech even before the first 

coraraenceraent exercises in May of 1927.10 At the tirae, 

araong Texas' state supported schools, only Texas A & M 

and the University of Texas at Austin offered graduate 
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degrees (the latter gave the Ph.D. as well). Consequently, 

students were required to travel great distances for grad-

uate education. In a letter dated July 9, 1927, Horn 

wrote to James Marcus Gordon, Dean of the College of Lib-

eral Arts, that he had received an inquiry from a Mr. 

Dewey Reed of Amarillo about the master's degree: 

I agree with him [Reed] thoroughly that there should 
be some school in this part of the state to offer 
the degree of raaster of arts. It is, as you know, 
a portion of the policy of the Texas Technological 
College to offer the raaster's degree as soon as we 
are in a position to do so. If I understand correct-
ly, the latest recomraendation of our faculty commit-
tee on advanced standing was that it be left to the 
head of each department to determine what graduate 
work, if any, his department is ready to offer. The 
coraraittee did not feel that it was ready at present 
to outline the nature of the work required for the 
raaster's degree.H 

Either Horn did not understand correctly, or the com-

mittee on advanced standing changed its mind, but the 

1927-28 Bulletin listed master's degree work to be offered 

in nine departraents—Biology, Economics and Business 

Administration, Education, and Psychology, English, Geol-

ogy, Government, History, Matheraatics, and Philosophy 

and Sociology.l2 Significantly, the earliest majors 

at the graduate level were not in the technological fields. 

Rather, all nine were in departments within the division 

of Liberal Arts. It is perhaps misleading to label the 

early graduate programs as majors; graduate work was 

given in selected departments, and as the departments them-

selves shifted (as they frequently did due to faculty 

changes), graduate work shifted as well. Horn's belief, 
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that departmental discretion would deterraine the avail-

ability of graduate work, proved accurate. Throughout 

the 1920S and 1930s, the Bulletin listinys of areas 

offering graduate work fluctuated soraewhat from year to 

year. 

The 1928-29 Bulletin allotted only two pages and nine 

subheadings to graduate study. Included were the require-

ments for pursuing graduate work. A bachelor's degree 

from Texas Tech or another "recognized institution," was 

essential for admission. The conferral of the Master of 

Arts degree was to be possible only upon satisfactory 

corapletion of forty-five term hours, with at least a B 

in all courses. At least three terms were necessary for 

fulfillraent of the residency requirement. Coursework 

consisted of eighteen hours in the major, a nine-hour 

thesis, a minor, and foreign languages. An oral examina-

tion capped off the student's work.l3 

Dean Gordon's coraraittee on advanced standing in 

Liberal Arts adrainistered and supervised all phases of 

graduate work until 1936, when a Division of Graduate 

Studies was created. Other merabers of the committee were 

William A. Jackson, head of the department of Government 

(who would later become the first Graduate Dean) and 

Williara T. Read, head of the departraent of Cheraistry.l4 

In August of 1928, Texas Tech conferred its first 

master's degrees to Horace Bailey Carroll, R. W. Matthews, 

and Walter Irwin Wilkins. Horn's hope for graduate work 
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that would help fulfill regional needs was raet in the 

first class of M.A.s, All selected thesis topics of lo-

cal iraportance, Carroll, who had received his bachelor's 

degree frora Tech, wrote for his thesis in History about 

"Social Life in West Texas frora 1875 to 1890," He then 

becarae an Assistant Professor of History at Tech. Matthews, 

a Southern Methodist University graduate who later becarae 

the superintendent of the Lubbock schools, raajored in Ed-

ucation and Psychology and wrote "A Financial Survey of 

The Lubbock City Schools for the School Year 1927-28." 

Wilkins received his undergraduate degree frora Howard 

Payne College. His thesis in Sociology was entitled 

"Pathological Conditions of the Plains Country."15 

By 1930, yraduate education was firraly entrenched 

at Texas Tech. Twenty-eight M,A,s had been awarded by 

the autumn of 1930 (a figure that would more than double 

in the next year, 1930-31), and enrollraent stood at raore 

than forty students, Tech's graduate work perhaps fell 

short of that at the University of Texas and Texas A & M 

in the nurabers of students and prograras, but according 

to Holden, it compared favorably in terms of the rigor 

of its degree requireraents and the enthusiasm and 

abilities of its faculty.l^ The 1929-30 Bulletin demon-

strated the pride that the College had in its graduate 

programs. In a section entitled "Condensed Significant 

Acts," the presence of graduate degree prograras was 

listed along side "Buildings--14 larye, modern buildinys. 
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architecturally pleasing and adequately arranged for ef-

ficient instruction" and "Faculty--127 merabers, all of 

whom have received degrees at leading colleges and univer-

sities in America."17 

Depression, Expansion, and a Fight for Life: 

1930-1936 

The onslaught of the Depression could have dealt a 

deathblow to a college less than a decade old, and espe-

cially to its infant graduate programs. Although the 

rate of growth for the institution--draraatic and rapid 

during the 1920s--was slowed, Texas Tech was spared from 

destruction in the 1930s. In fact, total enrollment for 

1929-30 showed a 12.5% increase over that of 1928-29, 

provoking Horn to boast cautiously to the Board of Dir-

ectors: "Since raany of the schools in the state have 

suffered a small decrease in enrollment, it is evident 

that the need for the Texas Technological College is 

still increasing and that the confidence which the educat-

ional public of Texas has in it is at least not less."18 

When enrollment did fall by 6.6% in 1932, Horn remained 

confident. He reassured the Board: "In view of the 

financial depression now prevailing, it occurs to me that 

this loss is not particularly significant."19 

Mirroring the trends at the national level, grad-

uate enrollment continued to increase, despite, or per-

haps because of, the Depression and the shrunken job 

market of the early 1930s. In 1929-30, the Texas Tech's 
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graduate programs enrolled 23 students; by 1932-33 the 

number was 52, A small drop in 1933-34 (of six students) 

was followed by the doubling of the graduate prograras' 

enrollraent: in 1934-35, 105 students registered for 

graduate work at Texas Tech, signalling a healthy recovery 

frora the brief threat. 

Although substantial enrollraent declines were avoided, 

sirailar budget cuts were not. Calls for econoray in higher 

education, heard throughout the country, were sounded in 

Texas as well. The raost strident call carae in Deceraber 

of 1932, when the Joint Legislative Coraraittee on Organ-

ization and Efficiency and the State Board of Education 

both published reports, which, according to Rushing and 

Nall, "threatened to set West Texas back almost to where 

it had been when the fight for a college began."20 

The reports recomraended that duplication araong Texas' 

state-supported institutions be ended iramediately. To 

that end, all agriculture and engineering courses were 

to be eliminated, except at Texas A & M, and graduate 

work was to be restricted to A & M and the University of 

Texas.21 The effect of such recomraendations on Texas 

Tech would have been to reduce its airas from the sophis-

ticated, multidiraensional institution, which it harbored 

a reraote hope of becoraing, to the sraall liberal arts 

college, which it perhaps was anyway. Nevertheless, a 

defense for Texas Tech was mounted at once. Newspapers 
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throughout West Texas joined students, faculty, and 

whole communities in denouncing such "'partisan politics 

. . . responsible for the attempt to cripple Texas Tech-

nological College.'"22 jn part to bolster enrollraents in 

technological fields, thus insulating thera frora exterraina-

tion, Bradford Knapp, who becarae Tech's second president 

after Horn's death in 1932, vigorously encouraged growth 

in enrollraent and visibility for technological subjects. 

As a way of deraonstrating the College's adherence to its 

nominal purpose in the face of its heavy enrollraent in 

the Liberal Arts Departraents, Knapp changed the division's 

narae to Arts and Sciences in 1933.23 

Despite the recoraraendation to halt duplicative 

graduate prograras in Texas, Tech continued to offer grad-

uate degrees, and other institutions even entered graduate 

work. When the Legislative Coraraittee and State Board of 

Education coraplained in 1936 that their "injunction" 

against graduate work outside of Texas and A & M had been 

ignored, Knapp appeared at a State Board of Education 

hearing to plead Tech's case. He argued that, first of 

all, the senate bill estabíishing the College provided 

for graduate education within the institution's role and 

scope. (No doubt Knapp read with emphasis the phrase "any 

and all other degrees given by colleges of the first 

class.") He went on to say that the College's graduate 

program was small and inexpensive to operate. He reasoned 

that, after considering the benefits of graduate teaching 
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assistants and the tuition paid by graduate students, the 

yearly cost of graduate instruction to Texas Tech was 

"slightly less than $4000." Knapp further noted the high 

standards of Tech's graduate work, calling the quality 

"exacting and high." Finally, Knapp played his trump 

card, making the no doubt impassioned argument that "no 

real first-class institution can be raaintained without 

the inspiration of expanding knowledge through research 

and through giving at least a Master's degree."24 xhe plea 

must have swayed the Depression-hardened merabers of the 

Board. The ultiraate agreeraent was that the colleges 

would continue as before, offering graduate work in depart-

ments with adequate faculty, facilities, and equipment.25 

In fact, Texas Tech took its first step toward expand-

ing its graduate prograras in the early 1930s by adding 

the Master of Science degree. In June of 1931, Lonnie 

M. Starr received not only the first M.S. to be awarded 

by Texas Tech, but the first graduate degree in Agricul-

ture as well. By 1934, the M.S. also was awarded to some 

students in Education. 

It is significant to note that, in marked contrast to 

the current concern over degree titles, Gordon, Knapp, and 

others involved with Tech's earliest graduate degrees 

seemed content to allow almost arbitrary deviations in the 

names of the degrees they conferred from one year to the 

next. Whereas Lonnie M. Starr's degree was actually the 

Master of Science in Agriculture, by 1932-33, students 
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in Agronomy and Animal Husbandry received diplomas bearing 

siraply "Master of Science." Just as the early synonyraity 

between departraent and raajor raakes difficult a chronolo-

gica^ listing of the dates that raajors first were offered 

at Tech, this casual shift in degree titles coraplicates 

the historical pattern of Tech's graduate degrees, and 

it no doubt set a precedent for the continuously expanding 

degree inventory, which, in 1983, includes sorae twenty 

different raaster's degrees alone. 

Knapp recognized the growing size and coraplexity of 

graduate education at Texas Tech and considered himself 

an active participant in its affairs. In an agenda of a 

meeting of the Graduate Comraittee to be held July 11, 

1934, Knapp prepared not a siraple list of topics to be 

discussed, but a full treatise on issues ranging from the 

administration of graduate work, to requirements for 

admission and degrees, to the very definition of a graduate 

student.26 napp was probably keenly aware of national 

debate over quality in (especially upstart) graduate 

programs and the numerous suggestions for reforming and 

standardizing the master's degree; certainly he felt the 

hot stare of scrutiny focused on his graduate programs 

from the coraraittees and boards in Austin. Not surprising-

ly, then, Knapp advocated a tough line on raaintaining 

standards in Tech's graduate work. He reiterated the 

criteria for departments offering graduate degrees: 

personnel, technical and other facilities, and library 
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holdings, all of which were adequate or better. He 

further suggested that departments unwilling or unable to 

require theses of their students be disqualified from 

participation in graduate education. He praised the 

master's thesis thus: 

To rae the essence of a raaster's degree is involved 
in a showing of the student that he has, in addition 
to high scholarship, the ability to think, and 
particularly originality of thought. I know of no 
better way to test the student's originality than 
the requireraent of a thesis on sorae well-selected 
subject requiring individuality and originality in 
thought and research. If a graduate degree should 
be given by siraply requiring an additional nuraber 
of hours of credit without a thesis, or without any 
deraonstration of originality or ability to think 
out a subject, investigate it, and handle it, it 
seeras to rae that we have brought the bachelor's 
degree down to the rank of a high school diploraa 
and the raaster's degree down to a fairly good bach-
elor's degree.27 

A Division and a Dean: 1936-1940 

By the mid-1930s, Texas Tech could be relieved that 

the worst of the Depression years had passed, and even the 

most serious crisis—the call for economy frora Austin-- had 

left the young graduate prograras relatively unscathed. In 

fact, by 1936, graduate work at Tech had established enough 

identity and iraportance to the College to warrant the crea-

tion of a separate division. By action of the Board of 

Directors, and upon the recoraraendation of President Knapp, 

a Division of Graduate Studies was created on January 28, 

1936.28 xhe following day, Knapp wrote to W. A. Jackson 

to ask that he (Jackson) serve as chairraan of the new 

division, in addition to his active role as a member of 
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the Athletic Council and professor of Government. Knapp 

made clear, both to the Board and to Jackson, that he 

preferred for the division to be headed by a chairman 

rather than a dean, presumably until such tirae as the 

division attained even greater strength in the nuraber of 

students and programs.29 

Among Jackson's earliest actions as chairman of the 

new division was the preparation of a separate bulletin 

devoted solely to graduate education. The first Bulletin 

of the Division of Graduate Studies was published in April 

of 1936, with announcements for the sumraer of 1936 and 

the long session of 1936-37, and cost $445.09.30 

By the sumraer of 1937, Knapp apparently felt that 

the Graduate Division had attained sufficient strength to 

need its own dean. On June 1 of that year, the Board 

naraed Jackson Dean of the Division of Graduate Studies.31 

Jackson was not to serve long as Texas Tech's first 

Graduate Dean, however. On Noveraber 30, 1937, he died 

while in his office in the Administration Building. 

Appointed in early 1938 to succeed Jackson was Robert 

Cabaniss Goodwin, a professor of cheraistry who had corae 

to Tech in 1930 and would later go on to serve as Dean 

of Arts and Sciences and President of Texas Tech. Just 

as the deanship passed frora Jackson to Goodwin, so raoved 

the offices of the Graduate Division frora the Governraent 

department to the Chemistry departraent, where Goodwin 

served as head. 
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The addition of the Master of Science degree in 1931 

blazed the trail for new degrees to follow in the latter 

half of the decade, growth partly the result of shifting 

enrollraent trends and student interests. Just as the 

preponderance of raaster's degrees awarded throughout 

the country were to public school teachers, so followed 

Tech's graduate enrollraent, According to annual reports 

subraitted to the President by both Jackson and Goodwin, 

graduate enrollraent flourished during the suraraer sessions, 

Whereas enrollraent during the fall and spring seraesters 

of 1936-37 nurabered a respectable 65, a full 288 students 

registered for graduate work during the suraraer of 1936, 

104 of thera raajoring in Education,32 ciearly, then, the 

bulk of Tech's graduate students were teachers who took 

advantage of their free suramers to pursue graduate work, 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Master of 

Education degree would be introduced, The M,Ed. was 

distinguished from the M,A, (still offered by the depart-

ment of Education and Psychology) by its lack of a foreign 

language requirement, The Master of Business Adrainistra-

tion carae to Texas Tech in the late-1930s as well, Both 

degrees first were awarded May 29, 1939. Like the M.Ed., 

the M.B.A. required no foreign language, and the M.A. 

remained an option for students in Business. 

The adoption of the M.Ed. and the M.B.A. may have 

been the result more of a growing national identity for 

the two degrees than of a need for fundaraental changes 
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in requireraents, Foreign languages had disappeared frora 

several M,S, major requirements, thus setting a precedent 

for further adjustments, Nonetheless, the M.Ed, and M,B.A, 

represented Texas Tech's first expansion toward distinctly 

"professional" degrees. 

In addition to new degrees, Tech expanded its grad-

uate program to include new majors, or more specifically, 

more departments authorized to offer graduate work. By 

1940, all departraents in the Division of Agriculture had 

graduate raajors, as did Horae Econoraics departraents Food 

and Nutrition, Clotíiing and Textiles, and Horae Econoraics 

Education. In Arts and Sciences, Chemical Engineering, 

Physics, and Foreign Languages (Spanish) were added, but 

Biology was dropped. Several departments, including 

Chemistry, Matheraatics, and Physics, offered raajors 

leading to both M.A. and M.S. 

According to Goodwin, the decision to add new degrees 

and raajors was an inforraal one between graduate dean and 

departraent head, based on the nuraber of faculty and pro-

spective students, and requiring little in the way of 

written proposals or even Graduate Coraraittee approval. 

By the late-1930s, the Coraraittee had grown to include the 

four acaderaic deans--J. M. Gordon of Arts and Sciences, 

Arthur H. Leidigh of Agriculture, Otto V. Adams of 

Engineering, and Margaret W. Weeks of Home Economics. 

They raet often, though not at regularly scheduled inter-

vals, to set policy regarding degree requirements and 
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to discuss individual student matters, In fact, the 

Committee also functioned as a reviewing body: graduating 

students appeared before the members to defend their 

theses, -^^ 

The strengthening of the Graduate Division's adraini-

strative organization further allowed for increasingly 

centralized supervision of graduate students and their 

degree prograras, The 1931 Bulletin listed as requireraents 

for adraission and degrees simply the number of hours and 

the rainiraura gradepoint average and stated, "all other re-

quirements as to admission are to be left to the depart-

ment in which the student's graduate work is to be done."34 

By 1939, on the other hand, the Bulletin discussed in 

detail such matters as raajor and rainor prerequisites, 

transfer and extension hours, and tirae liraits for degrees. 

Notably, degree and adraission requireraents shifted only 

slightly during Tech's first decade of graduate education. 

According to the 1938-39 Bulletin, requireraents for the 

master's degree at Texas Tech included at least thirty 

hours beyond the bachelor's degree in both major and minor 

subjects, frora both graduate and undergraduate courses. 

A six-hour thesis was required of all students as was at 

least a thirty-hour residency and an oral exaraination.35 

For alraost forty years, as long as graduate students 

could receive graduate credit for advanced undergraduate 

courses, the College found itself faced with the problera 

of properly defining and identifying yraduate students. 
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Complicating the problem were students who had received 

bachelor's degrees, but who, for teacher certification 

and other reasons, wished to enroll in advanced undergrad-

uate courses for undergraduate credit. Means were devel-

oped whereby students declared their intentions for such 

courses, and the advent of the Graduate Record Exaraination 

in the 1950s helped to divide the degree-seekers from 

the non-degree students, but the earliest years were raarked 

by confusion over students' classifications and responsi-

bility to specific deans. 

Evidence of growing sophistication in Texas Tech's 

graduate prograras in the latter years of the 1930s was 

especially evident in the increase in (and indeed the 

very presence of) funds for faculty research and student 

assistantships and fellowships. Rushing and Nall credit 

third president Clifford B. Jones with gaining the College's 

first state funds for research in the late 1930s.36 

Although used raainly for agricultural projects, such 

funds helped establish Texas Tech as an institution 

interested in conducting research. 

As Graduate Dean and a Harvard-educated cheraist, 

Goodwin recognized all too well the link between research 

and graduate education, particularly the need for research 

funds to support graduate students. He hoped that severe 

financial liraitations, which prevented the appointraent 

of large nurabers of research assistants, would not alto-

gether halt student research. Goodwin proposed to Knapp 
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that a piece of scientific equipment be bought for use 

by several departments, and he suggested, in lieu of 

joint faculty-student projects, encouragement of "co-

operative research even among the graduate students." 

Goodwin saw industry as a potentially generous source 

for support. In a 1938 report to Knapp, he cited a 

nuraber of contributions and grants to the College, in-

cluding a spectroscope frora the Bureau of Mines, and a 

$250 scholarship frora the Mellon Institute for the study 

of cotton burr use,^7 Goodwin worried that the College 

had failed to satisfactorily foster research activity 

among its faculty, Carnegie Institute funds, he thought, 

might be available, but only if Texas Tech were willing 

to make "a distinct, tangible effort to encourage the 

specific research," To do so, he recomraended to Jones, 

ways raust be found to reduce teaching loads, iraprove 

facilities for research activities, and provide assistance 

—"both raaterial and advisory"—to faculty researchers,38 

By and large, throughout the 1930s and early '40s, 

the research that was conducted at Tech had its foundation 

in the probleras and conditions critical to West Texas.39 

Cotton and grain sorghuras were the agricultural products 

of greatest bearing to the region, and the former was the 

subject of what Goodwin called "the raost important applied 

research conducted on this campus [i.e., Texas Tech] 

during those early years." Cotton research involved scru-

tiny of fiber deterioration, assessment of harvesting and 
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ginning methods, and experimentation with weaving and 

spinning processes. The study of cotton textiles, in 

fact, was Tech's assignment from the Cotton Research 

Comraittee of Texas in the early 1940s--a comraittee 

created by the state Legislature to aid the beleagured 

cotton industry, Areas other than the agricultural and 

engineering departraents participated in cotton research, 

as well, Tech's only Cotton Bowl appearance in 1939 was 

marked by samples of foods prepared from cottonseed raeal 

by the Horae Economics faculty and served in the coffee shop 

of the Adolphus Hotel in Dallas.40 

Some graduate assistantships, mostly teaching assist-

antships, had been awarded by 1936 in departraents offering 

graduate work, although other forras of financial assist-

ance were scarce, In his 1936-37 annual report to Knapp, 

Jackson had pointed out the financial benefits of teaching 

assistantships, He said; "In sorae cases, two . . . assist-

ants can alraost do the work of one instructor. This 

would norraally result in a saving of fifty percent. 

Additional staff merabers would naturally raean additional 

office space and class space, both of which now are very 

great preraiuras." Jackson went on to request funds for 

fifty graduate fellowships of $450 each for nine raonths. 

He rerainded Knapp that such generous awards could serve 

as enticeraents to graduate study for "not only our best 

students but for those of other institutions as well."41 

And in fact, the 1936-1937 Bulletin hinted: "Plans are 
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being perfected whereby the College raay offer annually a 

nuraber of graduate fellowships."42 

When he becarae dean, Goodwin, too, took up the call 

for graduate student support. In his annual reports, 

subraitted to the President each May, Goodwin suggested 

plans for fellowships for graduate students. In 1938, 

he ventured, "One instructor's salary raight eraploy four 

or five graduate fellows."43 in 1939, he rerainded the 

President that Tech often lost the best graduate students 

to other institutions that could "offer fellowships, 

assistantships, etc. which pay far raore than this college 

can,"44 and his budget for 1939-40 (which totalled $2600 

for Goodwin, his secretary, and "raaintenance") included 

a request for student support. It said: "This sura could 

be any amount."45 By 1940, Goodwin selected a different 

tack; he urged better solicitation of industry for scholar-

ships, and he suggested that the Board of Directors might 

remove legal barriers to providing tuition-free awards.46 

The calls for improved quality in graduate education 

that resounded throughout the country during the late 

1930s were not lost on Texas Tech. Although Tech was 

hardly overrun with ill-qualified graduate students 

(except perhaps during the sumraer raonths), graduate 

instruction and advisement did represent an addition to 

already heavy teaching loads. Goodwin's concern for 

stronger recognition of the importance of graduate educa-

tion to the College's stature clearly motivated his 
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desire for improved research funding and student support. 

Moreover, as the graduate programs completed their first 

decade, Goodwin's assessraent of their quality grew raore 

critical. His first annual report as Dean assured the 

President, "I believe that our entire graduate set-up is 

improving. The quality of the students and of the work 

performed seems definitely on the upgrade."47 However, 

his 1939 report was far less sanguine. Perhaps frustrated 

by Tech's failure to recover frora the Depression years 

more completely or by the seemingly deaf ears on which 

his pleas fell, Goodwin enuraerated the deficiencies in 

the graduate prograra; 

1. Failure to recognize and accept graduate in-
struction and research as a part of a norraal 
teachiny load by various State Bodies. 

2. Inadequate reference libraries in practically 
all fields. 

3. Lack of equipraent and space—both class and labor-
atory. 

4. Insufficient staff.48 

World War II and Erapty Classroofns: 1940-1945 

The escalation of hostilities abroad brought both 

anxiety and anticipation to Texas Tech in the early 

1940s. In June of 1940, the Board of Directors approved 

the use of carapus facilities for Civil Aeronautics train-

ing and agreed to assist in any way possible with the 

country's "preparedness prograra." The Board also ap-

proved a motion that Texas Tech "go on record approviny 

a proposed amendraent of one of the Acts of the federal 
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governraent having to do with the defense of Araerica."49 

In particular, the Board saw fit to allow specialists 

who were undertaking governraent-sponsored projects to 

work on the carapus under the supervision of the Graduate 

Division, 

By 1941, according to Ruth Horn Andrews, preoccupation 

with the war overseas increased with the passage of the 

Selective Service Act and the Texas Legislature's require-

ment of loyalty oaths for all eraployees of the State of 

Texas. Similar oaths were used in other states, too, and 

although sorae faculty at other institutions saw them as 

violations of First Amendraent rights, such concerns at 

Tech took the forra of exception with the word swear; sub-

sequent oaths allowed eraployees to "soleranly affirra."50 

Needless to say, carapus agitation about the possibility 

of U.S. involveraent carae to a head on Deceraber 7, 1941, 

with the borabing of Pearl Harbor. Andrews described the 

response at Tech thus: "When the Array and Navy recruiting 

offices opened on Monday [Deceraber 8], they were jararaed 

with scores of Tech students eager to offer their services 

to their country."51 

Even before the borabing of Pearl Harbor, however, en-

rollment in the Graduate Division was affected. In his 

May, 1941, annual report to President Jones, Goodwin 

reported a decline of nineteen students, or just over 16%. 

The losses he attributed to the creation of new jobs 
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with government and industry that lured away potential 

graduate students. He said; 

The monetary feature is not the sole attraction to 
these students. Many are securing positions in the 
so-called essential industries wherein they are 
exempt frora the draft and likewise wherein they can 
better serve in the national defense. It seeras 
strange, however, that no provision is raade for 
graduate training of those who raay be needed for 
these essential industries.^2 

Like its counterparts throughout the country, Texas 

Tech responded to the educational needs imposed on a 

nation at war. An accelerated program was established, 

whereby students could coraplete a regular four-year 

curriculura in three acaderaic years and three suramers. 

New courses were offered in foreign languages, extension 

credits were increased, and correspondence courses were 

offered at two-thirds of the regular fees. In April of 

1942, the Board authorized the conferral of bachelor's 

degrees to students who had entered the armed services 

after completing at least one-half of their last semester 

of work; it also passed a resolution thanking Goodwin for 

resigning his coraraission in the railitary to reraain at 

Texas Tech. Arrangeraents for Civil Aeronautics training, 

inauyurated in 1940, were stepped up duriny the war. In 

1943, the 625 Air Crew's College Training Detachment en-

rolled its first students, comraonly called "pre-flights," 

for college-level instruction at Tech. The young soldiers 

were housed in two campus dormitories, and a third, 

Women's Dormitory Number One, was converted to a raen's 
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hall, in order to house raen students raajoring in the 

sciences, engineering, and pre-raedical fields.^3 

By 1943-44, Tech's enrollment had sunk to 1,928, 

the smallest in raore than fifteen years. The Graduate 

Division, too, suffered severe declines, especially 

during the fall and spring seraesters when the number of 

men students was ordinarily highest. In the spring of 

1944, the Division of Agriculture had thirty-three stud-

ents, Arts and Sciences had seventeen, Commerce (a new 

division created from Arts and Sciences in 1942 and 

changed to Business Administration in 1947) enrolled 

eight students, and Engineering and Home Economics had 

three and six, respectively. That same semester only two 

master's degrees, one M.A. and one M.Ed., were awarded.^4 

Goodwin wrote to Jones in May, "It is again a pleasure 

to submit to you an annual report of the Graduate Division 

even though it has almost ceased to exist . . . . Our 

only palliative is the fact that all graduate schools are 

faced by a similar situation."55 

The trend toward adjusting curricular offerings to 

serve specific war-related needs seemed to Dean Goodwin 

a potential hazard. He worried that students who selected 

the sciences, engineering, and other technical fields 

would be trained far too narrowly to adapt to postwar job 

realities. In May of 1944, Goodwin wrote to Jones: 

There has been a decided trend away from liberal arts 
subjects and toward natural science, engineering, 
technical, and even vocational subjects. Furthermore 
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much of this training has been given on an accelerated 
basis wherein the social subjects, art, languages 
and literature, have been left out or miniraized. 
These men will be more nearly technicians and not 
scholars or professional raen and will have a corres-
ponding perspective.^^ 

Goodwin understood the paradox of the situation, however. 

Although raore students chose to study such disciplines, 

a severe shortage of scientists and engineers persisted, 

and, as academia yielded increasingly to the demands of 

society, raore such prograras would be needed, particularly 

in the short-run. 

Texas Tech, in particular, would be forced to raake 

serious choices about the direction of its developraent, 

especially its graduate programs. Of the engineering 

fields, only Chemical Engineering offered the master's 

degree in the early 1940s, yet other engineering depart-

raents were full and stood ready to expand. Goodwin wor-

ried that such expansion could be irresponsible if industry 

failed to absorb the excess technicians after the war. 

Ultimately, however, Goodwin saw the choices thrust upon 

colleges and universities by the larger society as stabbing 

at the very heart of higher education's purpose and grad-

uate education's scope. To Jones he posed the question: 

Can we afford to grant the Master's degree even in 
engineering subjects to those who have had no 
forraal training in the social studies? We raust 
keep in raind that there was sorae basis for the 
charges against Technocracy. We raust quard against 
the "vocationalized" graduate school.^7 

In truth, Goodwin had anticipated by several decades 

a controversy that was to entangle yraduate education in 
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the 1960s and '70s. But he proved prescient in a raore 

iramediate way as well. Predicting that returning service-

men would prove to be serious students who would "demand 

that the work they take raust lead soraewhere," Goodwin 

called for a greater vitality for graduate education. 

Each course taught, he urged, "must be able to stand on 

its own feet with a definite purpose and [be] prepared to 

fill a specific need in the training of our students."^8 

Moreover, to vitalize graduate education would be to ira-

prove research activities and to encourage original work 

frora faculty raerabers. Goodwin anticipated that once war-

iraposed secrecy was lifted, an unprecedented knowledge 

boora would force colleges and universities to scramble to 

adjust their curricula to fit modern needs and understand-

ing.^9 

By the end of World War II, Texas Tech did have at 

least one positive achieveraent to show for its graduate 

prograras—raembership in the Conference of Deans of Southern 

Graduate Schools. Tech's failure to join the organization 

before 1943 seems to have been more by choice than inabil-

ity to qualify. The College had "an organized graduate 

department adrainistered through a dean, . . . and offered 

the Master's degree" well before, and thus was eligible 

for raerabership. On the other hand, araong Texas institu-

tions, only Baylor, Southern Methodist, and Texas Christian 

were CSGS merabers before 1940.^0 Recalling Tech's adrais-

sion to the group forty years later, Dean Goodwin said: 
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It was membership that we almost had to have. It 
was rather interesting because we needed the recog-
nition. We were in a position of having to lift 
ourselves by our own bootstraps. But we finally got 
there. It was necessary for several reasons, of 
course. For one thing, it made transfer of credit 
frora one school to another easier, and it gave us a 
certain amount of help in obtaining grants of one 
kind or another. It was just one of those things 
that, if we were to go into graduate work at all, we 
had to have.^l 

Also by war's end, Texas Tech had inaugurated its 

first president to have an earned doctorate, Williara M. 

Whyburn becarae Tech's fourth president in the fall of 

1944, A noted raathematician, Whyburn had served as an 

early Tech faculty meraber before corapleting his Ph,D, 

According to Rushing and Nall, his aspirations for Texas 

Tech were grand and noble: 

He evidently came to the presidency expecting to con-
vert "a cow college" into a recognized institution 
of learning. He was aware of the relatively new 
"publish or perish" policy applying to faculty in 
major institutions. . . . Whyburn was a publishing 
scholar. In 1944 Tech's faculty was hardly publica-
tion conscious,^2 

For many reasons, perhaps among them his goals for 

the institution, but especially for his introverted 

personality and his discomfort with Lubbock civic leaders, 

VJhyburn's presidency was short (four years) and unhappy. 

Nonetheless, his leadership during the tumultuous postwar 

years would prove productive for the institution and es-

pecially its Graduate Division. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NEW DEANS AND NEW DOCTORATES, 1945-1957 

The Holden Years; 1945-1950 

Like colleges and universities throughout the coun-

try, in the weeks and months preceding the war's end, 

Texas Tech anticipated that some postwar adjustments in 

curricular offerings and adraission requireraents would be 

necessary, just as the war itself had forced temporary 

changes. The magnitude of such adjustments, however, 

was not yet apparent. In April of 1945, before he left 

the graduate deanship, Goodwin wrote to President Whyburn 

of the Graduate Coraraittee's recoraraendations for Tech's 

graduate prograras in the iraraediate future. The Coraraittee's 

recomraendations were, by and large, conservative, and 

reflected the pre-war concern for quality over quantity. 

The Coramittee hoped that the College would eventually 

expand its graduate offerings to include more fields, 

but it saw no reason to offer degrees higher than the 

masters and the few professional degrees that were 

available in the Engineering departraents. The Committee 

advocated a cautious and prudent expansion, allowing ade-

quate time for re-examination of all prograras, reassess-

ment of all degrees, and strenytheniny of all departments. 
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Such strengthening, the Comraittee recomraended, could be 

achieved by requiring qualifying examinations of all de-

gree-seeking students and improving library funds. More-

over, the Committee recognized that a serious comraitraent 

to research would be essential in the coraing years. It 

urged that a graduate faculty be designated and encour-

aged "to stiraulate graduate work and research araong 

qualified students" in addition to its teaching activi-

ties.l But the end of the war brought raore changes 

than anyone had anticipated, and the Graduate Coramittee's 

thoughtful and prudent plans were pushed aside to make 

way for raore pressing realities. 

As at other schools, the raost draraatic and iraraediate 

sign that the war abroad had ended was the increase in 

enrollraent. In the fall of 1944, a total of 1949 students 

enrolled at Texas Tech, raost of thera woraen and freshmen 

men. A year later, just after the bombing of Hiroshiraa 

and the end of the war, enrollment rose to 2443 (a 25.3% 

increase). But by the fall of 1946, the institution 

recorded its most massive gains ever--sorae 5366 students 

registered for classes, an increase of 119.6%--and those 

gains continued through the end of the decade. The Grad-

uate Division, as well, added students. A sraall, but 

perhaps hardy, cadre of seventeen students comprised 

the whole of Texas Tech's Graduate Division in the fall 

of 1944, and only nineteen enrolled a year later. The 
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postwar surge had begun by 1946, however, with seventy-five 

students, and continued steadily throughout the 1940s. 

By the fall of 1950, graduate enrollment stood at 460. 

According to Ruth Horn Andrews, more than 50% of Tech's 

1947-48 student body was raade up of veterans, and a 

sirailar figure probably prevailed for graduate enrollment, 

too. 2 

Coincident with the end of World War II was a change 

in administration for the Graduate Division. In 1945, 

at Whyburn's request, R. C. Goodwin became Dean of Arts 

and Sciences, and Dr. Williara Curry Holden assuraed the 

Graduate Deanship. Holden had been a member of the 

faculty since 1929, after he completed his Ph.D. at the 

University of Texas. He was, for raost of his nearly 

thirty years at Tech, araong the institution's most widely-

known professors, and during his tenure as Graduate 

Dean, Holden also served as head of the department of 

History and director of the Museum. He also taught a 

full course load; years later he said of those times, "And 

we didn't think we were overworked."3 

Holden's appointment as Dean was raade by his college 

roomraate, President Whyburn. Despite his aloofness frora 

the faculty and others, Whyburn consistently succeeded in 

his efforts to secure both funds and recognition for 

Texas Tech in his drive to bring it respectability. A 

key accoraplishment came in November of 1946, when Texas 
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Tech was added to the list of institutions approved by 

the Association of American Universities. In addition to 

making formal application to the Association, Goodwin, as 

Graduate Dean, visited AAU-member institutions to help es-

tablish Tech's interest in AAU recognition. Approval 

meant that the Association looked with favor on the 

College's academic standards and that Tech graduates 

could proceed to post-graduate study at other institutions 

with greater ease. 

For Tech's Graduate Division, the AAU status could 

not have been better timed. A coramittee of the Conference 

of Deans of Southern Graduate Schools issued a report 

sometirae after 1945 that included the following stateraent: 

In general, no institution which is not on the ap-
proved list of the Association of Araerican Univer-
sities, even if it is a raeraber of its own regional 
association should attempt, or be encouraged to 
attempt, to offer graduate work leading to the raaster's 
degree.^ 

On Texas Tech's copy of the report, housed in the President's 

files in the Southwest Collection, those lines are under-

scored with heavy, black lines. 

The report cautioned that rapidly expanding enroll-

ments would bring pressure on institutions to broaden 

their graduate offerings and cited Greshara's Law as 

evidence of the danger inherent in the unchecked growth 

of "poor prograras leading to the master's degree." The 

only hope for saving graduate education's standards, in 
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addition to restricting graduate work to AAU-approved 

schools only, was to establish criteria and procedures 

for accrediting graduate proyrams.^ In fact, the Con-

ference of Southern Deans did publish, in 1948, a paraphlet 

entitled "Miniraum Standards for Graduate Degrees," which 

proved to be among the raost influential of such guidelines, 

especially to Texas Tech.6 

In 1947, Texas Tech was flush with post-war prosperity. 

Both underyraduate and graduate enrollment were at the 

highest levels ever, temporary barracks substituted for 

classrooms (although plans were underway for a massive 

building effort), and optimisra abounded for higher educ-

ation throughout the country. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that a significant expansion of Tech's yraduate 

prograras might be close behind. In fact, Dean Holden 

was then hatching a plan whereby Texas Tech might offer 

the Ph.D. 

On July 15, 1947, the Graduate Coraraittee raet to dis-

cuss the possibility of including the Ph.D. degree araong 

the graduate offerings at Texas Tech. The Coramittee 

agreed that Ph.D. plans would, by necessity, be long-range, 

and would include only those departments that could meet 

CSGS miniraum standards, but the Comraittee agreed unani-

mously that such plans were in order.7 pour days later, 

Holden wrote to Whyburn informing him of the Committee's 

decision and made clear the reasoniny behind it: 
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For some time the Graduate Committee has been much 
concerned as to what should be the future role of 
our Graduate Division. We are not at all happy 
about our present status. We are now makiny only a 
half-hearted effort to corapete with the teacher's 
colleges and in this regard we are being left far 
behind.8 

Holden went on to invoke that raagic "first class" 

litany, suggesting that even if Tech's raost serious comp-

etition for graduate students (and successful competition 

at that) were the teacher's colleges, "raore than nine-

tenths of all persons obtaining higher degrees frora 

universities of the first class engage in the teaching 

profession."9 Holden saw as further threat to Tech's 

long-range status the expanding junior colleyes. The 

only answer, he concluded, was dramatic, uncoraproraising 

action: 

With the junior colleges whittling away at the bot-
tora of our student body, and the teacher's colleges 
outstripping us at the rate of five to one at the 
top in regard to graduates, we are convinced that 
it is highly desirable that we begin now to plot a 
course which will take us out of the category in 
which we now find ourselves. We believe that 
we have but one alternative, and that is to expand 
upward. This would iraply the forraulation of long-
terra plans which would look towards the offering of 
the Doctor's degree in certain departraents and the 
expansion of facilities for the Master's degree in 
the professional fields, especially that of Engineer-
ing.10 

Whyburn's response was decidedly cautious. He asked 

that the Graduate Coraraittee continue to consider the 

matter inforraally, and he said, "I do not believe any 

formal action within the college would be indicated at 
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the present time. Possibly you [Holden] will wish to 

explore certain aspects of this while you are at the 

Conference of Deans of Southern Graduate Schools."ll 

Indeed, it had been the CSGS raeetings that had 

sparked Holden's interest in doctoral work for Texas 

Tech in the first place. Holden continued Goodwin's 

practice of attending Conference raeetings, where standards 

for offering graduate degrees were currently popular topics. 

His description of the gerra of his plans bears quoting 

at length; 

I spent my first couple of years [at the CSGS meet-
ings] just sizing them up. I didn't have any great 
things to talk about or great discoveries to describe; 
I was sizing thera up and kind of getting their 
numbers . . . . A few of us there . . . we always 
referred to them as the convention of the "old moss-
beards." Most of them were elderly raen. Several of 
thera had beards and raost of thera were pretty nice 
old boys. There were two young fellows and they 
were sraart alecks—know-it-alls—and I know they 
were brilliant. They tried to raonopolize it all. 
I don't care what would corae up, they'd have big 
opinions and took up a lot of tirae. So, I farailiar-
ized rayself and I found out everything there was to 
find out about a doctoral prograra: Your faculty 
raust be this, your library raust be so and so, and 
the school must have met a whole lot of conditions 
which were laid out.l2 

By the fall of 1948, Whyburn had left Texas Tech for 

the University of North Carolina, and Dossie Marion Wiggins, 

forraer president of Texas Western College in El Paso, 

had becorae Tech's fifth president. Holden's quest to 

bring doctoral work to the College had not diminished, how-

ever. In November, he recommended to Wiggins and Edward 
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Newlon Jones, Tech's first vice president, a concrete 

plan of action. Holden urged that a policy for 

doctoral work at Tech, based on CSGS guidelines, be 

drawn up and that four or five departments be chosen to 

begin the program, while other departraents were iraproved 

for future inclusion, To insulate the fledgling doctoral 

prograras frora any future cost-cutting whiras eraanating frora 

Austin, Holden suggested that Legislative recognition 

be gained, but not before the programs were already in 

effect, He advised: 

We should not wait on getting Legislative recog-
nition for an enlarged graduate prograra before 
initiating it, There is nothing that succeeds 
ultiraately quite so well as a fait accorapli.13 

Wiggins apparently saw no reason not to take Holden's 

advice. Holden described the actual preparation for the 

new prograra thus; 

[By] 1948, I found out that we could raeet all those 
[requireraents], and so I drew the situation up and 
presented it to Dr. Wiggins and told hira we could 
raeet the requireraents in four departraents, and I 
could see no reason why we shouldn't set it up. 
And he said, "Well, let's do it." And so we did 
it. We listed it in the catalog. We referred it 
to the Board. Of course the Board didn't know 
anything about it. I don't suppose anybody on that 
Board had any concept at all about a Graduate School. 
But in raatters like that, Boards just go along with 
whatever the President wants. So, we put it in the 
catalog and it started. As siraple as that. Wiggins 
didn't think anything about it. Here we had it, 
let's do it. So, I don't suppose the people on 
carapus knew anything about it until the catalog carae 
out with courses and other things set up. Well, that 
got it started. Well, the old boys, the old raoss-
beards, when they heard about it, they just hit the 
ceiling. They appointed a coraraittee to come out 
here and they toured and read and ripped and roared. 
...But it didn't make any difference. It was 
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done and done as well as if we'd had 400 coraraittee 
raeetings about it. It was tirae to do it, and we 
did it.l4 

The Board did, in fact, approve a plan to expand the 

graduate prograra to include doctoral work on October 15, 

1949. Wiggins outlined the plan in a letter to the Board, 

with the reassurance that such an addition would only 

enhance undergraduate education. He stated: 

In order to raore fully discharge the responsibilities 
of the College for the people who live in this great 
West Texas area, I feel that the tirae has arrived 
when we should give serious thought to offering 
graduate work leading to the doctorate in certain 
departraents. It is ray opinion that the program 
should be expanded slowly and should, for the 
present, include only a very few departraents which 
are qualified to raeet standards that are generally 
accepted for the doctorate.l^ 

The 1949-50 Bulletin of the Graduate Division was 

the first to carry the announceraent of the forthcoraing 

prograras. Under the heading of "The Doctor of Philosophy 

Degrees," the following stateraent appeared: 

Beginning with the acaderaic year, 1950-51, Texas 
Technological College will offer the doctorate in 
those departraents and fields of study which raeet 
the rainiraum requireraents for that purpose. In 
expanding its graduate programs, the college will 
adhere strictly to the standards, both quantitative 
and qualitative, as set forth by the Conference of 
So'uthern Graduate Schools, of which this college is 
a meraber. The doctorate will be offered in the fol-
lowing fields; Araerican Civilization, Cheraistry, 
English, Geology, and History.l6 

The four departraents chosen to participate had the 

strongest faculties and the raost coraplete library holdings. 

A data sheet was prepared in Noveraber of 1948 that rated 

each potential doctoral departraent on the basis of "present 
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staff and low cost." Interestingly, Education ranked 

second to History as the departraent raost prepared to 

begin doctoral work, although the Ed.D. and Ph.D. were 

not initiated in Education until 1950. Cheraistry and 

English were rated third and fourth, respectively, followed 

by Geology and Governraent. The Geology department had 

among its faculty only three Ph.D.s, and it was anticipated 

that three raore would be needed for an adequate staff. 

Consequently, when several key Geology faculty left the 

carapus in the raid-1950s, the departraent opted to suspend 

its Ph.D. prograra for a tirae. Governraent, on the other 

hand, had only two Ph.D.s and required an estiraated $1,500 

in expenditures for library acquisitions (the other 

departraents required $1,000 each) over four years.l7 

Although the Government departraent did not itself 

offer the Ph.D., it did participate in doctoral work via 

the prograra in Araerican Civilization. In fact, J. William 

Davis, head of the Governraent departraent, served as 

chairraan of the coraraittee that supervised American 

Civilization students. The program was desiyned as a 

sort of hybrid, corabining English, history, governraent, 

and other social sciences. It was, according to S. M. 

Kennedy, in 1949 an assistant professor of governraent, 

but later Arts and Sciences Dean and Acaderaic Vice 

President, "the raost innovative of the early doctoral 

programs." He said: "We were way ahead of our time in 

trying to do a cross-disciplinary, raultidisciplinary, 
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interdisciplinary program."18 only three students received 

degrees in American Civilization frora Texas Tech before 

the program was discontinued in 1956, but all three left 

Tech to achieve distinction in academia. Bevington Reed, 

a 1953 graduate, went on to serve as Coraraissioner of 

Higher Education for the state of Texas frora 1967 to 

1976. Joe E. Ericson (1957) later becarae chairraan of the 

Political Science departraent at Stephen F. Austin 

University. Edwin W. Gaston (1959) becarae Graduate Dean 

and Acaderaic Vice President, also at Stephen F. Austin. 

Requireraents for the first Doctor of Philosophy stu-

dents at Texas Tech conforraed strictly to those coramon 

at colleges and universities throughout the country, 

and, in fact, have changed only slightly in the interven-

ing years. For admission, the baccalaureate degree, 

representing suitable preparation for graduate work, was 

needed, as was in some cases, a prelirainary exaraination. 

Three years of study, at least one of continuous enroll-

raent, constituted the residence requireraent. Students 

were to have a reading knowledge of two foreign languages 

(one of which was to be either French or Gerraan), and 

they were to coraplete satisfactorily a qualifying exarain-

ation prior to advanceraent to candidacy. A dissertation 

was required, as was an oral (or written) defense of it. 

By 1950, Wiggins seemed a little apprehensive over 

the brashness of his and Holden's actions establishing 

doctoral work. He wrote to the heads of the doctoral 
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departments urging that each department identify areas 

for specialization. Once such areas were established, 

long-term planning for faculty recruitraent, library 

acquisitions, and special equipraent would be easier.l9 

Holden, on the other hand, never experienced second 

thoughts. Reflecting in 1982 about the appropriateness 

of instituting Ph.D, prograras when the College was at 

best only raarginally prepared for the responsibility, 

Holden declared; 

It's according to where you set your stakes. Every-
thing has to start soraewhere. That [support and 
facilities were lacking] could be said of raost 
anything else on carapus at that tirae. . . 
You have to be started, you have to be at it. 
If you sit around waiting for everything to be 
perfect, it never happens.20 

Clearly, the addition of doctoral prograras repre-

sented the raost decisive action that the College raade in 

the first years after World War II, but it was not the 

only change in Texas Tech's growing sophistication and 

coraplexity. Indeed, doctoral work raight not have been 

possible at all had concerted efforts not been made by 

faculty and administration on Tech's behalf in those years. 

When the Board of Directors adopted a new statement of 

purpose in 1946, it included for the first tirae the 

phrase "research and original investigation" as a part 

of the institution's raission. Research and original 

investigation did not iraraediately assume places of high-

est importance, yet their acknowledgraent frora the Board 

raarked a significant broadening of perspective.21 Also 
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in 1946, the Graduate Committee passed a resolution 

restricting the teaching of graduate courses to those 

faculty members with graduate degrees (or recognized 

reputations in their fields).22 

In anticipation of a raajor expansion at the graduate 

level, Holden asked Wiggins to appoint a Graduate Council 

to replace the Graduate Coraraittee. The change aligned 

Tech's administrative organization raore closely with 

those at other schools in the region.23 xhe Council 

was to be responsible for the forraulation of requireraents 

and regulations for graduate degrees, both present and 

future, and it included (as does its contemporary counter-

part) appointees from each academic school, in addition 

to the broad areas of Education, the humanities and the 

sciences frora Arts and Sciences.24 Years later Holden 

said of this first Graduate Council: "I did get Dr. 

Wiggins to appoint a Graduate Council. There were seven 

of thera and I think we had one raeeting. . . . I wanted 

soraebody to help me take the blarae."25 

Graduate instruction at the raasters level grew in 

the postwar years as well. The 1949-50 Graduate Bulletin 

listed the M.A. as offered in eleven departraents and the 

M.S. in eighteen. A non-thesis option was available for 

M.Ed. students (it had been approved in 1944) as were 

two other plans, both requiring theses. Two options led 

to the M.B.A. A Master of Science in Horae Economics 

also was listed for the first time.^" 
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Anxiety, Introspection, and a New Dean; 

The Early 1950s 

Beginning around 1950, a number of forces combined 

to plunge graduate education at Texas Tech into a period 

of intense self-evaluation, unrelenting scrutiny, and 

self-imposed caution, First, although the postwar enroll-

ment boom did not peak in Texas until about 1953, Texas 

colleges and universities did experience a decline in 

the rate of enrollment during the years of the Korean 

war,27 Tech's 1952-53 graduate enrollment was 639—a 

peak not to be reached again until the early 1960s--but 

the rate of growth was nowhere near the 114% experienced 

in 1949-50, Moreover, the slowed growth and actual 

reductions in enrollment that provoked anxiety, if not 

panic, throughout the rest of the country had an impact 

on Texas higher education as well, particularly via the 

influence of regional accrediting agencies that had begun 

to flex their muscles after the war. Second, Texas 

Tech's new doctoral programs were unproven, and thus, 

vulnerable to criticism and external pressures. Finally, 

Tech's fourth Graduate Dean took office in 1950. Dr. 

William Bryan Gates, who had been an original faculty 

member, was by nature deliberate, conservative, and 

scrupulous in his desire to uphold quality. He was to 

be principally responsible for setting the tone and pace 

for graduate education at Texas Tech until his retirement 

in 1963. Gates's wife, Eunice Joiner Gates, was a professor 
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of foreign languages. Both Gateses had returned to Tech 

in 1947, after a brief stay at Texas Christian University 

in the mid-1940s, concurrent with a legislative act 

forbidding eraployraent of spouses at the same institution. 

Although the doctoral programs had sprung frora 

Holden's hardy gerra, they became Gates's to nurture 

and sustain. As head of the English departraent when 

Ph.D. plans were underway, Gates raight well have voiced 

whatever apprehensions he harboured about doctoral 

work at Texas Tech (although Holden and Wiggins's rush to 

.elirainate any coramittee deliberations on the matter could 

have precluded such objections anyway). Nonetheless, 

Gates inherited the expanded Graduate Division, with all 

its early-1950s uncertainty, and proceeded to raake the 

best of things. His raerao to the Graduate Council 

preceding its first raeeting of 1950-51 suraraed up his feel-

ings: 

As we go for the first tirae into the program for the 
doctorate the eyes of acaderaic Texas are upon us. 
Sorae of those eyes are not too friendly. This 
raeans that every aspect of our graduate work will 
have to be raore carefully under scrutiny than when 
the raaster's degree represented our utraost endeavor. 
Dean Holden and his Council tried to set up every 
possible safeguard of standards, and I hope very 
rauch that this Council will aid me in every way in 
continuing to be cautious.28 

The eyes of academic Texas joined the old moss-

beards of the Conference of Southern Deans to provoke 

Texas Tech into action. In the fall of 1951, Gates 

attended a raeeting sponsored by the Southern Regional 
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Education Board at which self-evaluation of graduate pro-

grams was touted, especially as a raeans for circumventing 

other forras of inspection frora outside agencies. By 

December, Tech's first self-study of its own graduate 

programs was underway. In fact, tentative plans for the 

study were raade as early as 1950, but official criticisra 

frora the Southern Association in the fall of 1951 hastened 

action. The Self-Evaluation Coraraittee, appointed by 

Wiggins and chaired by J. Williara Davis, began its work 

with rauch fanfare and continued its study for alraost three 

years. Its priraary task was to interview departraent 

heads and other faculty in order to "find out just what 

the function of each department should be in the College, 

particularly in relation to graduate work."29 Existing 

courses, as well as possible future ones, were studied, 

but with an eye raore for consolidation and reduction 

than for expansion. As the Coraraittee began its work, 

Gates and Davis cautioned the faculty: 

This is the time to show ourselves and the Comraittee 
frora the Southern Association that Texas Tech is 
adult and capable of constructive self-criticism. 
It is not a time for eraphasis on vested interests, 
in courses or in prograras; it is, on the other hand, 
a splendid tirae to discover our strengths as well 
as our weaknesses.30 

The ultimate recomraendations frora the Self-Evaluation 

Coraraittee apparently dealt with a nuraber of issues. 

Gates hiraself described the results saying simply, "Much 

good carae of the labors of these faculty merabers, and 

raany of their recoraraendations were paralleled by sirailar 
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action in the Graduate Council."31 A March, 1953, 

raerao from Gates to the Council members set forth several 

proposals from the Committee. Most involved specific re-

quirements for the doctorate, and raany were subsequently 

adopted. -̂ 2 

The Graduate Division's second bout with self-

scrutiny came just as the first Comraittee concluded its 

work. This time, the study was college-wide and carae at 

the behest of the Board of Directors, which in turn had 

reacted to the Legislature's worry over duplication in 

state colleges and universities.-^3 By 1953, Texas was 

beginning to suffer the enrollraent declines that had 

alarmed the rest of the country, and action seemed neces-

sary. Tech's graduate enrollment fell dramatically 

in 1953, 1954, and 1955, when it bottomed out at 389, then 

began to rise. Dr. Gustav Ernst Giesecke, who became 

Vice President in 1953 following E. N. Jones's advance-

ment to the presidency, described the situation thus: 

During the first few years after the war ended 
in 1945 higher education in the United States flour-
ished exuberantly, nourished by the nation's grati-
tude to millions of veterans. Sooner or later this 
flush would have to pale. Reaction has set in, and 
it is re-enforced by the continuing inflation and 
the sobering thought that higher education for the 
large crops of war and post war babies will require 
rauch raore money than is being spent now. 

This raood caused the 1953 Legislatures, all 
over the country, to look raore closely at the 
requests of higher education. In our own State the 
Legislature created the "Coraraittee of Thirty-one," 
instructing it to exaraine higher education in Texas 
and to recoramend steps to meet the foreseeable 
demands and to "improve the present facilities of 
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higher education so that Texas may eventually have 
a state-wide system of public higher education 
second to none in the nation."34 

Tech's Board raay have sought higher education second 

to none, but on June 29, 1953 it asked for "a careful 

study of course offerings, with special eraphasis upon 

duplication and raultiplication of courses and [the sub-

stantial reduction] of the number of courses now offered."35-

The conclusions of the study were presented to the 

Board in January of 1954. A few reductions were recommended, 

but the Interdivisional Committee, with merabers appointed by 

the Council of Deans, urged qualitative improveraent of the 

undergraduate prograras in all divisions.36 

The Coramittee, was reluctant to pare too much in 

the way of graduate courses, however. Graduate education, 

according to the Coraraittee, would be increasingly important, 

if, as it predicted, colleges and universities again 

faced severe shortages of qualified faculty merabers in 

the coraing years. Research was also regarded as a high 

priority for Texas Tech in its moveraent toward greater 

raaturity. The coramittee reported to the Board: 

As specialization and professionalization continue 
apace in modern society, a steady growth in demand 
for graduate work is assured. There is an ever 
increasing demand for men and woraen with the raas-
ters and the ddctors degrees. . . It is the facul-
ty's considered judgraent that, if this College is 
to raeet its foreseeable responsibilities, it is 
necessary to continue aggressively the systeraatic 
developraent and strengthening of graduate work.37 
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By the end of 1954, Texas Tech had awarded thirteen 

doctorates. The first, conferred on August 27, 1952, was 

to Estus Cantrell Polk, whose English Ph.D. dissertation 

was entitled "The Letters of Alaric Alexander Watts from 

the Blackford Papers in the National Library of Scotland." 

The first woman to receive a Tech doctorate was also the 

first Chemistry Ph.D. Patricia Fain received her degree 

in May of 1953, as did Bevington Reed, the first graduate 

in Araerican Civilization. Three raen were granted the 

Ed.D. the following August--LeRoy Booth, Charles H. Clawson, 

and Ted E. Edwards. Also an August, .1953, graduate, and 

also in Education, was Bartley E. Bess, who took the 

Ph.D. By August of 1954, all of Tech's doctoral prograras 

had produced at least one graduate. Francis E. Green 

received his degree in Geology in May of 1954, followed 

by History graduate Zane A. Mason in August. 

Despite the years of exhaustive self-scrutiny that 

had accorapanied the production of the first doctorates, the 

Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 

whose involvement with accreditation of graduate work 

had begun only recently, remained unsatisfied with the 

status of graduate education at Texas Tech. In fact the 

Association was horrified that the institution would even 

consider offering doctoral degrees, and it had threatened 

Tech with probation as early as 1951.-^^ Gates attributed 

such doubts to unfamiliarity with the remarkable rapidity 

with which things in Texas (including Texas Tech) develop, 
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and he blamed the institution's name for provoking the 

belief "that the offering of Master's and Doctor's work 

in English, History and other non-technical subjects by 

a Technological college constitutes an anomaly" worth 

investigation.39 At any rate, Dr. Roger McCutcheon, 

Graduate Dean at Tulane, who was invited to the campus as 

a consultant in 1952, suggested that Tech request an 

unofficial inspection of its graduate programs. Conse-

quently, in October of 1953, the Executive Secretary of 

the Southern Association and two deans from Southern insti-

tutions came to the carapus.40 

Results of the unofficial inspection (if there were 

any) are not available, but in Noveraber of 1954, the 

Association was still unhappy. Gates and President 

Jones were sumraoned to Louisville to raeet with the Com-

mittee on Standards of the Southern Association. Of the 

inquest-like meeting, Gates recalled: 

The atmosphere in the comraittee room was exceedingly 
cool. These gentlemen were aghast that a twenty-
five-year-old technological college, which some of 
them had never heard of until we were charged with 
mis-conduct, would presume to try to offer doctoral 
work in any subject, least of all in American 
Civilization, English, and History. 

Gates and Jones hastened to assure the group of the 

College's maturity and scrupulousness; nevertheless, a 

motion was made and seconded that Texas Tech be placed on 

probation. Such a fate was averted, however, by "a 

kind soul" (Gates's term), who offered a substitute motion 
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that probation be deferred pending a second, official 

inspection.41 

When Deans E. B. Robert of Louisiana State University 

and H, E, Spivey of the University of Kentucky corapleted 

their official inspection of Tech's graduate prograras in 

October of 1955, they left behind an alarraed and sobered 

faculty, While finding a favorable "over-all condition," 

which had iraproved considerably since the unofficial visit 

(both raen had been a part of the earlier teara), Spivey 

and Robert were less complimentary about the doctoral 

programs. By 1955, doctoral prograras had been added 

in Education (both Ph.D, and Ed,D.) and Psychology and 

the eliraination of that in Geology was forthcoming. 

Interestingly, Spivey and Robert were most concerned 

with the nuraber of students enrolled in the various 

areas, and therefore, they found the huge prograra in 

Education, along with those in Psychology and Cheraistry 

to be "defensible" on that basis. English, History, 

and Araerican Civilization, on the other hand, were "less 

defensible." The deans again expressed skepticisra of 

such programs at an institution with "Technological" in 

its name.42 

The College's iraraediate reaction (that is, one based 

only on the teara's exit interview, not an official report) 

was one of noble defensiveness. The Graduate Council raet 

in early November to adopt a resolution to discontinue 
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its "indefensible" programs if such was the recommend-

ation of the Association, but it would likewise request 

further hearings on the raatter,43 jones saw the Council's 

resolution as reflecting the College's philosophy of 

seeking quality while fulfilling "the need for a strong, 

major institution in the very large area which the College 

serves." To the faculty he averred: 

Being able now "to see ourselves as others see us," 
and having a sound graduate organization, prompt 
steps will be taken to buttress where additional 
strength is needed. In this I bespeak your firm 
and courageous resolve to work "with the team."^4 

By the end of November, Tech's future looked far 

brighter, however. When Jones, Gates, and Goodwin met 

with the Committee on Standards in Miami on the twenty-

eighth, the Committee was satisfied with the College's 

progress, so much so that one member told the Tech repre-

sentatives, "I know you will not want to keep all of 

your own Ph,D,'s on your faculty, Let us have some of 

them."45 

Like almost every facet of graduate education at 

Texas Tech during the early 1950s, matters of curriculum 

were colored by the prevailing clouds of caution and 

fear of accrediting association action. In order to 

combat^Southern Association criticism, in the spring of 

1952, Gates hit upon a plan that would "tighten up and 

strengthen the entire graduate program,"^^ The practice 

of identifying graduate majors by department was still 

in use in 1952, although some departments did offer 
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graduate work in various "subdivisions," Consequently, 

when Gates set to work seeking a solution that would con-

tain the expansion of graduate programs, he found that 

master's degrees were available in thirty-four subjects 

in twenty-eight departraents, with another eleven offering 

rainors, It was that top-heavy load that Gates considered 

most vulnerable to outside criticism, especially consid-

ering the sraall enrollment in sorae departraents. His 

proposal, then, was to alter the actual departraental 

structure for the purposes of graduate prograras only, 

thereby reducing the nuraber of raaster's degree subject 

areas. Specifically, Gates suggested that the sraall aca-

deraic schools—Agriculture, Business Adrainistration, 

Engineering, and Horae Econoraics—be treated as single 

departraents, with graduate work administered by the dean 

or another administrative officer. Students would then 

raajor not in Aniraal Husbandry or Clothing and Textiles, 

but in Agriculture and Horae Econoraics. The departments 

would retain some identity through separate listings of 

their courses in the Bulletin. Further, Gates proposed 

that degree titles be changed to reflect raore accurately 

students' prograras of study under the system. The M.S. in 

Engineering, M.S. in Agriculture, and M.S. in Home Econoraics 

would be awarded to students in the respective fields. 

For the departraents in Arts and Sciences, Gates proposed 

few changes, inasrauch as raost departraents already enrolled 

a "critical raass" of graduate students. He did, however, 
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suggest combining English and Journalisra into a new, but 

exclusively graduate, departraent. Undergraduate prograras 

in both departraents would continue as before.47 in a 

report to Wiggins and Jones, Gates enuraerated the advant-

ages of his curriculum revisions: 

(a) Simplification in adrainistration. 
(b) Reduction in the nuraber of separate departraents 

offering graduate work—a raove that would undoub-
tedly be pleasing to the accrediting agencies. 

(c) Retention irí the graduate prograra of sorae depart-
raents that cannot otherwise justify their parti-
cipation. 

(d) Greater unity and coordination of effort in 
graduate professional work. 

(e) Greater flexibility in students' programs in Agri-
culture, Business Administration, Engineering, 
and Home Econoraics.48 

The sarae report also recoraraended dropping the Professional 

Degrees in Engineering--only a single such degree was 

granted between 1933 and 1952.49 

Gates's recoramendations for revising graduate depart-

raents were in fact, adopted, at least for the purposes 

of the Bulletin. The 1953-54 Graduate Bulletin listed 

twenty departments, among thera Agriculture, Home Economics, 

and English and Journalisra, and eight raaster's degrees, 

including the M.S. in Agriculture and M.S. in Horae Economics 

Due either to departraental pressures or to the fact that 

only Electrical Engineering in the School of Engineering 

then offered graduate work (Cheraical Engineering was not 

separated frora the Cheraistry department and moved to the 

College of Engineering until 1959), there was no M.S. in 

Engineering, but instead the M.S, in Cheraical Engineering. 

and the M.S. in Electrical Engineering.50 Thus, the 
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precedent was set for future degrees in Engineering, all 

of which would bear the disciplines' names. 

Other raeasures that Gates spearheaded in the early 

1950S to head off Southern Association criticisra involved 

reduction of courses. By the spring of 1953, he had 

despaired of the departraents' ability to reduce their 

course inventories. He coraplained: "The raatter of conso-

lidation siraply cannot be left to departraents. The 

Self-Evaluation Coraraittee tried that. In raany . . . 

cases, the tendency was to justify the status quo or 

even further expansion." Gates's solution was to 

drop all 300-level courses frora those listed as leading 

to graduate credit, to corabine raany of the one-hour 

courses in each departraent, and to elirainate duplicate 

courses araong several departraents.51 Again, his recoramen-

dations were accepted, but, like the rearrangement of 

departraents, it is questionable whether such actions 

provided any but the raost specious reforras. 

The eliraination of the Ph.D. prograra in Araerican 

Civilization was also an effort to appease the Southern 

Association. The move, made on the advice of Spivey and 

Robert, was justified by the presence of programs in 

History and English, which could allow sirailar study to 

continue.52 But according to S. M. Kennedy, the action 

was priraarily a public gesture that made the program 

a casualty of disciplinary boundaries: 
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[American Civilization's] very strength turned out to 
be its downfall, because no single departraent felt 
it had to go to the raat to preserve this prograra. 
It was given up as a coraproraise. The Southern 
Association had the feeling--which we shared—that 
we weren't a full-blown doctoral institution, and 
they felt we should siraply give up soraething. You 
had protagonists for every one of the others and 
only intellectual coraraitraent, but not staunch 
discipline fighters, for Araerican Civilization.53 

In the scrutiny of graduate prograras and the quest 

for quality, no academic field received more attention 

than did Education. Concern for public education had 

reached new heights after World War II, and raany states 

passed resolutions calling for autoraatic salary increases 

to teachers with advanced degrees. Texas followed suit 

in 1949 with the Gilraer-Aikin Bill.54 immediately, 

Tech and other Texas institutions were deluged with 

students seeking the master's degree, especially in 

Education. Accompanying the flood of students carae a 

nuraber of concoraitant probleras, and Tech's addition of 

the doctorate in Education in 1950 only exacerbated thera. 

To Gates, the situation looked explosive. Ever concerned 

with standards, to say nothing of the College's reputation 

among its fellow graduate schools, he fretted that 

the Education course raaterial was diluted, the require-

ments vague, and residence credit given for extension 

work.55 

In fact, enrollraent in both raasters and doctoral pro-

grams in Education was enormous, especially during the 
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matriculated at Tech as doctoral students in American 

Civilizátion, Cheraistry, English, and Geology. Two hundred 

twenty-eight considered theraselves doctoral students in 

Education. Well over half of all raasters students sought 

the M.Ed. Yet, the 1954-55 Graduate Bulletin listed 

only ten faculty raerabers teaching courses for graduate 

credit in Education.57 

Gates was especially concerned that a certain amount 

of faculty "promotion," or soliciting students by promising 

easy A's, was responsible for the huge enrollment—"a 

number [he told Wiggins and Jones] so large that it can 

hardly be merely the result of a natural and spontaneous 

desire."^8 Moreover, the caliber of students was not 

what Gates raight have hoped: 

Many of these aspirants are known to rae as extreraely 
weak students even on the level of the Bachelor's 
and Master's degrees. It is true that raost of the 
weakest ones will probably never be adraitted to 
candidacy for the doctorate, but to have sorae of 
thera going about the state saying that they are 
"working on the Doctor's degree at Texas Tech" will 
not help our standing.^9 

The departraent of Education did not appease Gates's 

unhappiness when it argued against the Graduate Council's 

recoraraendation that raasters and doctoral students in 

Education enroll for twelve and twenty-four hours, respect-

ively, outside the departraent.^0 xhe Council's zeal 

for raaintaining the College's acaderaic ideals was perhaps 

flavored by an araple dose of envy of Education's burgeoning 

graduate classes; raany departments saw Education's gain 
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as their loss.^1 Again, Gates warned the President of 

the explosiveness of the situation. He likened it to 

the threat two decades earlier to raove all technical 

prograras to Texas A & M: 

We were proud that Texas Technological College was 
an institution of such varied prograras, and we 
were anxious to keep it that way. The threat is 
now frora within, and it is not so rauch directed at 
[Agricuture and Engineering] as it is at the very 
heart of the college--the Division of Arts and 
Sciences, which seeras destined to becorae largely a 
service division with work confined to freshraen 
and sophomore classes.^2 

One solution to the "Education problem" was the 

creation of the Coraposite Minor for the M.Ed. in 1952. 

The Coraposite Minor consisted of two groups of courses, 

one for all M.Ed. students (and occasionally students 

seeking other degrees) and another exclusively for graduate 

students in Eleraentary Education. The courses were 

offered in an array of departraents throughout Arts and 

Sciences. Priraarily general survey courses, they were 

designed to offer public school teachers a broad background 

in such areas as "Music in General Culture" (Music 4351) 

and "Appreciation of Literature of Western Civilization" 

(English 4351).63 

Another solution was the eliraination of the Ph.D. in 

Education, leaving only the Ed.D. To do away with the de-

gree, was, however, to make yet another gesture more for 

appearance's sake than for true reform. Until 1954, 

applicants for the Ed.D. were allowed to complete the 

residence requirement by enrolling in suraraer sessions 
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only, provided they enrolled in "residence" courses, as 

opposed to "extension" or "supplementary" courses. The 

original justification for allowing such a lenient plan, 

while Ph.D. students were expected to enroll in twelve 

hours in each of two consecutive long semesters, reflected 

the then prevailing view among graduate deans, Gates 

included, that graduate degrees were of two types—aca-

demic and professional—the Ed.D. belonging to the latter 

and thus obliging certain "professional" indulgences.^^ 

In January of 1955, when the Graduate Council saw fit to 

drop the Ph.D. in Education, admittedly to mollify the 

Southern Association,^^ it had already trimmed Ed.D. 

enrollment by changing the residence requirement to 

correspond with that for the Ph.D.^^ Moreover, in the 

five years that the Ph.D. in Education was available, 

only one student ever received the degree. In August of 

1953, Bartley Edward Bess received the first, and only, 

Ph.D. in Education that Texas Tech has ever given, despite 

the fact that the elimination of the degree was originally 

seen as temporary.^7 

The real answer to the problem of overcrowding in 

Education's graduate classes and especially of marginal 

graduate students in Education and other doctoral programs 

had come, however, in the fall of 1953, when Texas Tech 

became the first institution in the state to require the 

Graduate Record Examination. Beginning September 1, 

1953, all students pursuing the doctorate at Tech 
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were required to take the exara.68 Affected by the 

requireraent were those who had been enrolled as graduate 

students previously, as well as all entering students. 

The College agreed to pay the cost of the test until 

Septeraber 1, 1954 (then, $4, today, $27), but many 

students who had already enrolled failed to take it, and 

thus were no longer counted as doctoral students.69 

Initially, the GRE was to be considered a part of the 

qualifying exam for adraission to candidacy for the 

doctorate. When the requireraent was extended to raasters 

students in 1954, already-enrolled students were allowed 

until fall, 1955, to take it, again as a requirement for 

candidacy (or a part of the final exara, if the student's 

candidacy had been approved). However, after September 

1, 1954, all prospective students were expected to take 

the GRE prior to admission, and it thus became, as it 

today remains, an adraission requireraent.70 

Interpretation of scores for those already enrolled 

before the fall of 1954 differed according to the degree 

sought. Doctoral students were to score in the upper 

half on both parts of the exara (verbal and quantitative) 

or in the seventy-fifth percentile on one part. If they 

failed to do so, the advanced test of the GRE became the 

next step, or an appeal through the Graduate Council could 

be made. Masters students, on the other hand, were to 

score in the twenty-fifth percentile on both parts or 

fail to reach candidacy for the deyree.71 
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After the test became an admission requirement, a uni-

forra "upper half" was required of both raasters and doctoral 

students. Significantly, the advent of the GRE brought 

the first real differentiation between degree-seeking 

and non-degree students. Students who failed to make 

satisfactory scores on the exam were allowed to countinue 

enrolling for graduate courses, but as "unclassified" 

graduate students. If they persisted in their desire to 

seek a graduate degree, they were granted conditional 

adraission, raeaning that after twelve hours' work, their 

records would be reviewed by the Graduate Council, and 

the GRE advanced test could be required if further evi-

dence of ability was sought. In addition, students were 

allowed a raaxiraum of twelve hours of credit toward a 

degree on coursework corapleted before the GRE was taken.72 

The 1955-56 Graduate Bulletin advised students that 

after Septeraber 1, 1954, "everyone entering this Graduate 

School is considered an unclassified student until he 

satisfies all requireraents for full admission as an 

applicant for a graduate degree."73 xhose requirements 

were specified as an above average undergraduate grade 

point average and satisfactory GRE scores. By February, 

1955, Gates wrote to Jones of the GRE: "I am pretty 

thoroughly sold on it."74 

Just as the GRE requirement was instituted in an ef-

fort to admit only the worthiest graduate students, so, 

too, were other requireraents adjusted during the early 
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1950S. In fact, priraarily a result of the frantic rush 

to prove Texas Tech's acaderaic standards above reproach, 

rauch of the Graduate Dean and Graduate Council's energies 

during the era were yiven over to matters of admission 

and degree requirements. Early in the life of the doctor-

ate, a saraple prograra was set forth specifying a three 

year plan of study, with the first two years including 

the bulk of the coursework for the major and minor, as 

well as foreign languages, qualifying exarainations, and 

the choosing of the dissertation topic. The third year 

was to be devoted to the dissertation and final exara. 

The Graduate Council agreed that candidates for the doctor-

ate need not necessarily first obtain a raaster's degree.75 

However, in August, 1954, suramary of the records of the 

thirteen students who had then received the doctorate 

indicated that all students (even in chemistry) did, in 

fact, have a master's degree. (See Appendix.)76 it 

may be assumed, therefore, that some semblance of tradition 

for Tech had been set by that tirae, and most students 

who ultimately sought the doctorate stopped first for 

the masters. John Charles Trisler, who received the 

Ph.D. in Cheraistry in 1959, was the first doctoral recipient 

to graduate without a raaster^s degree. 

During their weekly raeetings, Graduate Council 

members no doubt spent raany hours discussing the residence 

requirement for the Ph.D. and Ed.D. In fact, the reso-

lution to change the latter passed by only two votes 
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(six to four). Nevertheless, commitraent to the principle of 

such a requireraent remained firra. Beginning in 1954, the 

Bulletin advised students: 

The basic philosophy underlying the practically uni-
versal establishraent of rainiraura residence for 
graduate degrees is that the true spirit of graduate 
study is found only in a close association araong 
groups of scholars working in related fields in 
proxiraity to libraries and laboratories. This spir-
it is not likely to be achieved by students who 
attend classes only in the evenings or at a center 
reraote frora the college carapus.77 

Other adjustraents in doctoral requireraents were sirai-

larly designed to ensure adequate tirae for study and the 

developraent of the dissertation project. Effective June 

1, 1955, at least three raonths were to elapse between 

the prelirainary and qualifying exams, with at least six 

months between the qualifying and final exams. To guard 

against problems with outdated coursework, a tirae lirait 

was established, requiring that all work (including the 

dissertation) be corapleted within four years after advance-

raent to candidacy.78 AISO in 1955, the Council iraposed 

a quota on the nuraber of students whose candidacy for 

the doctorate could be approved frora any one departraent 

within a single year. The quota allowed one student to 

be advanced to candidacy for each of the department's 

faculty merabers who held both an earned doctorate and 

full raerabership on the relatively new graduate faculty.79 

It is perhaps curious that such a limitation would be 

imposed on a young graduate program, especially given the 

Southern Association's interest in "critical raass." 
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Nonetheless, the plan probably represented yet another 

atterapt to keep in tow the departraent of Education's ten 

faculty raerabers and two hundred students, and it was not 

lifted until the 1960s. 

The issue of residency was raised for raaster's degree 

students, too. Of particular concern were extension, 

transfer, and evening credits. After spending the entire 

1950-51 school year debating various plans, the Council 

finally reached an agreeraent allowing students to include a 

maxiraura of six hours of transfer work or extension credit 

on their master's prograras, and "raature students actively 

engaged in the profession" were allowed to fulfill their 

residence requireraent in evening courses.80 xhe 1954 

Bulletin, however, reflected yet another tightening of 

the policy. No credit for extension courses was to be 

granted at all, unless students filed a copy of their 

transcripts with the Registrar prior to registration. 

In addition, three-hour evening and Saturday courses were 

to raeet for two sessions per week, presumably on different 

days. No explanation of that plan was given, however.81 

Candidacy for the master's degree took on a slightly 

different role during the early 1950s. Whereas in the 

early years, it was granted at the beginning of a student's 

work and served mostly to separate degree-seeking and 

non-degree students, by 1951-52 students were to complete 

twelve hours and raake forraal application prior to reaching 

candidacy. In addition, a B average in all coursework 
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was required, as was the corapletion of the foreign lang-

uage and the selection of the thesis topic.82 xhus, 

the candidacy railestone still divided the serious students 

frora the dilettantes, but it served, too, to separate 

the good frora the poor students, and so, prove that 

Texas Tech was not a haven for all coraers who would seek 

the raaster's degree. It is terapting to conclude that 

the strengthened candidacy requirement, like other changes 

during the era, was airaed at the flood of students in 

Education, whora Gates worried raight perraanently damn 

Texas Tech in the eyes of the world. 

When Gates assuraed the deanship in 1950, Education 

was already allowed to graduate its students without 

first requiring a raaster's thesis. Gates never approved 

of the non-thesis option, arguing that it allowed students 

to receive raaster's degrees without adhering to the 

true purpose of the degree. His creation of the Coraposite 

Minor was, in part, an effort to cure the ills caused by 

"professional education" without benefit of a thesis to 

temper it. By the mid-1950s, other departraents began 

claraouring for a non-thesis option as well, partly to 

draw off sorae of Education's students.83 Gates's solu-

tion was to put the matter to a vote. On April 16, 

1955, a lengthy raerao was sent to all merabers of the 

Graduate Faculty. The raemo discussed in great detail 

four arguments: for requiring a thesis for all master's 

degrees, against requiring a thesis for all master's 
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degrees, for a non-thesis option for other degrees (than 

the M.Ed,), and against a non-thesis option for other 

degrees, Gates's preference—the first—was given the 

raost elaboration, and throughout the raerao, repeated raen-

tion was raade of Texas Tech's standing in relation to 

its fellow institutions, especially the University of 

Texas, Finally, graduate faculty merabers were asked to 

vote, indicating whether they favored requiring a thesis 

for all master's degrees, allowing a non-thesis option 

for all raaster's degrees, or leaving the requirements as 

they were,84 

Results of the vote were reported in a later raerao, 

dated May 27, 1955; 

23 favored leaving the requireraents as they are, 
that is, with a non-thesis option for the 
degree of Master of Education; 

40 favored a non-thesis option for all Master's 
degrees; 

82 favored the requireraent of a thesis for all 
Master's degrees,^^ 

The same raerao reported, however, that the Graduate Coun-

cil had taken up the raatter, but failed to resolve it, 

preferring to table a raotion requiring the thesis for 

all degrees until the spring of 1956. It did, however, 

unaniraously adopt a resolution calling for "those depart-

raents offering a Master's degree without a thesis" (i.e., 

Education) to advise raore of their students to write 

thera anyway.86 

The thesis issue lay dorraant, more or less, until 

the end of the decade. However, an atterapt at corapromise 
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was raade in 1956, when the Master of Arts in Teaching, a 

non-thesis degree, was approved for the departraents in 

Arts and Sciences that then offered the M.A. and M.S.87 

Perhaps the most visible administrative change to 

occur for graduate education at Texas Tech in the early 

years of the 1950s, aside frora Gates's acceptance of the 

deanship, was the change in narae frora the Division of 

Graduate Studies to the Graduate School in January of 

1954. Gates was especially pleased with the new title 

because it was raore like that used at other institutions, 

and might possibly raise some outside estiraations of 

Tech's graduate work.88 xhe new name brought no real 

organizational changes, however. Graduate school opera-

tions continued to be headquartered in the Administration 

Building. However, when Irene Teraple becarae Gates's 

secretary in 1953, it raarked the beginning of a relation-

ship with graduate education at Texas Tech that would 

span twenty-six years. When Mrs. Teraple retired in 

1979, she did so as Assistant to the Dean, after serving 

Gates, four other deans, and several associate deans. 

In addition, she would see the Graduate School staff grow 

from a single secretary in 1953 to a whole host of people, 

including administrative assistants, prograra assistants, 

student assistants, and secretaries of various levels. 

In 1954, the question was raised as to the need for 

additional adrainistrative support for the Graduate 

School. Gates, Jones, and Giesecke agreed, however. 
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that an assistant dean was as yet not necessary, although 

Gates did request sorae forra of editorial assistance.89 

For about two years (1955-57), Marie Miles, a forraer 

instructor in Enylish, served as Assistant to the Dean. 

Her responsibilities included such matters as theses 

and dissertations, GRE scores, and the 1956 supple-

ment to Publications of the Faculty (the first list had 

been printed in 1951). 

The same additional raeasure of sophistication in 

research and publication efforts that made possible the 

Publications of the Faculty ultiraately provoked the 

identification of a distinct graduate faculty. Goodwin 

first proposed selecting a graduate faculty during his 

tenure as dean, but abandoned the idea because a suitable 

forraula could not be found. Alraost iramediately after he 

became dean in the fall of 1950, Gates, too, raised the 

issue with the Graduate Council. His earliest suggestion 

was for two groups, one supervisory, to direct student 

research, and the other participatory, to teach graduate 

courses. Presuraably, the supervisory raembers would be 

those who themselves had graduate degrees and were in-

volved in research work of their own. He asked depart-

raent heads to subrait naraes of faculty members who were 

to teach graduate courses for consideration by the Coun-

cil.90 

The first real movement in the graduate faculty 

search carae in 1952, with Gates's plan for a point systera. 
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Under the systera, faculty members were awarded points 

frora each of six categories—acaderaic preparation, aca-

deraic rank, experience in teaching upper level courses, 

participation in learned societies, professional attainraents 

and recognition, and publications. The first of the six 

was by far the most iraportant. An earned doctor's degree 

meant sixty-five points. Publications, on the other 

hand, were of lesser value. A mere ten points were given 

for one to four articles in national journals, and the 

maxiraura allowed for textbooks was thirty points.91 

Once points were determined, the graduate faculty emerged 

frora the top half of the list, and a new policy was 

forraulated that restricted the teaching of graduate credit 

courses to Graduate Faculty raerabers, unless prior Graduate 

Council approval was given. New faculty members underwent 

consideration via the point system, and the entire list 

was to be updated yearly.92 

Probably because the Council found itself deluged 

with special requests for course instructors, in September, 

1953, an associate membership of the graduate faculty 

was added. Associate raembers included those who scored 

in the next lower quartile. They were allowed to teach 

300- and 400, but not 500-level courses, and they could 

not chair advisory comraittees for graduate deyrees. Gates 

uryed faculty raembers to send new inforraation to the Coun-

cil at any tirae so that merabership lists could be updated 

continuously.93 
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Although individual faculty points were not disclosed, 

the plan itself was made available so that faculty merabers 

could deterraine their own ratings. Not surprisingly, 

the plan raet with sorae criticism (most likely from those 

with few points). Gates defended his system, nevertheless, 

as the raost objective and fairest plan available. He 

acknowledged its weaknesses, but pointed out to the faculty; 

So long as the raaster's degree was our highest of-
fering, such raatters as [the differences between 
graduate and undergraduate work] and the personnel 
offering graduate courses could be handled on an 
individual basis, but with the offering of the doc-
torate, and the increased graduate enrollraent, 
Texas Tech has raoved into "the big tirae" and conse-
quently raore eraphasis has to be given to all of the 
adrainistrative details of graduate work. The tirae 
is not far distant, I believe, when the Graduate 
Faculty will have an iraportant share in helping to 
deterraine raany of the policies of the Graduate 
School, and for such a purpose, the Graduate Faculty 
raust be a specific and highly specialized group.94 

Gates did, in fact, raake good on his prediction the fol-

lowing year when he deferred to the Graduate Faculty the 

issue of the raaster's thesis. 

Despite his continued support for the existence of 

a graduate faculty and the method for selecting it, to 

Jones, Gates adraitted his doubts about its success.95 

He suggested that the two categories of membership had 

grown to three—regular members, associate raembers, and 

special requests--the last of which had gotten out of 

control. Moreover, he worried that Tech's having such a 

yraduate faculty still had not done what he most hoped 

it would--to encourage faculty members to aspire to 
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merabership by iraproving their ranking in each point 

category. He wrote to Jones: 

Judging by the reasons presented for some of the spec-
ial approvals and some recent requests which are a 
little short of preposterous, we still have a long 
way to go in developing a true "cliraate" of graduate 
work.96 

The point systera was to last until 1957, although the 

regular and associate raerabership classes did not disappear 

until 1976. The existence of the graduate faculty did, 

moreover, provide Gates with additional amraunition in his 

battle to iraprove quality. In 1956, he recoraraended that 

a departraent's ability to offer graduate majors be contin-

gent upon its having graduate faculty raerabers. He sug-

gested that departraents offering a major for the raaster's 

degree have at least two regular merabers and those with 

97 minors have at least one regular and one associate.^' 

No raajors were discontinued on the basis of that criterion, 

but a general guideline was established that continues 

today. 

The Graduate Council's involveraent with the raajor 

controversies of the early 1950s—graduate faculty, the 

doctoral prograra, Southern Association criticism, and so 

forth—served to strengthen its influence. Whereas 

Holden clairaed to have called but one raeeting in five 

years, Gates raet with his council weekly, each raeeting 

preceded and followed by lengthy (and single-spaced) 

agendas or follow-up reports. The Council's very purpose, 
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as a raatter of fact, itself becarae an issue in 1953, prorap-

ting Jones to issue a raerao to the Graduate Dean, Graduate 

Council raerabers, acaderaic deans, and departraent heads. 

The raerao, entitled "Scope of Jurisdiction of the Graduate 

Council," was designed to clear up "sorae uncertainty 

which seera[ed] to exist on the subject."98 it set forth 

the Graduate Council's purview as including policy form-

ulation and jurisdiction over yraduate degrees, require-

ments, and other matters involving graduate education at 

Texas Tech. No doubt the Graduate Dean and his Council 

suffered no uncertainty about such raatters; rather, the 

memo was very likely directed toward the other deans and 

department heads, especially the passage stating, "Also, 

no regulations governing Graduate Degrees are to be 

included in the catalog or other bulletins of the College 

without conference with the Graduate Dean and prior ap-

proval by the Graduate Council."99 cates clearly 

considered the merao to corroborate his own views; on 

other occasions, he requested that Jones re-issue it and 

even sent the President a new copy to expedite the 

process.100 

In 1954, the Graduate Council was reorganized at Gates's 

request, to provide for elected, as well as appointed 

members. Nine of the merabers were elected and three 

were appointed by the Dean, all frora the regular graduate 

faculty. The plan allowed one elected meraber frora each 
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of the "professional" areas—Agriculture, Business Adrain-

stration, Engineering, and Horae Econoraics--two frora 

Education (given its large enrollraent) and three frora the 

collected departraents in Arts and Sciences of huraanities, 

sciences, and social sciences.lOl Merabers were elected 

during a raeeting of the graduate faculty. 

The raajor changes in Graduate School affairs in the 

early 1950s—the graduate faculty, the GRE, strengthened 

residency, and so forth--Gates considered to be raeasures 

crucial to the very survival of graduate education at 

Texas Tech. His personal raisgivings about the doctoral 

program notwithstanding, Gates had worked hard to champion 

excellence. When confronted with criticisra from an aca-

demic dean who accused hira and the Graduate Council of 

being raercurial, he offered an analogy: 

In the past five years I have often been rerainded 
of the efforts of workraen to stop breaches in a 
Mississippi River levee in a flood. A breakthrough 
occurs at "Location X," and sandbags are thrown 
into the breach; soraetiraes they hold the flood back; 
soraetiraes they don't. A breakthrough occurs at 
"Location Y," and sandbags are thrown into that 
breach, soraetiraes with proper effect; sometiraes 
not. The effort here has had to be directed toward 
shoring up weak spots and breakthroughs which kept 
appearing. Actually, the Council and the Dean 
have never had any trouble in raaking up their 
rainds. What has been needed, of course, was a 
higher and firmer levee, not just a collection of 
sandbags. Our new regulations are a step toward 
the erection of that higher and firraer dike. The 
Graduate School is making progress. However, some 
raore changes will probably have to be raade before 
we can be sure that an overflow will not again 
engulf us, but at least the blueprints for flood 
control are now nearing completion.102 
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Stability and Ferraent; 1955-1957 

The year 1955 raarked a kind of turning point for 

higher education throughout the United States. The 

raalaise and uncertainty that plagued the early years of 

the decade—over the future of enrollments, growing 

inflation, and a changing role for education in national 

life—gave way to a renewed calm as higher education 

caught its second wind after the Korean war. At Texas 

Tech, on the other hand, the atraosphere in the Graduate 

School was far frora calra. 

Texas Tech had indeed endured the raajor upheavals 

of the early 1950s. The Graduate School, especially, 

bore the onslaught of the scrutiny toward new and expanded 

prograras frora the raultitude of agencies and coraraissions 

established to raonitor such things. Enrollraent excesses 

reraaining from World War II veterans and created by 

salary increases for public school teachers wrought fur-

ther woes. When those pressures faded in the middle years of 

the decade for higher education in general (and graduate 

education in particular), they faded for Texas Tech as 

well. However, left in the wake was á new set of problems 

for Texas Tech, raost of which had been generated by the 

very energy responsible for the growth of the previous 

ten years. Tech's new anxiety was directed toward the 

changes in the institution's role and scope—changes 

that affected the entire institution, but which had 

occurred priraarily because of the addition of doctoral 
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work and the concomitant entry into a more complex and 

sophisticated realm than"had been possible before. 

Again the "first class" goal reappeared to encourage 

further growth as well as restrain it until the institu-

tion had corae to terras with its new reach. 

Among the most troublesorae aspects of Tech's wrestling 

with its role and scope was the institution's narae. The 

frontispiece of the 1955-56 Graduate Bulletin sôught to 

clarify any raisconceptions by proclairaing: "Texas Techno-

logical College is raore than an institute of technology. 

It is a state-supported coeducational institution com-

prising six major schools or divisions."103 one of 

those naraed, of course, was the Graduate School. 

To Gates, Texas Tech's confusion over its purpose 

was the raost central, and serious, of a nuraber of probleras 

besetting the Graduate School. In Noveraber of 1955, just 

after the departure of Southern Association represent-

atives Spivey and Robert and their alarraing preliminary 

judgments, Gates wrote a lengthy letter to President Jones 

and Vice President Giesecke spelling out his own analysis 

and proposed solutions.104 He reiterated the charge 

that the College had failed to establish an identity for 

itself, and thus, failed to attract the best faculty and 

graduate students. He argued, too, that the doctoral 

prograra had been erected on a still-wobbly foundation, 

lacking adequate funds and resources to do justice to 

the endeavor. Sorae raovement was inevitable: Texas Tech 
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could either set its sights on becoming "a university-type 

institution," and imraediately iraprove faculty salaries 

and teaching loads and support for graduate students, or 

allow all but the subsidized technical fields to shrink 

to service prograras. Graduate education could no longer 

be a sorae-tirae hobby for the College; it must step forward 

to lead the entire institution. The costs, however, 

were high in terras of both dollars and energy for the 

change of direction. As a raeraber of the original Tech 

faculty, Gates had seen the College's tentative raoveraents 

toward raaturity, and he could well reraeraber the original 

vigor to create a first class institution on the West 

Texas Plains. He told Jones and Giesecke: 

There was a tirae when the spirit of adventure or of 
the pioneer made people come here. We have now 
reached the stage where this spirit no longer attracts, 
The College is too old to exert any particular 
appeal to the pioneer, and yet it is too young and 
uncertain to attract others. When we add to these 
difficulties the recognized fact that not even on 
the national level can a professor's salary buy as 
rauch today as it could twenty years ago, we can 
easily understand why a proraising young faculty man 
or woman will choose a position in a better known 
institution unless we can offer him considerably 
more than the other institution can offer.105 

By the spring of 1956, the Southern Association scare 

past, Gates's crusade was no less impassioned, but its 

course changed somewhat. Beginning essentially with the 

addition of J. Evetts Haley, Tech's Board of Directors 

had taken on a decidedly conservative slant. Haley had 

corae to the Board hoping to rid Tech's faculty of the 

"pink" and the college of anything that faintly hinted 
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of Communisra.106 xhe growing Cold War and reranants of 

McCarthyisra rendered such sentiraents popular, a fact 

that Gates seized upon to find converts to his drive for 

additional funding for graduate education. In a 

1956 docuraent entitled "A Brief for Additional funds for 

Texas Technological College (with Additional Reference 

to the Graduate School)," Gates called for increased 

support for graduate students in order to supply the 

nation's colleges with badly-needed teachers. Citing a 

serious lag behind Russia in produciny college teachers, 

he deftly moved to the heart of his arguraent: $140,000 

per year was needed iraraediately to provide stipends for 

teaching and research assistants, faculty salary supple-

raents, library acquisitions, and an editor for the 

Texas Tech Press.107 

In "The Case for Texas Tech," Gates again noted: 

"As we are constantly rerainded in the press, Russia is 

producing scientists and engineers at a rate far beyond 

ours."108 xexas Tech, he declared, could singlehandedly 

"assurae its rightful function" (that stated in Senate 

Bill 103) in the production of scientists, as well as 

badly needed college teachers in other fields, if four 

minor probleras were solved. The probleras: too few fa-

culty to teach graduate courses, excessive teachiny 

loads, inadequate library and laboratory facilities, and 

insufficient fellowships and assistantships for yraduate 

students.1^^ 
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In the fall of 1956, Tech's total enrollraent was 8055, 

the highest ever, and included 449 graduate students. 

Graduate enrollment had been higher, reaching 639 at the 

peak of the Education glut in 1952, when Arts and Sciences 

students accounted for 80% of the graduate enrollment. 

In 1956, however, the 449 students were raore evenly 

distributed. Arts and Sciences students still accounted 

for 74% of all graduate students (an undeterrained but 

probably large nuraber of thera in Education), but Agricul-

ture had 10%, Business Adrainistration had 11%, Engineering 

had 2%, and Home Econoraics had 4%.110 

As ever, additional funds were badly needed, and fa-

culty research and publication activity was still raodest. 

Yet a raeasure of stability prevailed, and despite Gates's 

reraonstrances, as the College teetered on the threshold 

of the Sputnik era, its graduate prograras were relatively 

healthy. The Cold War fervor that Gates seized upon es-

calated rapidly as early as the end of 1957, following 

Russia's launch of the Sputnik satellite. Texas Tech, 

like other colleges and universities, would be affected 

by a new interest in higher education soon to sweep the 

country in the coraing raonths and years. 
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CHAPTER V 

A NEW NAME FOR A NEW ERA, 1957-1970 

The Cold War and the Thesis War: 1957-1963 

The profound effect on higher education in the 

United States rendered by the Russian launch of the 

Sputnik satellite was not liraited to old and established 

universities. On the contrary, in raany ways, the resul-

ting iraportance given to new and expanded prograras to 

prepare college teachers and the renewed emphasis on 

research influenced younger institutions such as Texas 

Tech most of all, In the months imraediately following 

the October, 1957, launch, higher education found itself 

the target of adraonitions that it had failed the national 

drive for world-wide preerainence, At the same time, 

federal funds in support of higher education became more 

plentiful with the yoking of education to national defense 

Thus, institutions whose growth and maturation had taken 

place primarily since World War II recognized the oppor-

tunity to strengthen their faculties, enlarge their 

campuses, and augment their acaderaic prograras, especially 

graduate programs, while popular sentiment--and resources-

made further growth possible. 

163 
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Perhaps coincidentally (no statement exists linking 

the action directly to the Sputnik launch), at the 

November, 1957, raeeting of the Board of Directors, a new 

stateraent of Texas Tech's role and scope was approved. 

The statement stressed the expansion of Tech's scope to 

regions outside of West Texas, but it proposed no real 

enlargement of the undergraduate prograras. The growth 

advocated, on the other hand, was of raasters and doctoral 

work, in order to iraprove undergraduate instruction, 

secure better faculty, and raeet the national need for 

college teachers and scientists. Masters work was proposed 

in architecture, bacteriology, and several engineering 

fields as were doctoral prograras in raatheraatics and 

geology. Research, too, received eraphasis, particularly 

research in raatters crucial to the region--agriculture, 

business, engineering, and home economics.l 

By the Deceraber raeeting, Sputnik surfaced raore 

directly. R. C. Goodwin, then serving as Dean of Arts 

and Sciences, addressed the Board on the subject of 

"Graduate Education and Research at Texas Technological 

College." Goodwin's approach hit squarely in the court 

of improvement of the sciences and engineering, arguing 

that "a most iraportant, if not the raost iraportant, func-

tion of a college is to develop araong its students the 

scientific method." Because the process of identifying 

and solving problems, fundamental to the sciences. 
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has application to other fields as well, "an atmosphere of 

scientific thinking, once attained, permeates and charac-

terizes the entire college." Although he did not raention 

by narae the Russian rocket, Goodwin raade veiled references 

to it, as he suggested that the United States' recent 

failure resulted frora its ignorance of the scientific 

method: "It has been said that we [Araericans] can produce--

we can raanufacture—provided that soraeone else develops 

the basic, fundaraental principles upon which we can base 

our 'know-how' of raass-production." Texas Tech could, 

Goodwin told the Board, seize the initiative to expand 

and iraprove its graduate prograras. To do so, faculty 

salaries raust be corapetitive, equipraent (particularly a 

computer) raust reflect the state of the art, better 

buildings raust be planned, and funds raust be secured 

from all available sources. He reminded the Board: 

More recently, events had indicated that increased 
attention raust be given to the developraent of 
scientific research as well as its applications. 
Hence a unique opportunity is now presented to this 
College to continue the developraent of a true grad-
uate research prograra with research in the sciences 
and engineering in the vanguard.2 

Research, of course, could not be neglected in Tech's new 

push for excellence. Additional prograras, faculty, and 

buildings could not be sustained without a coraprehensive 

plan for increasing research activity. Here, like raany 

others before and since, Goodwin again called forth the 

founding bill and its first-class standard. He concluded 

his report thus: 
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To raeet fully the obligation that the College 
owes to West Texas and to Texas, it raust achieve a 
kind of recognition that it has not yet received--
the recognition frora true graduate research univer-
sities that this College is their equal. Not until 
such recognition has been earned will this College 
become a college of the first class as its charter 
enjoins it to be.3 

In the following months, graduate education remained 

a topic of hot debate, and yet another report was raade 

to the Board, this one by Dean Gates hiraself in February 

of 1958, Gates began his report by quoting sirailar and 

earlier addresses raade to the Board on behalf of the 

Graduate School, deraonstrating that his concerns were of 

long-standing but had gone unaddressed, His tone was 

ominous, his outlook pessimistic, Acknowledging that 

good prograras often were counteracted by "questionable" 

ones, Gates told the Board: "Our basic weakness is 

that we are trying to play in a big league although we 

have a teara and facilities adequate for a minor league," 

and he went on to warn that "soraewhere between those 

high levels and our present inadequacy, we raust find our 

position and consolidate it properly—or raake up our 

minds to curtail graduate work, especially that on the 

doctoral level,"4 

Like Goodwin, Gates alluded to the Sputnik and 

America's educational introspection, saying, "A little 

sphere carrying a dead dog around the earth has done 

much to raake this nation realize that its vaunted educa-

tional system has been placing too much eraphasis on 
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nonessentials and not enough on the development of the 

students' intellectual powers," His primary concern was 

for additional financial support for graduate students 

that could help overcome Tech's lack of "national (or even 

regional) prestige in graduate work," Requesting 

non-service fellowships that would pay masters students 

$1000 and doctoral students $1500, Gates scolded the 

Board that a survey conducted by Florida State University 

had ranked Tech twenty-fifth out of thirty institutions 

on the basis of available funds for graduate students, 

He also noted, "Most of the low-ranking institutions do 

not attempt to offer doctoral work—a fact which raakes 

our position all the raore serious,"^ 

The flurry of activity and alarra—the concern that 

Texas Tech raust ûo^ soraething about graduate education and 

research--following the Sputnik launch was offset by the 

reranants of old probleras and the creation of sorae new 

ones, Conservatisra, political as well as acaderaic, 

characterized Tech's outlook in the late 1950s, largely 

due to the attitude of the Board of Directors,6 whereas 

increased availability of federal funds for higher educa-

tion met with praise and anticipation on most carapuses, 

at Tech, J, Evetts Haley and his cohort on the Board of 

Directors, Tom Linebery, were steadfastly opposed to 

federal funds of any kind, including those in support of 

National Defense Education Act (NDEA) fellowships.7 

Tech did receive thirty-eight NDEA fellowships during 
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the ten years that they were available, a relatively 

small number, cbnsidering the NDEA program's support of 

new and expanding doctoral programs and corapared to the 

forty-four and forty awards given at Southern Methodist 

University and Texas Christian University, respectively,8 

Not coincidentally, Haley and Linebery's staunch 

abhorence of things reraotely liberal climaxed in July 

of 1957, with results that would last ân entire decade. 

At its July 13 meeting, the Board of Directors, meeting 

in a closed-door executive session, voted not to renew 

the contract of Dr. Byron Abernethy, a professor of 

Governraent of sorae sixteen years' standing. Abernethy, 

an instructor popular with his students and colleagues 

alike, had been recomraended for continuation by his 

departraent head and President E. N. Jones. The Board, 

however, was not so inclined. Rushing and Nall described 

the Board's objections: 

Many of the faculty and others knew that Abernethy 
was "skating on thin ice" as he accepted invitations 
to speak for the Young Deraocrats and as he arbitrated 
labor disputes. It is evident that this board was 
not kindly disposed toward the Young Deraocrats, or 
toward labor unions. To [Board raeraber Harold] Hinn, 
owner and operator of Harvest Queen Mills, Young 
Deraocrats were bad and labor unions were intolerable. 
Therefore, labor arbitrator Abernethy was anathema 
to hira.9 

Protests of the firing carae frora all across the 

campus, but it was the censure of the Board of Directors 

from the Araerican Association of University Professors 

(AAUP) that represented the most severe reaction. The 
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censure was to last until 1967. Significantly, the decade 

of the censure was the period of time in which the short-

age of college teachers was raost critical. The "sellers' 

market," created by burgeoning enrollments and rapid 

institutional development nation-wide, cast Texas Tech 

in a light unfavorable to faculty developraent and pro-

motion, The specific irapact of the censure on the in-

stitution is difficult to raeasure, but there is little 

doubt that the tiraing of the action could not have been 

less opportune, 

Yet another near-disaster threatened the College in 

the fall of 1958, The Texas Coraraission on Higher Educa-

tion, beseiged with plans for raassive expansion of prograra 

offerings frora many of the state-supported institutions 

(possibly a result of the post-Sputnik panic), sought 

order in the chaos, and prepared a plan that would elimi-

nate duplication by freezing graduate programs at Tech 

and schools other than the University of Texas and Texas 

A & M,10 The plan was abandoned in the face of uproar 

frora Tech and other institutions' supporters, but a 

version of it would again surface by the mid-1960s. 

Reminiscent of the sirailar 1930s action, the plan was 

assailed by the Tech newspaper the Toreador for "[ignoring] 

the rights of the people in the area. Just as the people 

of West Texas deserve to be represented in the state 

governraent, so they deserve to be represented by a first-

class institution of higher learning."ll 
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The repeated failure of Austin politicos and bureau-

crats to take Texas Tech seriously finally lessened by 

the end of the 1950s, however. West Texans were beginning 

to exert greater influence in Texas politics, but the real 

revolution followed Tech's adraission to the Southwest 

Conference. On May 12, 1956, after a thirty-year struggle, 

Tech was finally voted a raeraber of the powerful athletic 

conference, 

Merabership becarae effective in 1957, although confer-

ence play did not begin on a regular basis until 1961, 

due to scheduling difficulties, In joining such institu-

tions as the University of Texas, the University of 

Arkansas, Rice University, and Texas A & M, acaderaic 

legitiraacy seemed to follow athletic visibility. Long-

time faculty member and athletic council chairman Robert 

L. Rouse pointed to Southwest Conference merabership as a 

significant breakthrough in the institution's ability 

to secure funds, faculty, and respectability, saying, "As 

strange as it raay seera, the State of Texas didn't recognize 

Tech as a state university until we got into the Southwest 

Conference. Before, it was considered just 'Lubbock Tech'; 

afterward, they all thought, 'we raust have soraething 

herel'"12 

Clearly the Southwest Conference merabership repre-

sented a definite step toward Texas Tech's newly invigor-

ated goal of realizing its first class nature, but others 

were taken, too, raore directly related to acaderaic prowess 
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and consequently, the Graduate School. Graduate faculty 

criteria were revised during the 1957-58 acaderaic year. 

The point systera was elirainated, but the two levels of 

membership remained. Regular members were distinguished 

from associate merabers on the basis of rank, araount of 

participation in research or creative work, and years of 

experience in teaching and supervising graduate students. 

Nevertheless, both were expected to hold the terrainal 

degree in their respective fields and even associate mem-

bership was withheld until the faculty raeraber had served 

at least one year at Tech.l3 The process of revising the 

criteria had provoked some raeasure of controversy; at one 

point Gates replied to Engineering Dean John R. Bradford 

that he (Bradford) was sadly raistaken in his judgeraent 

that English faculty were favored and Engineering faculty 

discrirainated against: "The figures [reflecting Graduate 

Faculty raerabership] should go far to indicate that English 

professors enjoy no advantage over Engineers in terms 

of the Graduate Faculty."14 

In fact, Engineering research took strides during 

the 1950s, marshalled by Bradford in his push to increase 

graduate prograras in engineering. In April of 1956 the 

Board of Directors approved the creation of the Engineering 

Research Institute, a joint effort between the School of 

Engineering and the Lubbock Charaber of Coraraerce, designed 

to attract industry to the South Plains. The Institute's 
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scope was broadened in 1958 to include the physical sciences 

and raatheraatics.15 

Other research activity in the late 1950s was given a 

boost with the State appropriation of $100,000 in research 

funds to Texas Tech between 1956 and 1960. Funds were 

distributed frora the newly created office of the Coordina-

tor of Research, Sylvan J. Kaplan. The position was 

created in 1956, but dropped three years later, with the 

explanation that the raove had been "preraature." In Agri-

culture, cooperation between Tech and the Texas A & M 

Experiraent Station beyan in 1955, and by 1957 several 

faculty members had received joint appointments at both 

Tech and the Experiraent Station. In addition, Experiraent 

Station funds were used to support a nuraber of research 

assistants—graduate students seeking master's degrees 

in Agriculture. Further evidence of Tech's research 

development, especially in the sciences, came in December 

of 1959, when the Society of Sigma Xi was given chapter 

status. The Society, an organization dedicated to the 

encourageraent of original investigation in the pure and 

applied sciences, had had an inforraal association at 

Tech as early as 1931, but only after the College's 

research activities had been inspected by an official 

visitation coraraittee was a chapter approved.l6 

Interestingly, where inspection committees were con-

cerned, Tech had, in a way, corae full circle. When R. C. 
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Goodwin becarae Tech's seventh president in 1960, the 

inaugural address was delivered by Dr. Herraan E. Spivey 

of the University of Tennessee. Dr. Spivey, along with 

E. B. Robert, had twice visited Texas Tech on behalf of 

the Southern Association nearly a decade before, as the 

College had struggled to keep its brand new doctoral 

prograras afloat and its reputation unsullied. 

Also in 1960, the Graduate School got its first asso-

ciate dean. Dr. Williara M. Pearce was appointed to the 

position in July, but served only two raonths before he 

becarae the Vice President for Acaderaic Affairs. Another 

associate dean was not appointed until after Gates's retire-

ment, 

In the raonths iraraediately following the Sputnik 

launch and the resulting claraor for action at Texas Tech 

and elsewhere, Dean Gates seeraed oddly petulant about 

the state of the Graduate School, Just as he warned the 

Board that only raajor doses of support for students and 

faculty could forestall eliraination of doctoral prograras, 

his glooray outlook influenced his and the Graduate Coun-

cil's treatraent of degree prograras and requireraents. 

In February of 1958 (two days before his address to 

the Board), for exaraple, the Council passed a resolution 

stating that the doctoral prograras were inadequately sup-

ported and thus unfairly injured the College's masters pro-

grams, insofar as library facilities, assistantships, and 

faculty tirae were concerned.l7 The action was rescinded 
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on March 20, but in October of 1959, Gates reraained unsat-

isfied with the progress. Again, the prospect of raassive 

reductions was suggested when he wrote to Goodwin (then 

serviny as Acting President); 

Texas Technological College is fundaraentally an under-
graduate institution on which a soraewhat arabitious 
graduate prograra has been iraposed without adequate 
recognition of what graduate work involves—either 
in raoney or in philosophy. It was this fact which, 
several years ago, jeopardized the institution's 
standing in the eyes of its accrediting agency. 
It is this fact which is causing sorae professors 
to wonder whether doctoral work at Texas Tech should 
not be abandoned and Master's work curtailed.l8 

At the sarae tirae, however, Gates was keenly aware of 

national trends then unfolding concerning the doctorate and 

seemed anxious that Texas Tech not ignore them. He cited, 

for instance, the growing raoveraent to reduce the tirae for 

the doctorate in a letter to Bradford, Goodwin and Jones. 

He went on to enuraerate his recoraraendations for strength-

ening Tech's prograras in light of the trend. Departraents 

should, he argued, clarify their objectives for the dis-

sertation, restricting scope and purpose to more raanageable 

proportions. The amount and distribution of coursework 

should likewise be reviewed, as should the possibility of 

liberalizing the period of residency (he hinted at one 

long semester and the suraraer).19 

Gates's forebodings notwithstanding, by the early 

1960s, others on carapus saw expansion of Tech's doctoral 

prograras as beneficial, necessary, and even inevitable. 

Dr. s. M. Kennedy, by now Dean of Arts and Sciences, 
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advocated additional strength in Tech's doctoral offerings. 

His approach differed frora Gates's in that he saw new 

prograras to be fortifying, rather than diluting to exist-

ing ones. In an April, 1962 address to the Board of 

Directors, he, too, referred to the founding bill's 

mention of "complete courses in the Arts and Sciences, 

physical, social, political, pure and applied, such as 

are taught in colleges of the first class," and he told 

the Board: 

At the graduate level I believe it to be fundamental 
that isolated peaks of doctoral study are not as 
practicable academically as may be the case econom-
ically. Most fields of advanced learning are closely 
related to other areas and require mutually strong 
development if we are to have first-rate graduate 
offerings within the School of Arts and Sciences. 
For example, we need additional doctoral strength in 
the social sciences and in the humanities. I believe 
serious consideration should be given to the addition 
of at least six doctoral programs. Not all of the 
six departments are presently prepared to assurae doc-
toral responsibilities, but they are aware of the 
need to becorae prepared. I hope physics, raatheraatics, 
and goverraraent can request doctoral prograras at once; 
biology, Spanish, and sociology should be preparinq 
requests for the following bienniura at the latest.20 

Of the events leading up to his report to the Board, 

Kennedy's recollection was that he had originally planned 

to recoraraend doctoral expansion, but at a rauch slower 

rate. However, the week before his Board address, Kennedy 

had attended a meeting of the Texas Comraission on Hiyher 

Education in Austin, where, in a chance meeting with 

Commissioner Ralph Green, he learned that recent political 

maneuverings might make opportune graduate-level expansion 

at Tech. According to Green, the University of Texas and 
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Texas A & M would shortly be forced to agree to the 

admission of the University of Houston (which then received 

only partial state funding) into contention for graduate-

level funds as well, thus allowing further growth at UH. 

Moreover, because Texas Tech was at least as adequately 

equipped for doctoral work as was Houston, according to 

Green, Tech might find its own plans for expansion greeted 

with approval in Austin. As a result, Kennedy corapressed 

his tiraetable for adding doctoral prograras in his address 

to the Board and in his raeetings with departraent heads.21 

Indee.d, Kennedy's hope raoved closer to reality by the 

end of the suraraer. In August of 1962, the Board agreed 

to the first new doctoral prograras to be proposed in 

eight years, in Governraent, Matheraatics, Physics, and 

Engineering, and by Noveraber all had been approved by 

the Texas Coramission on Higher Education.22 

Just as Gates encouraged Tech's raindfulness of 

national developments in doctoral education, so, too, he 

heralded "the rehabilitation of the raaster's degree," yet 

another of the "revolutions" he saw taking place in 

American graduate education. Such rehabilitation was 

directed toward strengthening the degree by includiny 

a thesis requireraent, foreign languages, and possibly 

extending the tirae to at least two years. Gates noted 

that Harvard, the first institution to award the deyree 

on the basis of coursework alone, was restoriny the 

thesis requireraent, and he added, "Apparently, the wheel 
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has now come full circle. What happens in the East always 

moves westward."23 

To Gates's dismay, what happened in the East did not 

reach Lubbock for several years, but in the interira, a 

number of developments ensued in the continuing evolution 

of the Texas Tech thesis requireraent. The last stage of 

the process had ocurred in 1955, when the graduate faculty 

had voted to retain the status quo, that is, to allow a 

non-thesis option for the M.Ed. and the newly-created 

M.A.T. only. By 1958, however, new deraands were raade 

for a non-thesis plan in other departraents. A no doubt 

disappointed Gates reported to President Jones in Septera-

ber the results of yet another faculty vote in favor of 

two plans for the raaster's degree. The first was for 

thirty hours, including a six-hour thesis; the second 

was for a thirty-six-hour non-thesis plan, the option to 

be the department's, not the student's. The faculty had 

agreed to the two plans by a vote of sixty-six to thir-

teen.24 

The M.A.T. fell victira to the new non-thesis option, 

and departraents iraraediately set to work selecting their 

own requireraents. The 1958-60 Graduate Bulletin, pub-

lished in October of 1958, listed for exaraple both thesis 

and non-thesis plans in Accounting, Cheraical Enyineeriny, 

Clothing and Textiles, and English, but in the last 

case, only for students not "conteraplating doctoral 

study or college teaching." Thesis plans were required 
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in Chemistry, Electrical Engineering, and Governraent, 

among other departments.25 

Gates, however, was not to give up his drive to reha-

bilitate Tech's master's degree without a fight, or at 

least without a continued offensive maneuver. Still 

arguing that the true spirit of graduate work corapelled 

sorae requireraent of independent work, he proposed yet a 

third plan for the raaster's degree, one including a three-

hour raaster's report. The plan, which becarae effective 

in the fall of 1959, called for thirty hours of coursework, 

inclusive of credit for one enrollraent in a course valued 

ât three seraester hours. Students were to write a paper 

less exhaustive than a thesis, with credit reduced propor-

tionally. Again, use of the report was raade the depart-

ment's option, but Gates hoped that departraents lacking 

adequate faculty tirae and expertise to encourage theses 

might find the shorter report raore palatable.26 

But Gates did not rest; instead, he saw the adoption 

of the report as a rainor conquest in the battle to restore 

the writing requireraent to its rightful place of honor. 

Between 1959 and 1962, he expounded on his proposal to 

require a thirty-hour prograra for all master's degrees, 

including either the six-hour thesis or the three-hour 

report. To Bradford and others, he also suggested abol-

ishing the minor (to be replaced by nine or twelve hours 

outside the raajor departraent) and the comprehensive exami-

nation, which would no longer be needed once the writing 
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requirement became universal.27 TO the Graduate Council, 

he sent a six page document entitled, "Further Details 

Concerning the Graduate Dean's Recomraendation That a 

Thesis Be Required in All'Master's Degree Prograras." In 

it he concluded: 

Your Graduate Dean is under no delusion that the 
requireraent of a 3-hour report (or even a 6-hour 
thesis) will bring the Master's degree to the 
raillenial state, but if he were not convinced that 
such a requireraent would bring considerable iraprove-
raent to the total prograra, he would never have raade 
the recoraraendation or followed it up with this 
lengthy docuraent.28 

Gates even involved the Board of Directors in his 

quest. Because the raaster's report had only liraited 

popularity, Gates presented at the April, 1962, Board 

meeting a Graduate Council recoramendation calling for 

the Board to urge other departraents to adopt the report 

option, because it "had proved so satisfactory in the 

Engineering and Horae Econoraics departraents."29 The 

Board approved the recoraraendation, but Gates's real 

coup becarae effective September 1, 1962, when all non-

thesis options for the master's degree were elirainated, 

except for students in such prograras who had already 

filed degree plans. As a result, all students were 

required to follow either Plan 1 (twenty-four hours of 

coursework plus six thesis hoUrs) or Plan 2 (twenty-

seven coursework and three report hours). Another 

change—one clearly designed to alleviate any new burden 

that the additional theses or reports might cause--was 
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to shift responsibility for their supervision from a 

committee to a single individual. Gates pointed out 

that such a change "will enable departments to utilize 

their manpower to better advantage in the distribution 

of labor" as well as "secure sorae appropriate recognition 

of a professor's service."30 

Contrary to Gates's earlier recomraendations, the 

minor was not abolished, nor were the final exarainations 

discontinued. Had exaras no longer been required in 1962, 

they raight have proved difficult to reinstate when the 

non-thesis option resurfaced after Gates's retireraent. 

Gates considered the institution of the thesis/report 

requireraent for all raajors to rank with the GRE as a 

decisive step toward iraproving quality in the College's 

graduate prograras. He told Goodwin: "This requireraent 

will unquestionably raise the standards soraewhat--even 

if the docuraents submitted are little more than long 

term papers. At least some actual writing will be re-

quired of every candidate for the Master's degree."31 

Gates's fervently-held views about the master's 

degree were not confined to Texas Tech. He had been a 

founding participant as well as President of the Associa-

tion of Texas Graduate Schools (ATGS), and when a corarait-

tee was appointed to study the status of the raaster's 

degree in Texas institutions in 1961, he served as 

chairraan. The comraittee distributed a survey to the 

thirty-three Texas institutions then offeriny graduate 
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degrees and received responses frora all of thera. Gates 

and his coramittee seemed shocked to discover the dramatic 

variations among degrees, requireraents, and philosophies 

underlying graduate prograras. The report concluded: 

Although we have raany points of agreeraent, it is 
obvious that we have a hazy, confused situation 
with respect to Master's degree work in Texas. Our 
requireraents for the Master's degree are reasonably 
uniform, in theory, but we have a wide variety of 
standards for adraitting students and for conducting 
thera through the prograras. . . . One of our greatest 
probleras—and weaknesses—is the graduation with 
Masters' degrees of students who fly the sarae colors 
but who have little in coramon when measured in terras 
of actual learning and developraent.32 

Despite the divergence in operations and procedures 

among the institutions, Gates was probably satisfied with 

Tech's standing relative to the other schools. Many of 

the coraraittee's recommendations mirrored closely Tech's 

own policies and requirements, especially that calling for 

all master's degree candidates to submit "an essay, report 

or thesis, to be subject to acceptance or rejection by 

the Dean," regardless of the "professional" or "graduate" 

nature of the degree. Although the ATGS functioned more 

as a club than a regulatory body, it did adopt the report 

as a general guide.33 it is interesting to note that 

Gates should take such an active and visible role in the 

organization given the near-debacle accompanying the 

Southern Association scrutiny a decade before. That he 

could provide an influential voice in the region's grad-

uate affairs was surely a testaraent to Gates's unrelenting 

standards and Texas Tech's steady pursuit of quality. 
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The truest test of Texas Tech's success in pursuing 

quality carae with its first real accreditation review by 

the Southern Association during the 1961-63 school years. 

The review process began with the Institutional Self-

Study, led by the Committee on Purpose of the Institution. 

Perhaps because it represented the first comprehensive 

attempt raade by the faculty to assess Tech's growth and 

to chart a course for future developraent, the Coraraittee on 

Purpose presented a set of goals for the institution that 

is still considered to have provided a catalyst for develop-

ments that followed.34 Certainly the tiraing of the entire 

review--poised as it was at the gateway of the enorraous 

growth of higher education in the 1960s—allowed the 

Committee's vision to be heeded. 

The Committee commended Texas Tech's success in 

borrowing frora both the state university and the land 

grant college raodels, "not bound in any particular concept 

such as that of a technical school, an agricultural and 

mechanical college, or a teacher's college." Instead, 

Tech could becorae a "raultipurpose state university of 

the first class—the center of learning in West Texas." 

To raeet that goal, the Committee recoraraended that the 

institution improve scholarships and curricula so that 

the best students would be attracted. It encouraged 

fostering better faculty teaching and research through 

improved salaries, travel, development leaves, and a 

faculty senate. It urged a loftier philosophical outlook. 
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directed constantly toward realizing first class status. 

And it proposed the strengthening of graduate and upper 

division programs by accelerating library growth and 

creating a university press. Finally, the Comraittee on 

Purpose recoraraended changing the institution's narae,35 

Whereas the Purpose Coraraittee had studied and set 

goals for the institution's raission, role, and scope, 

the Coraraittee on the Graduate School was given the task 

of assessing graduate operations, policies, and overall 

vigor in light of that purpose, The Comraittee was 

chaired by Dr, Ernest Wallace, professor of history, and 

presented its report in August of 1962. Though not a 

hostile condemnation of the Graduate School or Gates's 

administration, the report was neither a cursory cora-

mendation of the state of Tech's graduate education. 

Rather, Víallace and his coraraittee found the quality of 

the graduate prograras to warrant attention despite adequate 

adherence to quantitative issues. The Coraraittee focused 

blarae for Tech's shortcoraings on the Legislature and the 

institution's adrainistration for failing to encourage 

graduate work by providing (or procuring) the additional 

funding needed to ensure a sound graduate prograra.36 

The doctoral prograra, especially, provoked distress. 

The report indicated that degree requireraents at Tech 

and other institutions were "araazingly uniforra," and that 

"if about half a dozen of the raajor institutions are ex-

cluded, Texas Tech's doctoral prograras corapare favorably 
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with such prograras in the reraainder of the schools of the 

South and Southwest." Nevertheless, of the forty-three 

Tech faculty raembers who responded to the Coraraittee's 

evaluation questionnaire, a full twenty-seven said that 

Tech's doctoral prograra was inferior to the one at which 

they received their own degrees. The reasons for the 

deficiency; too little raoney for faculty research, exces-

sive teaching loads, and a graduate faculty that too 

often "fell short of the productivity requireraent or 

the requisite spirit."37 

The Coraraittee pointed its raost stinging criticisra, 

in fact, at the graduate faculty. It acknowledged that 

some departments housed several productive scholars, but 

that faculty who published little or nothing were more 

rule than exception. The School of Engineering was 

especially criticized; the Comraittee found there only one 

productive reseacher. The report asserted: 

This analysis shows that insofar as publications are 
concerned, there exists in many departments a woeful 
state of affairs, It is possible to evaluate the 
standing of research effort only by the articles 
which are published, While this does not raean that 
a researcher who published fifty articles is a raore 
scholarly and significant contributor than his 
colleague who published ten articles, it is apparent 
that where nothing whatever is published over a long 
period of tirae, significant research is virtually 
nonexistent, If this is true, it raay be concluded 
that the prirae function of the Graduate School is 
nonexistent.38 

The Coraraittee recoramended stronger and better enforced 

criteria for graduate faculty merabership, and terraination 

of a miniraura residency for raembership. The Committee 
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also wished to make a raatter of record its concern over 

too many graduate faculty raerabers who had received their 

terrainal degrees at Texas universities.39 

The Committee did not, however, take the attitude 

often expressed in Gates's correspondence that graduate 

programs be curtailed or eliminated. It agreed that under-

graduate education was a frequent victira of under-financed 

graduate prograras, but stated; "If econoraic costs were 

the only criteria for deterraining whether Texas Techno-

logical College should have a graduate prograra, the 

answer raust be no. There are, however, two noneconoraic 

considerations which offset this conclusion." The first 

was the intellectual atraosphere produced by the presence 

of graduate prograras and students on carapus and the sub-

sequent beneficial effect given to the quality of under-

graduate prograras. Second, without at least raodest 

graduate prograras, there could be little hope of retaining 

a faculty of even raodest quality. The Coraraittee concluded 

that the College should not abandon its graduate prograras, 

but should seek to increase funds frora any and all avail-

able sources. That judgeraent, it argued, was raost 

especially valid in light of "the inevitable conclusion 

. . . that the graduate school of the future will assurae 

an increasingly influential role in Araerican life"--a 

role that Texas Tech's Graduate School ought not forego.40 

The Southern Association visitation teara arrived on 

the Tech campus in November of 1962 to conduct its own 
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study. It found the School of Agriculture to be impres-

sive, given its lack of land-grant status, and Home 

Economics to be "sound and vigorous"--a prime spot for 

expansion of graduate offerings. It also raised a ques-

tion that had simmered for several years—the separation 

of Education from Arts and Sciences to create a new 

school. Contrary to the internal Graduate School Comrait-

tee's finding that Engineering as a school ought to be 

asharaed of itself for allowing its faculty to produce 

little original research, the Southern Association teara 

judged three of the School's departraents (Electrical, 

Industrial, and Mechanical Engineering) to be "particu-

larly good," one (Civil Engineering) to be "static" and 

the others to need attention. But blaraed for Engineer-

ing's weaknesses were such probleras as the depressed 

condition of the oil industry and Chemical Engineering's 

lack of a department head.41 

When the Southern Association team turned its atten-

tion to the Graduate School, it discovered an entity whose 

growth had been "somewhat randora and without plan," at the 

same time, however, it comraended Dean Gates for providing 

a sound basis for that growth. Likewise, the teara's 

report, subraitted to the Association in January of 1963, 

applauded "sound doctoral prograras" in Cheraistry, English, 

and History, but warned that Psychology and the recently-

reactivated Ph.D. in Geology stopped short of meeting 

miniraal requireraents. Geology had too few students. 
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while Psychology hadn't a sufficient research base to 

support doctoral programs. Of the proposed prograras, 

only Physics received a nod of approval. Engineering, 

Mathematics, Government, and Business Administration 

were deeraed not yet ready to support the burden that 

would be iraposed on faculty and facilities. The library, 

too, was criticized as unworthy for doctoral prograras, 

especially the holdings in Education, Psychology, Engin-

eering, and Business Adrainistration. Rather than the 

library of a university, the teara intiraated, Texas Tech's 

was that of only a college.42 

In its treatraent of the graduate faculty, the Southern 

Association report voiced many of the sarae criticisras 

listed in the institutional self-study, notably concern 

about faculty inbreeding (104 faculty raerabers had a Tech 

bachelor's degree, and eighty-three had taken their ter-

minal degrees there also) and low research and scholar-

ship productivity. The teara saw the institution as 

desiring a faculty oriented toward research, but without 

the willingness to support the research projects, and 

especially the travel, that could help elirainate geo-

yraphic isolation and provincialisra. Perhaps the raost 

damning criticism of the graduate programs and faculty 

was stated thus : 

The raost striking deficiency in the College in sup-
port of graduate prograras is the lack of research 
activity. Frora all reports and available informa-
tion Texas Tech is not a research institution. Not 
even a majority of full raerabers of the graduate 
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faculty are active in research work. A few sraall 
groups of dedicated scholars and scientists have 
managed to do productive research in the face of 
discouragement. These successes have been achieved 
by hard work and judicious cutting of corners.43 

When all was said and done with the Southern Asso-

ciation review, Texas Tech raaintained its accreditation, 

but the suraraary of the report strongly called for the 

College to "clarify its purpose, enhance the quality of 

its faculty, [and] provide for a full expression of 

scholarship through research and teaching opportunities 

for that faculty." To do so would be to raove closer to 

meeting the Purpose Coramittee's goal of becoming the 

center of learning in West Texas. In addition to the 

general recoraraendations, the visitation team offered 

specific suggestions for the Graduate School. Signifi-

cantly, all had been espoused before, especially since 

the earliest years of Gates's tenure. Included in the 

recomraendations were the establishraent of a research 

coordinator's office, the reorganization of the graduate 

faculty on a research basis, and the consultation of the 

graduate dean in the recruitraent of research faculty. 

The teara also suggested that adraissions procedures be 

modified so that a single process raight be applied to 

all students, and it urged "rigorous care" in ensuring 

that new doctoral prograras raeet rainimura standards.44 

While Texas Tech's Graduate School in the early 

1960s faced old probleras, and even old solutions, the 

significance was new. As long as graduate education was 
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mostly a novelty, a sideline to an institution's real 

function of producing bachelor's degrees, a graduate 

faculty or research funds could be given low priority. 

But the "academic revolution" was changing forever the 

complexion of higher education, and institutions such as 

Texas Tech, eyeing the front lines, henceforth would be 

required to display adequate graduate prograras before 

respectability was conferred. 

In the thirteen years that he served as Dean, Gates 

had presided over the Graduate School's intense growing 

pains, and he understood the new role that graduate 

education would play. He wrote to the faculty: 

The nation-wide trend in graduate education is 
toward a belief that the graduate school is the 
most important administrative unit in a university 
and that the position of graduate deans raust be 
strengthened. It is generally recognized that no 
graduate school can operate siraply as a collection 
of raore or less autonoraous departraents. A graduate 
school raust at least set certain rainiraum requirements 
as a framework within which all participating depart-
ments function.45 

In August of 1962, less than a year before he retired, 

Gates made his last report to the Board of Directors. He 

enumerated several of the Graduate School's accoraplishraents 

that he viewed with pride—that Tech was the first Texas 

institution to require the GRE, the Publications of the 

Faculty, raerabership in the Council of Graduate Schools 

and the Association of Texas Graduate Schools—but he also 

told the Board: 

It would be pleasant to paraphrase Browniny's silk 
weaver of Asolo and declare that God's in his heaven 
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and all's right with the Graduate School, but such 
a statement would be unrealistic. Studies conducted 
by the Graduate Dean at fairly regular intervals have 
shown that in sorae disciplines our graduate work is 
as good as that found in all but the leading univer-
sities of the country, but we have sorae areas that 
need strengthening.^o 

Included in his list were farailiar iteras—library holdings, 

faculty research and publications, non-service fellowships, 

and prestige. And included in his recoraraendations were 

oft-heard requests—developraent of the library, a greater 

role for the Graduate Dean in faculty hiring and proraotion, 

more non-service fellowship funds for students. He also 

urged the creation of a scholarly publications division 

that could add to the institution's prestige, and he 

noted that given the Graduate School's inevitably expanding 

complexity, an assistant dean was needed. Gates also 

called for a "considerable expansion" of graduate programs, 

especially doctoral ones, as well as departraent status for 

Philosophy (still luraped with Education). Such a recora-

mendation raight have been raade grudgingly, considering 

Gates's uneasiness over the very presence of doctoral 

work at Tech only four years before, but more likely he 

had come to terms with the College's thoroughly erratic 

and unsystematic growth. 

When Gates retired in the suraraer of 1963, he could 

take pride in the College's development, much of which 

he hiraself had irapelled. A new library building had been 

dedicated in October of 1962, (with Robert M. Luraiansky, 

Gates's fellow graduate dean frora Tulane, delivering the 
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dedicatory address). Of the master's degrees granted 

in 1962, those in Education accounted for only 18%, a 

drop from the 1953 high of 73%. Graduate enrollraent was 

fast approaching the 1000 raark, with record increases 

every year. The first black student, a graduate student, 

in fact, had enrolled for coursework in 1961. Eunice 

Gates also retired as professor of foreign languages 

when her husband did. Years later, Gates's secretary 

Irene Teraple recalled of the Gateses: "They don't talk 

about things; they do thera." A tribute to their "doings" 

stands on the Tech carapus today in the forra of a dormitory 

facing Nineteenth Street, Gates Hall. 

The Rigby Years: 1963-1968 

Fred Durnford Rigby had come to Texas Tech in 1940 

with a new Ph.D. to begin his career as a college raath-

ematics teacher. He resigned in 1943 to take a comraission 

in the Navy, and after the war, he settled in Washington, 

D. C , as a research adrainistrator in the then pioneering 

Office of Naval Research. His responsibility was to 

administer funds to colleges and universities for spon-

sored research projects. Dr. Rigby returned to Texas 

Tech seventeen years later as Graduate Dean. His appoint-

ment, which became effective July 1, 1963, coincided 

with Dean Gates's retirement, and raarked the arrival of 

Tech's first "outside" Graduate Dean. Furtherraore, 

Rigby was to take a more active role in adrainisteriny 
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research at Tech, such as it was—a responsibility for 

the dean that Gates had long advocated. 

By fall, Rigby set to work to find an associate dean. 

V̂ hereas Gates had done much of his own work--writing 

letters to prospective students, preparing travel vouchers 

and other paperwork--Rigby's career as a government bureau-

crat meant that, henceforth, tasks were to be delegated. 

In addition, the rapidly expanding enrollment, coupled 

with new calls from Austin, Washington, and indeed across 

the campus, for data, reports, and assistance of various 

kinds, demanded an expanded Graduate School staff. Al-

though English professor Alan M. F. Gunn declined the 

offer of the associate deanship, citing health and other 

considerations, he did recomraend a number of other 

"younger raen of unusual capacity and devotion to the 

College's graduate and research prograra." Araong thera 

were Roger L. Brooks and Lawrence L. Graves, both of 

whora would serve as associate deans in the Graduate 

School.48 Brooks, an English professor and representative 

to the Graduate Council, becarae associate dean in Feb-

ruary, 1963. In announcing the appointment, Rigby noted 

that Brooks's duties would encorapass all aspects of the 

Graduate School operations, especially graduate fellow-

ships and scholarships, then growing in nuraber and 

complexity of adrainistration.49 

When Rigby returned to acaderaia and Tech in 1963, the 

postwar babies born in 1945 were turning eighteen and 
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college-aged. Thus, the major theme of the 1960s was to 

be growth and expansion beyond the boundaries of anything 

heretofore experienced by higher education in the United 

States. Each year, new campuses were added to accoraraodate 

the crush of students, as were new prograras to raeet stu-

dent and raarketplace deraands. Construction sites dotted 

practically all campuses; "more," "better," and "bigger" 

becarae coramon calls. And as colleges and universities 

scrambled to keep pace with the deraands, the nation's 

graduate schools were called upon to produce badly-needed 

college teachers. 

At Tech, total enrollraent for the fall of 1963 stood 

at just over 12,000; of that number, 926 were graduate 

students, an increase of nearly 23% over the year before. 

By fall, 1964, graduate enrollment rose another 21.5% to 

1125, topping 1000 for the first tirae ever in a long 

semester (1062 graduate students had enrolled in the 

first suraraer session of 1962). By the fall of 1967, 

graduate enrollraent had grown to 1786 and the total 

enrollraent to 18,646, which included the first class of 

seventy-two law students. The number of degrees granted 

registered dramatic gains as well. During the 1963-64 

school year, 220 master's degrees were awarded in thirty-

five fields, with twenty doctorates given in five areas. 

Just three years later, 337 raaster's degrees in forty-five 

fields were awarded, as were thirty doctor's degrees in 

eight disciplines. 
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When Rigby made his first report to the Board of 

Directors in May 1964, he told the merabers that the growth 

that Tech's graduate enrollment had experienced in the 

past ten years had been "spectacular, being essentially 

faster than that of an investraent at any corapound interest 

rate because the growth rate itself has been increasing," 

and he foresaw even greater expansion in the coraing years. 

Taking the forraat for his report frora that given by Gates 

two years before, Rigby provided a progress report for 

Gates's recomraendations. He noted that the Graduate 

Dean's participation in faculty hiring and proraotion pro-

cesses reraained rainiraal, and he urged that additional 

funds be secured for non-service fellowships, a university 

press, and library acquisitions. He reported that progress 

had been raade concerning several of the Graduate School's 

policies and operations, including adraission standards, 

graduate faculty raerabership, and the addition of an 

associate dean. To Gates's recoraraendations, Rigby added 

new ones--raore appropriations for organized research, a 

graduate student center, funds for faculty travel expenses, 

microfilraing of student records—all designed to help 

the College cope with the consequences of its growth.50 

In 1967, a year after his retireraent frora the Tech 

presidency, R. C. Goodwin reflected in an interview with 

David Gracy from the Southwest Collection about the 

College's treraendous growth during the 1960s: 
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I came along at a fortuitous tirae when we had secured 
sorae funds [for our library and facilities], and I 
think it was only natural that we started developing 
sorae of our graduate work and our research work and 
things of that kind. The World War II babies were 
here when I was [President], and ray frequent expres-
sion is that the College was just growing like Topsy, 
and nobody could stop it if they'd wanted to at that 
particular tirae. It was propitious for the College 
to grow in nurabers and prograras, and depth of pro-
graras. And then, of course, we had sorae raoney 
provided for building of our academic buildings. 
Our athletic program got in the black, and we could 
build a stadiura and got pretty good tearas and they 
began to pay off financially, so it was the right 
tirae for things to happen. I can't claira any credit 
for what took place. . . . As I look back, I think 
perhaps I could have been a little raore aggressive 
and gotten a little further along, but since I'ra 
raore or less a conservative-type fellow anyhow, I'd 
rather build a little bit raore slowly than trying to 
rush into things.51 

In part, the increase in funding to which Goodwin 

referred was possible because of enrollment increases, 

which made profitable the forraula systera used for funding 

colleges and universities. Several forraulae, all based 

on enrollraent, and differing according to acaderaic subject 

matter, were created in the raid-1950s to deterraine appro-

priations for faculty salaries, library funds, and so 

forth. Gates had expressed skepticisra about the plan to 

Goodwin in 1962. He said; 

The formula approach probably has merit, but so far 
as I understand it, I do not think it has been 
properly used. I know that equipment and supplies 
in the sciences and engineering are costly and 
necessary, but I do not think that such iteras should 
be considered in terras of credit hours. I refer to 
the fact (I believe I ara right) that a credit hour 
in cheraical engineering, for exaraple, is allotted a 
considerably larger sum than is allotted for a 
credit hour in history, say. It seems to me that a 
credit hour is a credit hour, regardless of the 
subject.52 
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Rigby, on the other hand, welcomed the new mechanism, 

and credited formula funding with providing the primary 

stimulus for graduate program growth, inasmuch as funds gene-

rated for graduate students (especially doctoral students) 

were (and continue to be) substantially larger than for 

undergraduates. In fact, not long after becoming Dean, 

Rigby found hiraself appointed chairman of a state-wide com-

mittee to devise a new formula that would determine funding 

for organized research. Citing unfamiliarity with the 

Texas system, he declined the chairraanship, but continued 

to serve on the committee, contributing significantly to the 

creation of the formula, especially given his sJcills as 

a mathematician and experience as a research administrator.53 

In addition to funding formulae, other movements 

afoot in Austin in the mid 1960s combined to influence 

the direction of Texas Tech's growth. All across the 

state, new campuses sprang up and old ones grew. Political 

influence was partly the cause (Gates had grumbled that 

"the State is undoubtedly spreading the butter too thin"), 

but there also seemed a legitimate need for much of the 

growth. In any case, however, better means with which 

to cope with the expansion were needed. The Texas Com-

mission on Higher Education had neither the authority 

nor the breadth to regulate the twenty-two four-year 

institutions, to say nothing of the growing junior college 

systems and the proposed senior colleges. On his way to 

creating the new Coordinating Board, Governor John 
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Connally prepared a plan to create three new university 

systems. The plan failed to raeet with enthusiasm 

among Tech supporters, especially because Tech would 

rank behind A & M in the Texas State University System, 

but also because its classification among other "aggie" 

schools belied its true, broader, scope.54 

Connally's plan was never put into motion, but after 

its establishment in 1965, the Coordinating Board set 

about to devise its own guidelines as to how to deal 

with copious requests frora state institutions for new, 

especially doctoral, prograras. The solution was to 

designate four of the state's institutions as "multipur-

pose," that is, institutions with curricula encorapassing 

a broad range of subject fields, and to limit doctoral 

prograras within the state systera to those four schools.55 

The Toreador for February 15, 1966, reacted to the 

news frora Austin, which included approval for building a 

new dorraitory coraplex, with the headline, "Tech to 

Construct Six Dorras; Included in Doctoral Programs." The 

following day, the paper included an interview with Rigby, 

who noted that the Board's action recognized Tech as a 

university and was "'a logical step in viewing all the 

facts and a load off my mind to have established that 

they [the Coordinating Board members] see things the way 

we see them.'" An editorial even speculated: "Now it 

looks like Tech and UH may be heading their own systems, as 

will A & M and UT—if the systera organization is ever 

initiated."56 
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Texas Tech's inclusion as one of the four (joining 

the University of Texas, Texas A & M, and the University 

of Houston) was due very likely to a number of factors. 

Araong the appointed Coordinating Board members in 1965 

and 1966 were D. M. Wiggins and Charles G. Scruggs. 

Scruggs, from Dallas, served as a raeraber of the Tech 

Board of Regents frora 1971 to 1975. Wiggins's raost recent 

academic position had been as president of Texas Tech, a 

position he held from 1948 to 1952; thus, Wiggins knew 

well that Tech's strengths lay in many fields. Moreover, 

Tech's location was important. With the other three 

schools located within 200 miles of one another, Tech 

represented the state's largest and strongest institution 

to the north and west (also a source of growing political 

influence in Austin). Finally, however, and no doubt 

raost corapelling in the choice of Texas Tech as one of 

the four raajor institutions, was the fact that the 

College already had a full range of programs at the 

raasters and doctoral levels. By 1966 the Ed.D.was given 

in Education, and the Ph.D. was offered in Biology, 

Chemistry, English, Geosciences, Government, History, 

Mathematics, Physics, Psychology, and six Engineering 

fields, including Cheraical, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, 

and Mechanical, as well as an interdisciplinary raajor. 

The Doctor of Business Adrainistration program was sched-

uled to begin accepting students by fall, 1967, as was 

the School of Law. Twelve different master's degrees 
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were granted in forty-seven raajors, araong thera new prograras 

in Music and Gerraan. 

The iraportance of the Coordinating Board designation 

to the institution has been dramatic and long-lived. It 

did not prevent approval of doctoral programs at other 

state institutions, but it did lirait unrestrained prolif-

eration, especially in the 1960s when such expansion was 

most ardently sought. Like the "first class" status, 

mentioned in the founding bill, the designation has been 

used to justify additional programs, seek funds and 

other resources, and recruit students. The 1972 Institu-

tional Self-Study made for the Southern Association 

listed the Coordinating Board's action as a milestone 

accomplishraent. It noted: 

Perhaps as significant as anything in the life of 
Texas Tech was its designation in 1966 as one of 
the four state universities authorized to offer 
prograras through the doctorate. This gave new 
eraphasis to the recruiting of differently qualified 
faculty, access to new resources, a new mix of stu-
dents and certainly a different responsibility to 
the State. 

It went on to point out that shortly thereafter, with the 

inauguration of a new president for the College, the 

designation provided the irapetus needed for the adrainis-

tration "to change the iraage of the institution to one 

in which real acaderaic possibilities could be realized."57 

Dr. Grover E. Murray, the president who took office 

in 1966, agreed that the Coordinating Board desiynation 

proved iraportant to the institution, inasmuch as it 
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provided a rallying point for the College and a raeans 

to defend further expansion. He said: "I think that 

without that specification by the Coordinating Board, 

there are raany prograras which would never have been 

approved by the Coordinating Board." But he went on to 

point out that where proliferation of graduate prograras 

did occur throughout the state, the results were more 

detriraental to Tech than to the other three institutions 

priraarily because of location; " [Tech] doesn't have the 

population base which the University of Houston has. It 

doesn't have the long-established reputations which A & 

M and the University of Texas have."58 

Tech's reliance on the Coordinating Board designation 

has seeraed to correspond with the institution's discorafort 

with its own narae, which has waxed and waned through the 

years. A 1979 proposal to the U. S. Departraent of Educa-

tion requesting fellowships for doctoral students in the 

fine arts, for example, argued forcefully that despite 

appearances, Texas Tech University was not a technical 

school, but a comprehensive, broad-based institution--

one of four in the state to be designated as multipur-

pose—with a full range of programs at all levels.59 

Whatever the consequence of the Coordinating Board . 

action, Grover Murray's arrival signalled a sharp and 

conspicuous change for Texas Technological College. 

Murray, who came to Tech from Louisiana State University 

with a noted reputation as a geologist and expert on 
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Anarctica, assumed the presidency with a mandate frora the 

Board of Directors: to carve for the institution a unique 

role in higher education. Inherent in that role was 

achievement in research and graduate education. In the 

months following his appointment, Murray reviewed Tech's 

graduate programs and corapared thera with those at insti-

tutions across the country, only to conclude that the 

status of graduate education and research at Texas Tech 

in 1966 was "raediocre at best." Despite the presence of 

a few individual researchers of note and sorae good depart-

ments, he found the institution not quite worthy of its 

new Coordinating Board designation or the aspirations of 

the Board of Directors. 

Murray set to work, then, to iraprove things. His 

priraary strateyy, as he put it, lay in "hiring good 

people," specifically for frequently new adrainistrative 

positions. In 1965, Tech had, in addition to the presi-

dent, two vice presidents--one for acaderaic affairs and 

the other for business affairs. By 1970 there were five 

vice presidents (added were those for public affairs, 

student affairs, and an executive vice president) and 

three associate or assistant vice presidents with various 

responsibilities. Vice presidential positions yet to be 

added included developraent, research, and health affairs. 

The raethod behind what raany thought to be Murray's madness 

for vice presidential appointraents was to give those 
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flspects of the institution a higher profile and keener 

focus.^O 

In addition, Murray put in raotion the final steps 

for the reraoval of the AAUP censure. Censure was finally 

lifted in April, 1967, when the Association was satisfied 

that Tech had raet its requireraents. Not by coincidence, 

on Septeraber 15, 1967, an araended tenure policy becarae 

effective. 

The creation of a unique niche for the institution 

Murray took literally. Responding, too, to a Coordinating 

Board request for a stateraent of the institution's role 

and scope, he proposed that Tech focus its research, 

teaching, and even public service activities toward 

solving problems of arid and semi-arid lands. Thus, the 

International Center for Arid and Serai-Arid Land Studies 

(or ICASALS, as it carae to be called) was born. Rushing 

and Nall suggested that Murray saw the ICASALS plan as 

being appropriate not only to such fields as geology and 

agriculture, but to the huraanities and social sciences. 

They wrote: 

[ICASALS] would give Tech a raission in life, a spe-
cial reason for being. The plan was accepted readily 
by the board of directors and hailed in the press 
as bold and innovative, even unique. It was not 
precisely unique--two or three Western universities 
had sirailar centers--but Tech probably was the only 
one expecting to discover a new identity in such a 
program.^l 

Whether or not ICASALS succeeded in giving Tech a 

new identity, Murray hiraself succeeded in bringing to 
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the College a new sense of vigor, drive, energy, and 

ferment. Reflecting on Murray's tenure, William E. Oden 

pointed to Murray's "big drearas and big actions" for the 

institution. He consorted with "somebodies" in higher 

education; his service as a raember of the National Science 

Board attested to that. According to Oden, "Murray 

literally became Texas Tech; Murray's dreams became our 

dreams,"^2 

The new vigor brought to Texas Tech as a result of 

Murray's drearas and actions, coupled with the raomentura 

generated by growth in enrollraent and funding increases, 

had iraportant consequences for research, When Rigby 

arrived in 1963, he found only a single outside grant 

awarded to a faculty raeraber (cheraistry professor Henry 

Shine) and only the scarcest of state support for research. 

The raajor breakthrough carae shortly thereafter with the 

new state forraula for organized research, but even those 

funds could not begin to raeet faculty requests, In his 

1964 address to the Board, Rigby reported that the insti-

tution was to receive $200,000 for the 1963-65 bienniura, 

and another $300,000 for the following two years, but 

such funds could address only in a raodest way proposals 

totalling $1.5 raillion that his office had received. He 

went on to note that of forty proposals subraitted to 

external sources, seventeen totalling $230,000 had been 

funded, one had been rejected, and the others were 

still pending. He told the Board: "All this adds up to 
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convincing evidence that our graduate faculty is research 

rainded and would be rauch more active in this respect given 

the necessary support and relief from other duties."^3 

State funds were to increase coraraensurate with enrollraent, 

but never to truly adequate proportions. A 1967 report 

to the Board, prepared by Vice Presidents Pearce and 

Kennedy, urged a firraer coraraitment from the Board to the 

concept of research and the spirit of inquiry. Recoraraend-

ing that funds be concentrated in those areas with doctoral 

prograras and priority be given to basic, as opposed to 

applied, research, the report asserted: 

The raost draraatic single change in Texas Techno-
logical College during the next 25 years should 
occur in the character and quality of its achieve-
raents in the field of research. At the present 
tirae, the research prograras represent one of the 
university's raost serious weaknesses.64 

Sirailarly, student support, despite significant fed-

eral fellowship and trainee prograras, reraained "rather 

spotty" at Texas Tech in the early 1960s.65 Teaching 

assistantships continued to provide the bulk of support, 

although by 1964 ten federally-supported fellowships 

were available as was $40,000 in state funds. The federal 

fellowships paid graduate students $200 per raonth, in 

addition to a cost of education allowance given to the 

College. Of the state funds, $23,000 went to doctorate-

granting departraents and the rest to the others based on 

an enrollraent forraula. Hence, by the time awards were 

made to students, each fellowship was only a few hundred 
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dollars, and sorae were less than a hundred.66 AS a 

result, corapetition for better students reraained difficult, 

but with Tech's iraproving fortunes in seeking research 

funds, additional support via research assistantships 

would soon be forthcoraing. 

Just as Tech's growth and increasing sophistication 

had an effect on its efforts to iraprove its research 

lot, so, too, did it turn attention to graduate degree 

requireraents in order to cope with the expanded student 

body and to bring itself in line with practices at other 

institutions. In raany ways, sorae changes in degree 

requireraents raade in the raid-1960s raay be interpreted 

as a rejection of the Gates raethod of controlling errant 

departraents through the catalog. For his part, Rigby 

had fewer set notions about quality issues and was far 

more araenable to outside suggestions than was Gates. 

At the request of foreign language professor Harley 

Oberhelman, the Graduate Council voted in 1966 to allow 

students to take all of their coursework for the raaster's 

degree in a single departraent, thus elirainating the rigid 

requireraent for a rainor.67 The limitation placed on 

the nuraber of students adraitted to doctoral candidacy 

was proraptly discontinued, also in 1966, following a 

letter to Rigby frora Psychology departraent head Theodore 

Andreychuk,^8 and the final defense of the dissertation, 

which Gates had feared was a pro forraa examination, was 

given greater emphasis when the Graduate Council voted 
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to require public announceraent of forthcoraing defenses 

to be distributed to all departraents. The doctoral 

proposal raade its first appearance during the raid-1960s 

as well. The Council approved a requireraent calling for 

all doctoral students to file with the Graduate School 

notice of satisfactory corapletion of the prelirainary 

exaraination, plus a proposed plan for corapletion of all 

requireraents.^9 

Perhaps the raost complete repudiation of Gates's 

firra control carae with the return of the non-thesis option 

for the raaster's degree. The raatter first surfaced in 

January of 1966, when Morris S. Wallace, head of the 

departraent of Education wrote to Rigby requesting that 

the Graduate Council consider reinstating the option. 

Wallace based his arguraent on the State Board of Education 

requireraent that students seeking professional certifi-

cation concurrent with the raaster's degree take a rainiraura 

of thirty-six hours when no thesis was written. Most 

Tech M.Ed. students chose the report, rather than the 

thesis, option and consequently they enrolled for thirty-

six hours (and soraetiraes as raany as forty-two) anyway.70 

Gates probably would have responded that such a require-

ment further justified a full-blown thesis, but Riyby 

and the Council approved the request for a thirty-six 

hour non-thesis prograra, to becorae effective June 1, 1966. 

Initially, only students in the new School of Education 

were exerapted frora the thesis, but the M.B.A. prograra 
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soon included a sirailar plan. By August of 1967, Rigby 

expressed raisgivings that the non-thesis prograra "[de-

prived his] office of an iraportant raeans of evaluation." 

His solution was to require students who wrote neither 

theses nor reports (the latter of which had decreased 

significantly in popularity) to subrait to the Graduate 

Dean's office a "terra-paper," sorae time between admission 

and graduation. The specifications for the paper 

included that it be at least twelve pages, "neat and clean 

in appearance, typewritten and essentially free of typo-

graphical, spelling, gramraatical, seraantic and logical 

errors," it raust be the report of individual study, 

"with proper identification of source raaterials, appro-

priate organization and a bibliography," and it raust show 

evidence of independent thought.71 

Rigby's approach to the Graduate Council also dif-

fered frora Gates's. Meetings becarae less frequent; 

agendas and rainutes shortened. In addition, the Council 

agreed to allow the Dean's staff to raake decisions about 

routine raatters, such as approval for a raajor and minor 

within a single departraent and the substitution of an 

individual studies course for a forraal one, but the 

Council reserved the responsibility for debating raajor 

issues such as acaderaic freedora and degree standards.72 

The Council also hoped to devote less of its tirae to 

graduate faculty merabership by undertaking a full review 

of a candidate's qualifications only when dissension 
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about his status existed. Nevertheless, not until the 

1970S, when a sub-comraittee assuraed the task of reviewing 

applications, was the Council as a whole able to resist 

giving in to extensive discussion over faculty raerabers' 

worthiness for raerabership.73 

During the decade following the launch of Sputnik, 

Texas Tech had raade iraportant strides toward becoraing 

what it raost hoped to be--a first class institution. It 

had capitalized, raore or less successfully, on the derao-

graphic trends of the 1960s and the national interest in 

education, and its most obvious measure of achievement 

was its Graduate School. By 1967, however, projections 

for the institution's future reflected a few changes: 

Additional growth was anticipated, but at reduced rates 

and most likely in upper-level and graduate enrollraents. 

Growing junior colleges, as well as the growing war in 

Vietnara, threatened to draw off students frora freshraan 

and sophoraore classes. 

In their "Platforra for Growth and Developraent of 

Texas Technological College," Executive Vice President 

Williara Pearce and S. M. Kennedy, Vice President for 

Acaderaic Affairs, recoraraended that Texas Tech raeet the 

challenge of additional growth in graduate and profes-

sional education by providing "opportunities for scholarly 

inquiry and highly advanced training in a variety of 

fields." They stopped short of advocating new doctoral 

prograras iraraediately, but they suggested that despite 
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apparent econoraic advantages to restricting the nuraber 

of such prograras to only a few, Tech would bebetter 

served by offering the doctorate in "certain broad group-

ings" of departraents—priraarily the raajor liberal arts 

disciplines. Within five years, additional prograras 

might well be added in foreign languages and several of 

the social sciences, including Econoraics and Sociology. 

Master's prograras, on the other hand, would be needed 

sooner in such fields as Art, Journalisra, Anthropology, 

and Horae and Family Life,74 

More important than prograra developraent, Pearce and 

Kennedy called for attention to long-range planning. 

They told the Board; 

Less tangible but probably raore iraportant is the 
setting of an institutional tone, including sig-
nificant goals and aspirations. Hopefully, such 
goals will be well in advance of but in conson-
ance with the known capabilities and liraitations 
of the institution. Thus far, Texas Tech has not 
been characterized by a carefully stated and 
vigorously pursued "institutional garae plan."75 

Possibly as a raeans to iraprove the institutional garae 

plan, in April of 1968, Murray asked that Rigby resign 

his position as Dean of the Graduate School to becorae 

Assistant Vice President for Acaderaic Affairs. Among 

his duties in that office, Rigby served as a liaison to 

the Graduate Council and put to work his expertise once 

again as Tech's representative to the coraraittee charged 

by the Coordinating Board with designing the formula 

for academic administration funding. Appointed as Interim 
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Dean was Lawrence L. Graves, a history professor who 

had replaced BrooJcs as Associate Dean in 1967. Clearly, 

Rigby's tenure as Dean stood in marJced contrast to 

that of Gates, Rigby was perhaps more comfortable as 

a research administrator whose domain involved more 

the theoretical and problematic and fewer of the 

actual problems that beset graduate students and faculty 

daily. He provided, nonetheless, an able bridge for the 

Graduate School as it traversed the turgid waters of the 

1960s. Rigby remained a member of the Tech faculty 

until his retirement in 1980, 

A University at Last; 1968-1970 

On college campuses across the nation, the late-

1960s was a time of protest, activism, even violence, 

Free speech, the war in Vietnam, and civil rights all 

captured the imaginations and energies of students and 

faculty aliJce, At Texas Tech, tolcen attention was paid 

to such issues, but the institution escaped largely 

unscathed, In fact, Tech's comparatively serene ambiance 

provoJced Vice President Kennedy almost to apology, He 

said of the state of student activism at Texas Tech; 

The determination of the students to be much 
more actively involved in the affairs of the 
University, acaderaic and otherwise, is no less 
here than on campuses where more turbulent 
activities have been found, The good manners, 
good humor, and restraint of the Texas Tech 
student body should not be misinterpreted as 
apathy or disinterest in the affairs of the 
University. The mix of the student body in 
terms of the areas in which they have elected 
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to pursue their studies is not unique to Texas 
Tech.76 

Yet the late 1960s did provide Tech with animation and 

conflict of a different stripe—over the change in the 

institution's name. 

That "Texas Technological College" was a name in-

appropriate to the institution was a sentiraent that had 

been expressed for years. In his encounters with the 

Southern Association over Tech's doctoral prograras in 

the early 1950s, Gates blaraed the name for misconceptions 

about Tech's fitness for Graduate work in the huraanities 

and social sciences. .Clearly, the "technological" part 

of the narae had been misleading frora the beginning. 

Enrollraents in agriculture, engineering, and the sciences 

had always been respectable, but, as early as the 1920s, 

the humanities, social sciences, and other "liberal 

arts" represented the institution's heart. By the 1950s, 

however, it had becorae clear that the "college" part of 

the narae was inaccurate as well. According to Rushing 

and Nall; 

Although Tech had been founded as a "college of 
of the first class," its acaderaic origin had been 
that of a university frora the outset; and as size 
and scope increased through the years, "university" 
becarae unquestionably a raore appropriate designation 
than "college."77 

The Southern Association concurred and called in 1962 

for a narae that better reflected the institution's pur-

pose.78 
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The first real action to change the narae was taken 

in 1959, when the Faculty Advisory Coraraittee voted to 

present the name "Texas State University" to the general 

faculty. The general faculty approved the new narae, but 

when the institution's other constituencies were consulted 

—the ex-students, adrainistration, and Board—the pop-

ularity of the Double T prevailed. 

Gates's support for a new narae for Texas Tech reraained 

constant, due priraarily to his conviction that the institu-

tion's graduate prograras were being severely daraaged. 

The lack of a "university" designation he thought unneces-

sarily restricted the institution's scope and its chances 

for further developraent. In his last report to the Board 

in 1962, Gates declared: 

I respectfully urge that serious consideration 
be given to a change of our institutional narae. 
The name "Texas Technological College" is not 
appropriate even in our technical fields: it consti-
tutes a serious handicap in the development of raany 
of our undergraduate prograras and in raost of our 
graduate work. If this were an institution of 
technology--like the faraous ones in California, 
Georgia, and Massachusetts, consideration of a narae 
change would be corapletely out of order, but--unlike 
those institutions—Texas Tech offers Master's and 
Doctor's degrees in such non-technical subjects as 
the huraanities and the social studies. In other 
words, it is a university-type institution, and its 
university attributes will becorae even more pronounced 
in the future. 

The narae of an institution raatters a great 
deal. It should accurately describe its entire 
scope, not just a segraent of it. This is the reason 
why so raany agricultural and raechanical colleges 
and teachers colleges have changed their naraes to 
correspond to their expanded functions. 
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As a raeraber of the first faculty group that 
carae here in 1925, I well understand the sentiraent 
which has becOrae attached to the Double T and the 
short narae "Texas Tech," but I reraind myself that 
this sentiraent is only thirty-seven years old, which 
is a raere raoraent in the history of a great educa-
t.ional institution. We need to look far down the 
road into the future. If, however, we are unwilling 
to abandon our short narae "Texas Tech," we should 
be able to settle upon a suitable university desig-
nation that would perrait the retention of "Texas 
Tech" for inforraal use and sports events.79 

When Rigby assuraed the deanship, he, too, found hira-

self pulled into the fray. Although his personal convic-

tions about the urgency of a narae change were far less 

rigid than Gates's, he reflected the position of the 

Graduate Council when he wrote to Board Chairraan Manuel 

deBusk recoraraending the name "Texas State University." 

The Council reasoned that such a narae iraplied no second-

rate status and provided a title that was "not misleading 

as to the nature of the prograras, particularly graduate 

programs, conducted here."80 

A number of alternate naraes were suggested—Texas 

State University of Arts, Science, and Technology, Texas 

Technological College and State University, even Trans 

Texas University—but the favorite araong the alumni, the 

Board, and finally the state Legislature was Texas Tech 

University. Despite the faculty's and ultimately the 

students' coraplaint that "Tech" was not really a word 

at all and hence "Texas Tech University" was thoroughly 

inappropriate for a dignified institution, Tech alumnus 

Governor Preston Smith signed the bill on June 2, 1969 
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to change the institution's narae once and, apparently, 

for all. The action was to becorae effective Septeraber 

1, 1969. 

Although sorae areas of the carapus have continued 

to battle raisconceptions over Texas Tech's true scope, 

and although the faculty at first felt that its voice 

in the institution's affairs had gone unheeded (a 

stinging blow in the rauch-heralded 1960s era of faculty 

hegemony), the long-range consequences of the name 

"Texas Tech University" are perhaps not so dire as 

were initially predicted. Williara E. Oden, who had 

served as Faculty Advisory Coraraittee President in 1959 

and who had made the trip to Austin to lobby on behalf 

of "Texas State University" in 1969, conceded in 1983 

that the name "doesn't cause problems in peoples' rainds 

anymore" because newer faculty seeraed rauch less con-

cerned about the narae than were older ones. Most 

important, Oden felt, was the "university" designation, 

which raade possible other growth,81 Rigby and Graves 

also doubted that the narae change had seriously daraaged 

the institution,82 Like Oden, Rigby saw the "university" 

title as significant, especially because it allowed 

the academic schools to becorae "colleges," which they 

did in 1969. 

The Graduate School, on the other hand, kept its 

"school" designation (as did the School of Law), in 

accordance with standard practices elsewhere. It did 
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undergo a few adrainistrative changes of its own, however. 

Shortly after Graves becarae Interira Dean, Dr. Robert L. 

Packard, a professor of Biology who had held for a short 

tirae the title Assistant Dean for Research, returned to 

his teaching on a full-tirae basis. Thus, Graves sought 

a replaceraent. Following a recoraraendation raade by S. M. 

Kennedy, he contacted an assistant professor in the 

English departraent, Thoraas A. Langford, who had received 

a raaster's degree at Tech before raoving to Texas Christian 

University for the Ph.D. Graves called Langford's hiring 

a "raaster stroke" Langford was to serve for a year as 

Interira Dean hiraself and continues in 1983 as Associate 

Dean of the Graduate School—but reraerabered that had 

he waited a raere half-hour before offering Langford the 

position, it would have been too late. Langford had 

accepted a sirailar appointraent at the University of 

Missouri in Kansas City, and, just prior to the telephone 

call from Graves, he had written, but not yet mailed, a 

letter informing that institution of his decision.83 

A growing emphasis on research was also reflected 

in new adrainistrative developraents. Although Packard's 

responsibilities had involved priraarily research activities, 

and Rigby's role involved distributing state funds for 

research to faculty raerabers, by 1968, Murray gave research 

a raore prorainent accent by appointing an Associate Vice 

President for Research and Special Prograras. Monty 

Davenport first held the position, which would later have 
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full vice president status with more direct linJcs to 

graduate education. 

When Texas Tech got its new name in the summer of 

1969, the university status confirmed an action that 

had occurred only a weelc before, when Governor Smith 

signed the bill creating a school of medicine for Tech. 

A 1965 bill had been vetoed by Governor Connally, who 

wanted to allow the soon-to-be-appointed Coordinating 

Board to review the plan. Tech alumnus Smith, however, 

had no such hesitations.^^ 

In some ways, the creation of the Medical School re-

called the establishment of doctoral programs two decades 

before, Clearly the institution had made great strides 

in the interim, but that it had achieved sufficient 

maturity to support such an enormous undertaking was a 

debatable point, nevertheless, The institution's struggle 

for adequate resources could hardly be ignored, And, in 

fact, Texas Tech School of Medicine, created as an 

institution separate from Texas Tech University, but 

with a shared Board of Regents, President, and other 

administration, did endure years of uncertainty—even 

stinging assaults on its credibility as an educational 

entity. Nonetheless, the Medical School, coupled with 

developed schools of law and graduate studies, granted 

Texas Tech an unquestioned right to call itself a univer-

sity. According to Murray, "The presence of the Medical 

School will, in the long run, be extremely beneficial to 
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the University," because of its comraunity outreach pro-

graras throughout the state, its excellent research facil-

ities, and its access to resources.85 

Murray also gave credit for the rise of* Tech's star 

during the 1960s to Preston Sraith. Given the iraportance 

of the Medical School to the institution, Sraith's role 

in bringing it to fruition deraonstrated his long arra in 

moving the entire University. Murray said of Smith: 

It has always been my opinion that, raerely by his 
presence in the governor's chair, Preston Sraith did 
a great deal for Texas Tech. Quite obviously, he 
was syrapathetic toward the institution—it's his 
alraa raater. I don't think he favored it to the 
point that people could accuse hira of favoritisra 
toward Texas Tech, but he took every opportunity he 
could. I doubt seriously that we would have had a 
Medical School had it not been for Preston Sraith. 

He went on to credit the tiraing of Sraith's assistance to 

Texas Tech, coraing as it did when enrollraents were increasing 

steadily and resources were raore plentiful for higher 

education; "Everything just carae together."86 

Tech also added several new prograras in the late 1960s 

that further deraonstrated the institution's coraraitraent 

to a raultipurpose nature. New degrees were offered in 

Theatre Arts, Speech Pathology and Audiology, and Art, 

for exaraple. The latter, the M.F.A., was a sixty-hour 

plan, including a thesis or report and exhibition. In a 

small way, history was raade when the Coordinating Board 

approved a plan for the Ph.D. in Agriculture. The inter-

disciplinary prograras, involving four options in various 

Agriculture departraents, was the first Ph.D. program in 
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agriculture in the U.S. to be offered by a non-land-

grant institution, aside from agricultural economics 

prograras at Harvard and the University of Chicago.87 

The difficulty in identifying and raaintaining student 

records that had plagued the Graduate Division in the 

earliest years, a result of allowing students to enroll 

in both 300- and 400-level courses, was eased altogether 

in 1968. Graduate students who took courses designed 

priraarily for undergraduates were always required to raeet 

higher quantitative and qualitative standards, but with 

widespread use of forraula funding, it becarae clear that 

the institution stood to lose substantial appropriations 

because such enrollraents were credited at undergraduate, 

instead of rauch higher graduate, levels. Although the de-

cision to restrict graduate enrollraent to at least 500-

level courses was priraarily economic, it had the attendant 

effect of distinguishing graduate education as something 

different from, even finer than, undergraduate education. 

Langford noted that the change, the result of an order 

issued frora Kennedy's office, probably had little effect 

on the quality of education; rather, the effect was 

largely syrabolic, "a fairly significant factor in deraar-

cating the lines between graduate and undergraduate 

education."^8 

The years following the Sputnik launch were years 

of frenetic growth and vastly increased sophistication for 
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Texas Tech's Graduate School. in addition, the new leader-

ship and draraatic expansion of the whole institution--

manifested raost vividly by the new schools of law and 

medicine, in addition to the new name—brought a fresh 

vision and restructured organization to the institution. 

By the last years of the 1960s, then, it becarae clear 

that attention should be given to seeking an order in 

the present design and planning for future developraent. 

The "Scope, Responsibilities, and Functions of the 

Graduate Office" represented an exhaustive, if verbose, 

atterapt to clarify just what the raission of the Graduate 

School was to be. In essence, the docuraent suggested 

that the Graduate School's scope extended to all areas 

of the carapus, but encorapassed especially graduate studies 

and research operations. Soraewhat enigmatically, it 

said of the Graduate School's scope: 

Naturally, circurastances peculiar to this insti-
tution—its graduate prograras, its pattern of 
research interests, its organization, the resources 
it raakes available—result in variations of the 
intensity of Graduate Office activities in the sub-
doraains erabraced by this broad scope.89 

Regarding functions, raany were listed, such as raaintaining 

standards, acting as an inforraation and coraraunication center, 

fostering research and creativity, and administering fellow-

ships. 

If the "Scope, Responsibilities, and Functions" 

document did little to shed new light on Graduate School 

operations, a Graduate Review Coraraittee appointed by 
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President Murray in 1967 went rauch rauch further. 

Charging the Coraraittee, Murray referred to the 

Coordinating Board designation of Texas Tech "as one of 

the four publicly supported institutions of higher 

education to offer graduate work leading to the Ph.D. 

and other doctoral degrees." As a result of the action, 

he suggested, the institution would undergo a "metamorph-

osis in its basic role and scope." To the extent that 

such a metaraorphosis would affect graduate education, he 

charged the coramittee "to review completely the struc-

tural organization, the graduate program now in existence, 

[and] prograras in existence in other institutions which 

have developed successful and outstanding graduate 

schools."^0 

To begin its mission, the Coraraittee issued surveys 

to departraent chairmen (no longer called "heads") and 

graduate faculty. In addition, merabers visited uni-

versities throughout the country—including such far-flung 

institutions as the University of Michigan, Duke, UCLA, 

and the University of Georgia—to study their adminis-

trative structures, particularly those pertaining to 

graduate work, as well as faculty, graduate students, 

9 1 research activities, funds, and libraries. 

In assessing responses to the departmental and 

faculty surveys, the Coraraittee found an overwhelraing 

call for reduced teaching loads, or, in lieu of that, 

appropriate credit for non-forraal courses, such as thesis 
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adviseraent, research enrollraents, and individual study 

projects, which involved raostly graduate students and 

which sapped tirae otherwise available for research and 

scholarly activities. The Coraraittee recoraraended the 

creation of faculty recruitraent coraraittees and raore 

frequent eraployraent of senior personnel. Also urged was 

the elimination of graduate faculty designations. Instead, 

the Coraraittee recoraraended the election of departraental 

coraraittees to oversee all aspects of graduate education, 

including teaching and adviseraent appointraents. Additional 

funds, of course, reraained a highest priority, especially 

those for graduate students. Faculty members expressed 

concern that Tech failed to corapete with other, better 

known institutions, for the best students. A university 

press was often cited as well.92 

The Coraraittee also discovered the faculty's discon-

tent with "adrainistration," which seeraed to eraerge as an 

amorphous, but troublesorae, body. Nonetheless, sorae 

dissatisfaction with the Graduate Dean was expressed, 

and in fact, before the Coraraittee delivered its report 

in June of 1968, a search for a new dean was under way.93 

The Coraraittee was particularly interested in that 

search following a recoraraendation made by Engineering 

Dean Bradford that a new Graduate Dean not be sought at all. 

Instead, Bradford recommended that each of the academic 

schools take over its own graduate affairs. The Comraittee's 

opposition to Bradford's plan was unaniraous, not so much 
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to its principle as to the fact that its proposed organ-

ization "presupposes both a strony graduate faculty and 

an established pattern of emphasis on graduate work." 

The Comraittee felt that neither condition existed at 

Texas Tech. In addition, the Coraraittee worried that 

such a plan would fragraent the institution, raaking each 

school a corapetitor for often scarce resources. Their 

visits to other universities, furthermore, convinced 

Coraraittee raerabers that Bradford's proposed systera was 

rare, and where it did exist, rarely worked very well.94 

In an interira report to Kennedy, the Comraittee seized 

the opportunity to recoraraend "the type of person that 

the Graduate Coraraittee feels should be sought and also 

the character of the position of the graduate deanship." 

In addition to a scholarly individual who could offer in-

telligent and dynaraic leadership, the Coramittee wanted a 

Dean with acaderaic experience and stature sufficient to 

garner support frora adrainistration and faculty alike. 

Likewise, the Graduate Dean was to be the highest ranking 

administrative official, after the Academic Vice President, 

with direct involveraent in faculty hiring and promotion, 

budgeting, and controlling scholarship and research funds. 

Whether it realized it or not, the Comraittee could have 

lifted its recoraraendations frora any of W. B. Gates's 

many reports to the president, Board of Directors, or 

others who raight listen.95 
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Interira Dean Graves's response to the report was 

favorable, and he felt corapelled to coraraent on several 

issues that it raised.96 it is interesting to note, frora 

a perspective granted by the passage of sorae fifteen 

years, that all of the raatters that Graves discussed in a 

letter to Kennedy about the report were later acted upon 

by the Graduate Dean, the Graduate Council, or in sorae 

cases the President. The practice of hiring only those 

qualified for graduate faculty raerabership was, by and 

large, adopted. The graduate faculty was never eliminated, 

but it was reorganized considerably. Graduate adraissions 

responsibilities were transferred to the Graduate School. 

A fund was established to support student research, and a 

University Press was created as well. The Graduate School 

offices were relocated and expanded to accoraraodate an 

enlaryed staff with additional associate deans. 

Whereas the Graduate Review Coraraittee restricted its 

exaraination to organizational raatters, in the Spring of 

1969, Graves identified a nuraber of basic Graduate School 

functions worthy of study for possible revision. Committees 

comprised of Graduate Council raerabers, full and associate 

graduate faculty, and graduate students were assigned to 

evaluate adraission processes, the foreign language 

requireraent, the graduate faculty and Council, grades 

and course loads, and both raasters and doctoral programs.97 

The work of the comraittee assigned to study admissions 

requireraents, which was chaired by Assistant Dean Langford 
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and included faculty merabers Rayraond Meyer, Oswald Bowlin, 

George Robbert, and student Charles Baldwin, raade its 

report to the Graduate Council by the fall. Frora the 

coraraittee's recoraraendations, the Council developed its 

own proposal for revision of standards for adraission to 

Tech's graduate faculty on October 9, 1969. Langford's 

minutes of the meeting show a lively discussion among the 

200 faculty who attended. Straw votes taken at the 

meeting revealed that raost of the faculty favored sorae 

revision of the standards, but many felt that the proposed 

requirements of a 2.75 GPA and 1000 GRE score (raised 

frora 2.0 and 600, respectively) were too high and would 

elirainate too raany applicants.98 By late Noveraber, 

ballots, listing several options for adraission standards, 

were subraitted to graduate faculty raerabers. 

Despite the activity and intense interest, graduate 

admissions requirements reraained as they were until 1974. 

Likewise, the other study coraraittees subraitted reports 

including recoraraendations during the spring of 1970, 

but few real changes resulted. However, one such coramittee 

whose proposals were to have a substantial irapact was 

the languages coraraittee. Its recoraraendation that greater 

departmental option be allowed in setting foreign language 

requireraents was subsequently adopted, also following a vote 

of the faculty. By fall, 1970, a reading knowledge of 

two foreign languages was no longer required for all 

Ph.D. students; rather, each departraent set its own 
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requireraent, subject to Graduate Council approval. 

Only raonths before he left the Graduate School to 

become Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Graves 

appointed yet another comraittee to gauge the Graduate 

School's growth and continued developraent. This, a 

"blue-ribbon coraraittee," appointed in May, 1970, was 

charged with the task of studying the future direction 

that doctoral prograras raight take.99 xhe coraraittee's 

report was delivered in the suraraer of 1971 to J. Knox 

Jones, Jr., whose tenure as Graduate Dean began in July. 

It would perhaps be raelodraraatic, and raost certainly 

trite, to call the waning 1960s "the end of a golden 

age" for the Graduate School at Texas Tech. It would not 

even be accurate, because the coraing decade would be 

marked by further growth, greater coraplexity, and a more 

noted reputation for graduate education at Tech. None-

theless, the 1960s had brought to the institution real 

challenges and proud achieveraents. At the close of the 

1962-72 decade, S. M. Kennedy said of those years: "The 

decade . . . raust by any raeasure be viewed as having been 

extraordinarily dynaraic in the history of the institution 

and one unlikely to be duplicated in terras of the magnitude 

of change in such a variety of areas."100 Robert Rouse's 

1983 recollection, perhaps clouded a little by nostalgia, 

was simply this: "In the sixties it was grand to be around 

here. Everything was growing and it was exciting." 
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CHAPTER VI 

A GRADUATE SCHOOL TO BE RECKONED WITH, 1970-1980 

The Jones Years, Part One: 1970-1976 

When Lawrence L. Graves agreed to replace Roger Brooks 

as associate dean in the Graduate School in 1967, he did so 

with the assurance that the adrainistrative position was 

strictly part-tirae, leaving him ample opportunity to 

pursue his own research in women's suffrage. When he 

becarae Interira Dean of the Graduate School, Graves con-

tinued as professor of history, but found his adrainistrative 

responsibilities becoraing full-tirae tasks. Graves did 

not, however, interpret the "interira" in his title to 

mean "inert." He appointed coramittees to study admissions 

requirements, graduate faculty membership, foreign lan-

guages, and so forth, and charged an influential blue-

ribbon group to assess growth in doctoral programs and 

degrees, including the Master of Fine Arts and the Ph.D. 

prograras in Agriculture. It was perhaps that inclination 

for action that brought Graves's narae to the head of the 

list of candidates for Dean of the College of Arts and 

Sciences, an appointraent he accepted in the spring of 1970. 
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Meanwhile, the search for a permanent graduate dean 

had been in progress since April of 1968. Recent rulings 

regarding equal opportunity in employraent and the like 

necessitated a careful and extensive search, and there 

was no dearth of notions across the carapus about the kind 

of person the new dean should be. In October of 1968, 

seven norainations were presented to Vice President 

Kennedy; the seven had been culled frora 128 naraes subraitted 

for the position. The delay in filling the position 

was explained by "a nuraber of new dimensions [that had] 

arisen in the deterraination of the role of the Graduate 

Office."l By 1970, according to Kennedy, the ideal 

candidate was thought to be soraeone with expertise in 

fields in which the University hoped to grow in the 

1970s—health sciences, agriculture, arid lands studies 

and rauseura affairs, araong other areas.2 

In May, 1970, a professor of zoology and associate 

director of the Museura of Natural History at the University 

of Kansas in Lawrence received a telephone call from Grover 

Murray, asking him to corae to Lubbock for consideration as 

Texas Tech's new Graduate Dean. J. Knox Jones, Jr., knew 

that his name had been submitted for the position, but he 

had given it little thought. He agreed to Dr. Murray's 

request, and, after taking a group of graduate students 

to the Dakotas for field work in raararaalogy, he flew to 

Lubbock to interview for the job. By July, Jones had 

visited Lubbock again, this time with his wife, and had 
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accepted Murray's offer to become Tech's next Graduate 

Dean. Although he had never before served in a sirailar 

adrainistrative capacity, Jones had spent several years as 

a raember of the Graduate Council at Kansas and had been, 

as he put it, "a fairly successful mentor of graduate 

students." In fact, at the time he accepted the Tech 

position, Jones was serving as advisor to eighteen grad-

uate students at Kansas, and consequently, he felt obliged 

to delay coming to Lubbock for a year so that he could 

assist as raany students as possible with corapletion of 

their thesis and disseration work.3 

Thus, at the July, 1970, meeting of the Board of 

Regents, J. Knox Jones was introduced as Graduate Dean, 

and Thomas A. Langford was introduced as the new Interira 

Dean. According to Langford, the tiraing of the announce-

ments was carefully planned, because Murray, Kennedy and 

others "knew that their judgraent, maybe their sanity, 

would be questioned if they'd simply announced that 

they'd raade an assistant professor graduate dean, even 

for an interira period."4 

In the year between July, 1970, and July, 1971, 

Jones visited the Tech carapus for two or three days 

every raonth. In addition, he conducted copious corres-

pondence with Langford, Kennedy and others, planning 

such projects as the Natural Sciences Research Laboratory 

to be associated with the new museum, and a system for 

review of academic programs to be inaugurated in the 
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fall of 1971. For his own part, Langford began his 

tenure by appointing his own successor as Assistant 

Dean, C. Leonard Ainsworth. Just as Kennedy concedes 

that he launched Graves's adrainistrative career (he 

appointed Graves chairraan of the Arts and Sciences prograra 

coraraittee), and Graves takes credit for recognizing 

Langford's adrainistrative talent, so Langford gives 

hiraself credit for initiating the first of Ainsworth's 

administrative successes. Ainsworth went on to serve as 

administrative intern at the University of Arkansas for 

a year before returning to Tech as Associate Vice President 

for Acaderaic Affairs (he also served as Interira Vice 

President). Once Jones carae to stay, Langford resumed 

his associate dean duties, as did Ainsworth, and they 

were joined by Dilford C. Carter, a biologist whora Jones 

had recruited frora Texas A & M to direct the soon-to-

be-created Acaderaic Publications Division of the Graduate 

School. Thus, almost overnight the Graduate School's 

administrative staff doubled. 

In addition to an expanded staff, upon his arrival 

in Lubbock, Jones was met with the "Report on Doctoral 

Prograras" prepared by Robert L. Rouse and his Coraraittee 

on Doctoral Studies. In conducting the study, Rouse's 

coraraittee had interviewed Murray, Kennedy, and others in 

the central administration, read previous University 

reports, and invited department chairraen and faculty 

members to contribute their viewpoints about future 
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doctoral growth, Moreover, the Comraittee made a special 

effort to become familiar with the current "literature" 

on graduate education, especially the recent Cartter 

report, An Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education, 

and the various discussions about the need for eraphasis 

on college teaching and the Doctor of Arts degree,5 

On its way to recoramending priorities for future doctoral 

programs, the Coraraittee identified criteria by which the 

need for such prograras could be raeasured, The criteria 

included the philosophy of the University's growth, 

specifically, the goal to becorae a raultipurpose, first-

class institution, as stated by the 1962 institutional 

Purpose Comraittee, Uniqueness to Texas Tech and the 

region was also considered an important criterion, as 

were anticipated societal needs, Finally, the Comraittee 

considered program costs,6 

Inasmuch as Allan M. Cartter's report had focused 

primarily on "basic disciplines," Rouse's coraraittee 

looked first at such prograras that Tech lacked. Of those — 

in sociology, French, German, physiology, philosophy, 

anthropology, and geography—the latter three were consid-

ered too poorly developed at Tech for immediate expansion, 

but the others were thought to be appropriate areas for 

growth. In fact, a proposal for the Ph.D. in Sociology 

had already been forwarded to the Coordinatiny Board. 

The Committee recoramended that a program in Physiology 

would be developed most successfuUy through the School 
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of Medicine. In advocating expansion in foreign language 

fields, the Comraittee joined Kennedy and others who had 

argued for nearly a decade that further huraanities develop-

ment was needed.7 

In the decade following the Comraittee report, only 

one doctoral prograra in the basic disciplines ever came 

to fruition. That in Physiology was indeed developed 

via the Medical School, although it, like other such 

prograras, was to be adrainistered by both the Health Sciences 

Center and the Graduate School. The proposal for the 

prograra in Sociology was denied by the Coordinating 

Board in 1971. The Coraraittee's recoraraendations concerning 

disciplines in which Tech could raake unique contributions, 

on the other hand, fared well in the years following the 

report. Doctoral work in food science and nutrition as 

well as in fine arts education was later planned and 

instituted. A prograra in Coraputer Science, rauch longer 

in the process, finally was approved in the spring of 

1983. 

In particular, the Coraraittee seized upon the yrowiny 

national trend toward interdisciplinary programs as a 

means for Tech's entry into unique areas. It urged 

maxiraura flexibility in the creation of new doctoral 

majors, listing "cluster disciplines," new cross-disci-

plinary institutes, and even a Ph.D. with no discrete 

major as possibilities that would allow the University 

to meet future prograra needs. It did not, however. 
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agree with the Carnegie Corporation's proraotion of the 

D.A. degree. Concurring with the often-heard call for 

greater attention to preparing college teachers as well 

as researchers, the Coraraittee said, "There is no reason 

why the valuable ideas of the proponents of the D.A. 

degree cannot be incorporated in a Ph.D. degree."8 

The matter of the Doctor of Arts was raised again 

shortly thereafter by the state Coordinating Board, but 

was never seriously considered at Tech or other major 

state-supported institutions in Texas. On the other 

hand, two issues that Rouse's coraraittee raised did prove 

to be of critical significance to Texas Tech in the 

1970s. First, the dual classification of graduate 

faculty raerabership was assailed as "an irritant," and the 

Coraraittee recomraended that a better raechanisra for graduate 

faculty appointment be devised to allow for differences 

araong disciplines. Further, the Comraittee recoraraended a 

coraprehensive plan to evaluate the quality of graduate 

prograras, including "periodic audits" by outside experts.9 

In raany ways, the procedure that grew out of the 

Coraraittee's latter recoimnendation, for prograra evaluations, 

becarae a dominant enterprise for the Graduate School 

throughout the 1970s. At one point or another, every 

departraent and acaderaic unit on the Tech carapus underwent 

review, and raany faculty merabers who taught at the Univer-

sity during the decade between 1971 and 1981 participated 

in sorae phase. Moreover, Tech's program review procedure 
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would bring the University a fair measure of national 

attention. Although interest in evaluating graduate pro-

grams did not begin with the Cartter report in 1970, the 

report no doubt brought the need for such evaluation 

significant publicity. .Throughout the 1970s, countless 

American graduate schools yielded to pressures from state 

legislatures, accrediting agencies, central administra-

tions, and internal needs to conduct sorae forra of prograra 

evaluation, and Tech's procedure becarae soraething of a 

model for other institutions. By the early 1970s, the 

Council of Graduate Schools in the U.S. did its part to 

encourage evaluation of programs by providing a consultation 

service. The service was primarily to provide naraes of 

experts in the disciplines to be reviewed, who could 

then be asked to visit carapuses to exaraine prograras, re-

sources, adrainistrative arrangements, and so forth. For 

its first two reviews, Tech availed itself of the CGS 

service in securing external reviewers. 

A seminal version of Tech's review process came in 

1970. An "Impact Grant" of $100,000 from the Executive 

Vice President's office funded a nuraber of projects 

based on departraental proposals. Two proposals—from 

the Classical and Romance Languages and English depart-

raents—requested funds for evaluations of their graduate 

programs that would include visits frora scholars with 

national reputations in the fields.lO Rouse's coraraittee, 

too, proved a strong advocate of reviews, encouraged by 
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many of the persons whom Coraraittee raerabers interviewed. 

Kennedy told the Coramittee that he recomraended sorae forra 

of evaluative process for existing prograras as well as 

new ones, because he felt that Tech's older doctoral pro-

graras, especially, had been initiated before they had 

reached a position of real strength.H He also issued 

a forraal charge to the Council in 1971 as the first 

reviews were inaugurated, saying, "The Council is hereby 

requested to initiate the sequence of reviews forthwith 

and to establish it as a continuing process with such 

modifications as experience shall show to be appropriate."12 

Well before he came to Lubbock to stay, Jones was 

hard at work on the review process as well. As soraeone 

new to Texas Tech and to the deanship, he saw the reviews 

as a systeraatic and tangible way to discover for himself 

the quality of Tech's graduate offerings while siraul-

taneously providing a raechanisra whereby prograras could be 

altered, iraproved, perhaps even discontinued. In fact, 

in the year following his appointraent and before his 

arrival, Jones raapped out a plan for the reviews so that 

by the fall of 1971 the first two—in History and Chemical 

Engineering—could begin.13 

The procedure used for the first two departments 

changed little throughout the decade, although a tew 

refineraents were made along the way. The most significant 

change, however, was made in the second year, 1972, when 

undergraduate prograras were added to those reviewed. It 
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became clear that to divide the graduate from the under-

graduate was impractical and unnecessary, given Tech's 

relatively young graduate programs and the unlikelihood 

of faculty raerabers' teaching exlusively graduate courses. 

To add undergraduate prograras to the review, raoreover, 

was to involve raore actively the Acaderaic Vice President's 

office, whose resources were far greater both for fundiny 

the review process and for addressing the needs to which 

the reviews pointed. 

In essence, the review procedure consisted of three 

major phases. The first was a departmental self-study, 

involving questions addressed to faculty, students, and 

alurani. Second, an internal review coraraittee conducted 

its study. Merabers of the internal coramittee were faculty 

merabers frora departraents other than that being reviewed, 

but usually with sorae close disciplinary ties. Finally, 

the departraent was visited by reviewers frora outside the 

University, usually respected faculty members from similar 

programs elsewhere in the country. The external reviewer's 

task, according to Williara E. Oden, who coordinated the 

reviews during his tenure as Associate Dean, was to be 

"a resource person, a critic of the prograra, and an 

evaluator, as well as a possible arabassador for the Univer-

sity."14 

Clearly, such a coraprehensive systera required sub-

stantial resources, but even raore important, careful 

coordination was needed. From his expanded statf, 
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Jones appointed an associate dean to handle all aspects 

of the reviews, including forming internal coraraittees and 

choosiny external reviewers in concert with departments 

undergoing evaluation. Ainsworth was the first to coor-

dinate the process in 1971-72. Throughout the year he 

made progress reports to the Graduate Council. By November, 

internal review coraraittees had been formed for both depart-

ments, and History had agreed upon one of its two outside 

reviewers. By December, the departments' self-studies 

were nearing completion and over 200 questionnaires had 

been raailed to past and present graduate students. By 

January, the external consultants' visits had been scheduled 

By July of 1972, the entire process was corapleted, 

except for the "wrap-up" raeeting to be held with the 

department chairmen, their academic deans, and the Graduate 

School staff. If the Graduate Council expected a cursory 

endorsement of the departments' programs or faculty, 

such was not forthcoming. Instead, the review reports 

provided penetrating and critical, if not trenchant, 

analyses. Neither internal nor external reviewers pulled 

their punches; all deraonstrated keen attention to the 

departraents' strengths and weaknesses and diligently sought 

to fulfill the charges given to thera as reviewers.15 

The History report, for exaraple, included a statement 

from the internal committee that the department's faculty 

was "fairly uniforraly unproductive." Robert F. Byrnes, 

the outside reviewer frora Indiana University, called 
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the graduate prograra "traditional, uniraaginative, and 

overly concentrated on political history." Following a 

brief paragraph devoted to the departraent's strengths, 

he listed fourteen "probleras and weaknesses," among them, 

"vagueness concerning purpose," "absence of scholarship," 

and "the WASP character" of its faculty.l6 

The Graduate Council was able to raake at least a pre-

lirainary assessraent of the process's effectiveness, 

however, and it liked what it saw. The rainutes of the 

July, 1972, meeting stated: 

It was the consensus of the Council members that the 
program reviews in History and Cheraical Engineering 
were of great value even though the University raay 
not be able at this tirae to provide the level of 
financial" assistance to effect sorae types of changes 
suggested by the reviews. Council will continue 
reviews of other departraents beyinniny in the autumn. 
It was deterrained frora the first two reviews that 
subsequent studies should include underqraduate 
prograras as well as graduate programs.l7 

Although resources might not have been available to 

address all of the needs pointed to through the review 

process, both History and Chemical Engineering profited 

materially as well as acaderaically. In addition to 

making adjustraents in its doctoral prograra, primarily by 

reducing the nuraber of specialized fields that it had 

been at atterapting to cover, the History departraent benefited 

frora the reviewers' criticisms of library holdings. 

Approximately $25,000 was spent to purchase an extensive 

microfilm collection of newspapers and other documents. 

Chemical Engineering, too, was the recipient of more 
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than $50,000 for equipraent purchases—needs specified by 

the reviewers.l8 

Nonetheless, the institution's ability to counter 

such inadequacies dirainished significantly over the 

course of the decade. Resources were to becorae ever 

more scarce—a raajor therae of the 1970s anyway—but with 

sorae forty-four prograras to be reviewed, impleraentation 

of recoramendations calling for funds (as raost did) became 

increasingly difficult. In fact, the failure to address 

financial needs was probably the program review procedure's 

most serious obstacle. A comraittee appointed in 1979 to 

study the operations of the Graduate School praised the 

reviews as "one of the major innovations at Texas Tech 

during the decade of the 1970s," but registered the 

reservation that, considering the substantial coraraitment 

of time and energy necessitated by the reviews, the 

process was in some ways "futile" because many recomraen-

dations "involve sizable additional application of resources 

to the academic unit which the administration is either 

unable or unwilling to comrait."19 Reflecting on the 

review process following the completion of the ten-year 

cycle, Langford called them healthy wherever needs that 

had been identified could be addressed, but where such 

needs could not be met, he cited a serious frustration 

and loss of morale, which often was manifested in faculty 

mistrust and disappointment with the Graduate School and 

the rest of the central administration. He said: 
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In terms of assessiny quality, the reviews did a pretty 
good job, but in terras of being able to do what we 
wanted to do, we were always handicapped for lack of 
funds. The whole process of introspection was good 
for us--good for the departments and good for the 
Graduate School. . . . But I think there's one aspect 
of the review program we've never really come to grips 
with, and that's the effect of not being able to 
follow through on the recomraendations.20 

In any case, the prograra reviews were instrumental 

in expanding the visibility of the Graduate School duriny 

the 1970s—yet another raajor trend of Jones's adrainistration 

Such visibility was further heightened by the enlargeraent 

of the Graduate School staff, which Jones could justify 

on the basis of added services, including the reviews. 

Jones's decision to send rainutes of Graduate Council 

meetings to all graduate faculty merabers gave the Graduate 

School's operations a higher profile, too. Faculty 

members (and graduate students, with the addition of an 

ex-officio student representative in 1971) were asked to 

contribute opinions through their elected representatives 

to the Council and could read first-hand of the Council's 

actions. Jones also effected another change in the 

Graduate Council by making the dean a voting meraber, as 

well as chairraan.21 

In Jones's ongoing plan to give the Graduate School 

a more conspicuous place in the University, the development 

of a raeans for publishing scholarly writing and research 

was a part frora the beginning of his tenure. In fact, 

an agreement raade between Jones and Murray--a condition 

for Jones's acceptance of the deanship—was that Murray 
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would provide resources to establish a division of the 

Graduate School for acaderaic publications. Jones's 

rationale, with which Murray agreed, was that serial 

publications, refereed by outside reviewers and edited 

and printed by the University, could provide outlets for 

Tech faculty raerabers' and even graduate students' work. 

More iraportant, however, they could open a system of 

exchanges between Tech's library and others, both to 

improve the University's holdings and to promote the 

institution's reputation as a comraunity of scholars. 

Prior efforts to establish a scholarly publishing program 

were restricted to numbers of the Bulletin, a few modest 

works sponsored by the Academic Vice President's office, 

and a book by Alan M. F. Gunn, The Mirror of Love: A 

Reinterpretation of "The Romance of the Rose" (which 

proved to be an iraportant and widely-read work). For 

this raore comprehensive activity, Jones called upon Dilford 

C. Carter frora Texas A & M to serve as an associate 

dean in the Graduate School with responsibilities almost 

exclusively restricted to the adrainistration of the 

publications effort.22 

When Jones and Carter arrived, they found a flouri-

shing Texas Tech Press, whose activities were the printing 

and binding of University documents, but which could be 

drafted to participate in the new effort. Jones imraediately 

created an Acaderaic Publications Policy Coramittee to over-

see the prograra, and three series were chosen to inaugurate 
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it. The first, Graduate Studies, was designed to accoramo-

date manuscripts, frora literally every academic field, 

that were too long for inclusion in more standard journals 

but too short to be published as books. The first number, 

"Coraparative Morphology of the Life Stages of Cryptocellus 

pelaezi (Arachnida, Ricinulei)," rolled off the presses 

in February of 1972. By June, the second ("Excited 

States of Matter") was in press, sixteen manuscripts had 

been subraitted, with three of thera accepted, five under 

review, and eight rejected and returned to the authors.23 

The choice of a narae for the series was made to reflect 

the broad range of subjects that Jones and Carter hoped 

to include and the soraewhat unique relationship between 

Graduate School and Acaderaic Publications.24 

Initial publications of the other two serials, 

Special Publications and Occasional Papers, both associated 

with the Texas Tech Museura, also occurred in 1972. Pro-

ceedinqs of the Coraparative Literature Syraposiura becarae 

another project of long standing that could be included 

in the library's exchange prograra. In the beginniny, 

Jones and Carter handled all correspondence establishiny 

exchanges, and later an arranyeraent was raade with the 

library to fill sales requests. Once the list of titles 

grew, however, and a substantial inventory established, 

a sales office was created. Books were soon added, again 

encorapassing a nuraber of subjects, but especially including 

several voluraes of poetry. (A coraplete listing of books, 
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journals, and series published by Texas Tech Press is in 

the Appendix,) 

Jones's coraraitraent to usiny Academic Publications 

resources to encourage faculty research and publication 

was deraonstrated in January of 1973 with the establishment 

of Research Editorial Services, a prograra headed by 

Carter to provide editorial and raechanical assistance in 

the preparation of research proposals, At no cost to 

faculty raerabers, Academic Publications typesetting 

equipment could be used to produce caraera-ready copy for 

articles and proposals,25 

The Graduate School's interest in such things as 

research proposals, always keen, had grown even stronger 

with Jones's 1972 appointraent as Associate Vice President 

for Research, in addition to his role as Graduate Dean. 

Working with Orlo E. Childs, who had become the first 

Vice President for Research and Graduate Prograras in 

1970, Jones assuraed responsibility for state-appropriated 

organized research funds. His raethod for distributing 

the funds was to establish a system for soliciting 

proposals frora the faculty and for subraitting them to 

peer review. 

By the 1972-73 school year, it was again time for 

the Southern Association review. In the ten years since 

the last one, the institution's enrollment had nearly 

doubled—from 11,183 to 21,494. Graduate enrollment had 
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grown by more that 250%, frora 755 to 2,680. The two-

thousand raark had been crossed in the fall of 1968. 

Other changes were notable as well—the new narae, the 

Schools of Law and Medicine, the new College of Education 

and department of Art, raore than fifteen new doctoral 

prograras, carapus additions in Junction and Araarillo. 

Furtherraore, the University boasted a shinier iraage and 

sophistication, raost clearly deraonstrated by a more 

professional and research-oriented faculty who had a new 

role in tenure decisions, A systera for honoring outstand-

ing faculty researchers—the Horn professorships—had 

been established, 

The internal Comraittee on Graduate Program seemed 

impressed with the Graduate School's growth during the 

decade, It noted that the Graduate School was no longer 

under-staffed, as it had been ten years before, and 

praised the expanded activities made possible by the 

growth: 

The committee also noted with pleasure the reviews 
of existing graduate degree prograras that have been 
inaugurated by the new Dean and his staff, the 
Dean's raore active role in the process of recruiting 
Graduate Faculty merabers, the establishraent of a 
scholarly publication series, and a marked shift in 
eraphasis in the office of the Graduate Dean frora 
"record keeping" operations, albeit important, to 
raatters associated with developraent of excellence 
in the graduate program.26 

As ever, the raost serious deficiencies that the 

Coraraittee uncovered were related to money. Already 

inadequate fellowship support had been exacerbated by 
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sharp decreases in federal funds, and state approp-

riations for scholarships, which the University had 

received in 1971, were no longer forthcoming. The 

report concluded; 

In sumraary, the graduate research and advanced pro-
graras are siraply inadequately funded to perrait thera 
to corapete on a national level. Therefore, a con-
certed effort is needed on the part of the University 
research comraunity to tap all potential sources for 
additional funding.27 

In addition to the call for added funding, the 

Coraraittee issued a nuraber of recoraraendations for the 

graduate prograras. Taking a cue frora the Coramittee on 

Doctoral Studies (in fact, much of the self-study was 

lifted from the earlier report), it called for the expan-

sion of graduate prograras in all of the "basic disciplines" 

in the arts and sciences—sociology, German, philosophy, 

etc.--as well as in specialized programs that could be 

unique to Texas Tech, including environraental sciences 

and horae econoraics. The Coramittee again raised an 

objection to the two levels for graduate faculty merabership 

and wanted graduate teaching and research to weigh raore 

heavily in the deterraination of teaching loads. The 

prograra reviews were praised and their expansion to 

include program proposals was suggested.28 

The Coramittee on Research concurred with the graduate 

programs committee that additional funds were needed but 

seemed even more concerned with a malaise and indifference 

to research that pervaded much of the faculty. Accordiny 
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to the Committee, a far-too-large percentage of the 

faculty, many of whom had corae to Tech in the days before 

research activities were accorded rauch eraphasis, regarded 

scholarship with little interest other than raere lip 

service. To combat the problera, the University needed 

to proraote such activities by lightening teaching loads, 

offering better rewards for productivity, and improving 

recruitment procedures. The Comraittee applauded the 

adrainistrative shifts that resulted in Jones's becoming 

Associate Vice President, citing better interaction 

between graduate education and research and improved 

comraunication between the Graduate Dean's office, 

departraents, and acaderaic colleges about research raatters. 

Among its recomraendations for Tech's research program 

were removal of obstacles to interdisciplinary research, 

reexaraination of the role of ICASALS in the institution, 

and heightened eraphasis on research across the carapus.29 

The decade between Southern Association reviews had 

been turaultuous, aniraated, and loaded with opportunities 

for higher education, and Texas Tech had shared in the 

growth. New challenges faced universities in the 1970s, 

however, the consequence of reduced rates of expansion 

and diminishing funds, and the institutional self-study 

comraittee was anxious that Tech raeet those challenges 

with appropriate raettle and enthusiasm. In its projections 

for the coming decade, the committee asserted: 
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The breathing spell which is produced by the 
opportunity not to be coping with georaetrically 
increasing student bodies ought to give Texas Tech 
an opportunity to think raore carefully through its 
role in support of this region, this state, and the 
nation, and to think raore carefully how it proposes 
to raeet its responsibilities in the broad areas of 
instruction, research, and public service. This 
plateauing of enrollraents ought to be viewed not as 
a threat but as a great opportunity for iraproveraent 
of quality, for a refineraent of the institutional 
goals, and for the most introspective reflections.30 

Whereas the Southern Association review coramittee 

that came to Lubbock in the early 1950s left barely 

convinced that Tech had any business at all giving graduate 

degrees, and the 1962 teara found serious deficiencies, by 

the 1970s, Tech had far less to fear frora the Association. 

The review teara that arrived in April, 1973, found the 

University to be generally quite healthy. It noted that 

graduate work was supported by successful undergraduate 

prograras, and that despite the strong traditional thrust 

of most graduate programs, they were sufficiently flexible 

to allow interdisciplinary emphases as well. The teara 

agreed, not surprisingly, that funds for fellowships, 

faculty developraent leaves, and travel were needed. 

Likewise, it concurred with the internal coraraittee's 

view that recent changes in the institution's mission had 

left a faculty sharply divided in its view of the impor-

tance of research and publication. The teara's report 

stated: 

There raay be a certain degree of dichotoray between 
faculty eraployed prior to the definition of institu-
tional role as that of a comprehensive doctoral 
level institution and those employed since the 
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assumption of that role. Such dichotomies raay well 
be inevitable in an institution which has recently 
undergone a significant transition in role and 
programs.31 

The report also agreed that the staffing of the Grad-

uate School was adequate and efficient, and that means 

for student recruitment should be developed. The Southern 

Association team did not, however, see expansion of 

doctoral work into other basic disciplinés to be a high 

priority. In fact, it strongly questioned the University's 

aspirations "to multi-disciplinary expertise at the 

graduate level," advising instead "the developraent of 

outstanding prograras in a liraited nuraber of areas to 

which the University is peculiarly adapted." In many 

ways the report bore the unmistakable imprint of the 

1970s concerns—calling for interdisciplinary and joint 

programs, off-carapus courses, special provisions for 

minority students, and review of programs by outside 

consultants. But its final assessraent of graduate edu-

cation at Texas Tech was to view "the nature of the 

product that eraerges frora it." The review team stopped 

short of offering its own commendation of that product, 

but argued that an assessraent would have to be favorable 

on the basis of the faculty and the adrainistration's 

pride in its "products," who are "in deraand, are well 

placed in their profession, and are doing pretty well."32 

Given the wide divergence in opinion about the path 

that the expansion of doctoral proyraras would take at 
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Tech in the 1970s, and considering the Coordinating 

Board's new vigilance concerning duplicative and excessive 

doctoral prograras in the state's universities, Jones and 

the Graduate Council were forced to tread lightly in their 

venture to add new prograras. By 1972, Tech had all the 

doctoral degree programs in the "basic disciplines" that 

it was going to get, and that fact seemed painfully clear 

to all. Ph.D. programs in Spanish and Economics were in 

place by 1971, but that in Sociology had been rejected 

by the Coordinating Board. 

Thus, attention turned to programs less "basic" in 

forraat and raore suited to the 1970s interest in non-

traditional and interdisciplinary programs. The Rouse 

Coraraittee's recoramendation for a doctor's degree in fine 

arts education became the Ph.D. in Fine Arts, which was 

approved by the Graduate Council in January of 1972 and 

by the Coordinating Board in 1973. Involviny the 

departments of Art, Music, and Theatre Arts (a division 

of the department of Speech and Theatre Arts), the proyram 

was designed "to develop leadership among persons in the 

Fine Arts," which meant that students whose interests lay 

in one of the three areas took courses in the other two 

as well. To replace the Coordinatiny Board-denied option 

in land resources within the Agriculture Ph.D program, an 

alternative was successfully proposed called Land Use 

Planning, Management, and Design. The prograra capitalized 

on the institution's stateraent of purpose that it had 
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filed with the Coordinating Board in 1967, naraely the 

study of arid and serai-arid environraents. Students in 

the program were to take courses in park administration, 

geography, range and wildlife management, law, economics, 

political science, and civil engineering. Sirailarly, 

the Ph.D. in Horae Econoraics, which received a green light 

frora Austin in October of 1974, involved core courses, 

but the "area specialization," coupled with the subjects 

that students chose for dissertation projects, bore 

reserablance to traditional raajors in Food and Nutrition, 

Horae Econoraics Education, and Home and Family Life. 

Nevertheless, the 1974-75 Annual Report of the Graduate 

School boasted: 

This interdisciplinary prograra has received considerable 
attention throughout the state and nation due to its 
goal of training leaders in the broad field of Horae 
Economics so that they will be conversant with all 
the various areas and root disciplines upon which 
the profession draws.33 

The early 1970s saw the rounding out of masters 

programs in basic fields as well. An M.A. in Anthropology 

carae in 1972, but a sirailar program in Philosophy was 

denied by the Coordinating Board in 1971. Programs 

subsquently developed and subraitted were either distinctly 

interdisciplinary or siraply distinctive. A joint plan 

between Business Administration and the School of Law 

resulted in the M.B.A./J.D., which allowed students to 

transfer hours between acaderaic units so that both deyrees 

could be earned in four years. The Master of Public 
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Administration arrived in 1972 on the crest of the new 

interest in training for public service and local govern-

raent careers. The M.P.A. involved coursework in political 

science, business, and twelve other disciplines. 

The growing trend toward linking the term "science" 

to various disciplines, presuraably to show seriousness 

of purpose and a link with the all-powerful scientific 

raethod (one also recalls Knapp's action designed to 
> 

insulate his prograras) was demonstrated at Tech in the 

1970s when the Government department became "Political 

Science." A similarly odd exaraple of the trend carae with 

the 1973 proposal for a Master of Arts degree in Museum 

Science. The program was approved in January of 1974, 

and a new departraent was created to administer the degree 

and provide a faculty for the new courses. In all fair-

ness, the program encompassed both arts and sciences. 

Special rauseura-related courses were created, but students 

took already extant coursework in anthropology, art, 

biology, geography, business adrainistration, and other 

fields, too. 

In 1974, the M.B.A., some thirty-five years old, got 

its first real change. Two years earlier, the College 

of Business Adrainistration had opted to rearrange its 

organization, elirainating rigid departraental lines in favor 

of area divisions. Sirailarly, it phased out discrete 

majors in Finance, Marketing, and Manayeraent, etc. The 

M.B.A. becarae, therefore, a more interdisciplinary 
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degree, and M.S, programs were introduced "to produce 

specialists." 

The most obvious example of interdisciplinary studies 

programs was just that—a program in Interdisciplinary 

Studies. The Comraittee on Doctoral Proyraras had advanced 

the idea for a Ph.D. proyram without a specific raajor, 

and the idea continued to surface throughout the decade 

but without action. On the other hand, frora that notion 

a raasters prograra was born. First discussed by the 

Graduate Council in the Spring of 1973, the prograra 

was referred to as the M.A. in Liberal Arts. Jones 

appointed Langford to head a coraraittee to study the 

possibility, and a proposal for a raaster's degree in 

General Studies was approved by the Council in March, 

1974, and sent to Austin. Meanwhile, other Texas insti-

utions were having sirailar ideas. Texas Tech's was among 

the first to be approved (in May, 1975), but it was 

clear that some standard terra was needed, hence, "Inter-

disciplinary Studies." Although the original justification 

for the prograra was to accoraraodate teachers and others who 

sought "learning for its own sake," its iraraediate popu-

larity suygested a broader appeal. By the fall of 1977, 

seventy-five students had been adraitted to the prograra 

and sixteen had received either the M.A. or the M.S. 

According to Langford, raost students were of exceptional 

quality, based on their GRE scores and grade-point 

averages.34 
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Aside frora the Interdisciplinary Studies programs, 

which belonged to no department, the Council learned 

quickly that other programs that crossed traditional 

lines were apt to provoke "turf wars," or disagreements 

between units, each claiming that its academic purview 

was being invaded. A special raeeting of the Council was 

called in the fall of 1974 to discuss the problem and 

establish some ground rules. The Council decided that 

proposals for new proyrams that miyht meet with intense 

objections were to be publicized before submission to the 

Council so that problems could be raediated in advance, 

with outside, irapartial, review a last resort.35 Beginning 

in Deceraber, 1974, all proposals for new graduate courses 

were routed through the Council for approval before for-

warding to the Adrainistrative Council. Thus, conflicts 

over course boundaries could be resolved as well. 

In fact, the real origin of the turf war controversy 

was the advent of graduate proyraras in the Medical School. 

The first degrees to be proposed were the Master of Health 

Education and the M.S. degree in Huraan Biology, both sub-

mitted to the Council in Septeraber of 1972. The Council 

approved the proposals, but with reservations; it objected 

to the use of the terra "biology," and suggested that the 

Medical School draw up a plan for future expansion.36 xhe 

two masters programs never were instituted, but by 1974 

both M.S. and Ph.D. were available in Anatomy, Pharmacol-

ogy, and Physiology through the Medical School. Not 
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until November, 1975, after extensive negotiations 

between Tech's Chemistry and Biology departraents and the 

Medical School's departraents of Biocheraistry and Micro-

biology, and after the Graduate Council had conducted 

its rules-raaking raeeting, were M.S. and Ph.D. prograras 

in Medical Biocheraistry and Medical Microbiology approved. 

Although the School of Medicine was created as a 

separate institution, the adrainistrative structure that 

it shared with Texas Tech University included the Graduate 

Dean. As new graduate prograras were added, the Graduate 

School assuraed responsibility for administering them, 

especially in such raatters as adraissions and raaintaininy 

student records. In 1972 a representative from the 

Medical School was added to the Graduate Council, and in 

1973, Dr. Francis Behal, a professor of Biochemistry and 

Allied Health, who held the position of Associate Dean for 

Research in the School of Medicine, was also appointed 

Associate Dean of the Graduate School. He was not paid 

from the Graduate School budyet, nor did he office there. 

He did, however, attend Graduate Council raeetings, serve 

as Jones's advisor about Medical School affairs, and 

coordinate the day-to-day raatters of the prograras, as 

did Behal's successor, Dr. Stanley S. Lefkowitz, who 

assuraed the position in February of 1975. 

In addition to its concerns over academic boundaries, 

the Graduate Council was genuinely worried about the 
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University's financial and scholarly liraitations, and as 

a result, it rejected a nuraber of proposed prograras. A 

raasters and doctorate in Coraputer Science, a Ph.D. in 

Coraraunication, and the Master of Architecture all were 

refused. And the Council went even further. It agreed 

in April, 1973 not to consider any new programs for a 

while, citing uncertainty as to the institution's ability 

to fund even existing prograras at adequate levels. Not 

until October were subsequent proposals approved.37 gy 

April of 1975, however, the Council was again distressed 

by the possibility of spreading too few funds over too 

many areas, and adopted the following statement: 

In view of current liraited budgetary resources the 
Council instructs the Dean to discourage preparation 
of proposals for new graduate prograras until studies 
currently underway better clarify the resources and 
long range goals of the University.38 

In the following raonths, the Council had to reraind 

itself of its resolve to discourage new programs. Ironi-

cally, though, the impetus for the April action had corae 

frora Dr. Russell Seacat, the Engineering representative, 

who was forced to recant soraewhat when the next proposal 

to appear before the Council carae from his ôwn college. 

In December of 1975, the Council approved a plan for an 

M.S. and Doctor of Engineering/Doctor of Science in 

Systems, later withdrawn frora the Coordinating Board. 

In 1976, the Coordinating Board had decided to take 

steps of its own to curb the tide of new program applica-

tions by imposing a raoratoriura on new doctoral proposals. 
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The lifting of the raoratoriura, in 1980, allowed new 

prograras to be considered, but only those not duplicating 

others in the state.39 

The 1972 self-study coramittee had comraended Jones, 

his associate deans, and the Graduate Council for expanding 

the scope of their energies past "record keeping" duties 

to the pursuit of excellence in graduate education. 

But the record keepiny tasks that involved requireraents 

and deyrees, which had consuraed rauch of the previous 

deans' tirae, could not be ignored either. As a result, 

a nuraber of adjustraents were raade in degree and adraissions 

requireraents during the early 1970s. Pass-fail grading, 

for exaraple, carae to graduate courses for the first tirae 

in 1971. The concept was relatively new to higher educa-

tion in general but had been restricted to courses that 

undergraduates might take as electives in order to 

experiraent with new subjects. In 1971, the Council 

voted to allow research courses, professional departmental 

serainars, and other sirailar courses to be graded with P 

or F only, if the departraent so recoramended. Courses in 

teaching raethods, which were created in raany departments 

at Jones's encourageraent, often were graded pass-fail. 

In October, 1971, Jones issued a stateraent to departments 

suggesting the impleraentation of forraal courses or short 

serainars devoted to preparing graduate students for 

careers in college teaching. He said: 
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It is our feeling that such training, properly taught 
and integrated, would prove to be invaluable to raany 
graduate students. Furtherraore, it would substantiate 
the arguraent that the Ph.D. degree is raore than a 
research-based degree, obviating the necessity of 
considering such substitutes as the D.A. degree.40 

The Graduate Council raade additional adjustraents in 

the requireraents for the doctorate when it adopted a policy 

in February of 1972 raaking the residence requireraent 

soraewhat raore flexible. The new policy stated the re-

quireraent to be twenty-four hours within twelve raonths, 

which allowed the two suraraer sessions to be considered 

in the residency period. In 1974, even greater flexi-

Bility in doctoral prograras resulted frora the Council's 

vote to change the requireraent for the doctoral minor 

frora eighteen to at least fifteen hours. The action 

followed three years of discussion on the raatter, which 

had begun in the year after Jones's appointraent.41 

It also reflected the objections of one of the external 

reviewers who called such a requireraent "startling, . . . 

adverse, . . . and obsolete."42 

The final exaraination for the doctorate—the defense 

of the disseration—was also discussed at considerable 

length. The 1967 action that had resulted in a raore 

forraal view of the exaraination was augraented with the 

Council's vote to require that the exaraining coraraittee 

consist of at least five raerabers, even if the disser-

tation advisory coraraittee had only three or four. A 

more forraal role was given to the Graduate School's 
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participation in the defense, as well. By 1974, when 

122 students received the doctor's degree, the previous 

practice of the Dean or Associate Dean attending all 

exarainations becarae irapractical; thus, raembers of the 

graduate faculty were asked to attend on the Dean's 

behalf. In August of 1974, a set of yuidelines and a 

form were prepared for reportiny the representative's 

assessment of the defense. 

Just as raany of the early-1970s concerns for the 

doctor's degree had been farailiar topics since the 1950s, 

so was the raaster's thesis discussion the reprise of a 

well-known tune. The 1970-71 Graduate Bulletin listed 

four "basic plans" for the raaster's degree--the thesis, 

non-thesis, report, and sixty-hour M.F.A. plans.43 in 

the 1972-73 Graduate Bulletin, only two remained—the 

thesis and non-thesis. The sixty-hour plan still existed, 

but the report option was all but dead.44 i^ February 

of 1972, the Graduate Council approved a motion deleting 

the requireraent that a ten-page paper be subraitted to 

the Graduate School by all students who wrote neither 

thesis nor report. Replaciny the requireraent was a 

statement on the masters candidacy form, to be signed by 

department chairman or graduate advisor (a position that 

Jones had asked departments to create), testifying to 

the student's "ability in English and independent 

thought."45 xhe stateraent lasted barely two years; by 

the fall of 1974, the English proficiency certification 
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had been deleted frora all Graduate School forras, leaving 

the raatter to the discretion of the faculty.46 

Revision of the graduate adraissions process began 

with the creation of a new position--the Director of 

Graduate Admissions. Until 1974, the central University 

Registrar was responsible for gathering applications, 

transcripts, and other admissions raaterials. Billy 

Baker was appointed to the new position in 1974 and 

opened an office in Holden Hall, close to the Graduate 

School. Succeeding Baker was E. F. Arterburn, Jr., who 

became Director of Graduate Adraissions in 1975. 

The raost extensive alterations in the procedure for 

granting adraission also were raade in 1974. Before that, 

all applicants were first granted provisional adraission 

status, based priraarily on the possession of the bachelor's 

degree. Prograra admission was then given to students 

with acceptable GRE (or graduate business exam) scores. 

Students with low or no scores were expected to take the 

exam iraraediately after enrolling. Many did not, however, 

and students nearing prograra corapletion often sought 

entry with poor scores. The solution was to eliminate 

general admission in favor of a special (nondegree) 

status. Students so adraitted could enroll for courses, 

but could apply only twelve hours toward a degree. 

Students with acceptable GRE scores were granted degree 

program admission imraediately. 
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Aside from a few cover changes (very few in fact), 

the Graduate Bulletin changéd little between 1936 and 

1973. One of the 1972 History reviewers called it "de-

pressing and uninformative," and raost everyone agreed. 

In 1973, Jones, a long-tirae editor hiraself, spearheaded 

the effort to update and beautify the Bulletin. The 

1973-74 edition, published in August, 1973, totalled 219 

pages, raore than three tiraes longer than the 1972-73 

version. It also had pictures, larger type, and descrip-

tions of each course. Much of the general information, 

however, remained as Gates, Holden, and Goodwin had 

written it.47 

The 1936-37 Bulletin, in its four pages devoted to 

the Graduate Division, proudly declared: "The object 

and aim of graduate study is to develop the powers of 

independent work and to proraote and develop the creative 

spirit of research in the graduate student."48 such a 

bold stateraent was raeant to deraonstrate Texas Tech's 

adherence to the essential nature of graduate education 

on which Johns Hopkins had been founded. Clearly the 

union of research with graduate education had been given 

araple veneration, but the institution's chronic lack of 

funds to support and encourage much at all in the way of 

major scholarly and research endeavors cast doubt as to 

its sincere intentions for promoting research while 

building its graduate programs. Major strides in cor-

recting the deficiencies had occurred since Murray's 
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move to the presidency; most changes were raade possible 

because of forraula funding, enrollraent increases, and 

available federal support. However, with the 1970 

appointraent of a Vice President for Research and Special 

Prograras, Tech deraonstrated its serious interest in 

research. In 1974, that interest finally coalesced with 

graduate education, when J. Knox Jones, Jr., becarae Vice 

President for Research and Graduate Studies as well as 

Graduate Dean. In announcing the change (Orlo Childs 

becarae University Professor), Murray told the Lubbock 

Avalanche-Journal; "We are raerging our research effort 

with its thrust in graduate education, because the two 

are inextricably linked."49 

A new Associate Vice President for Research--George 

Meenaghan--was appointed and raade director of the Office 

of Research Services. Meenaghan did not, however, inherit 

Jones's task of distributing organized research funds 

directly to faculty raerabers. Instead, Jones shifted 

administration of such funds to the academic colleges, 

asking that a faculty raeraber be designated to coordinate 

the task.50 it is interesting to note that through the 

years, raany of the persons appointed to cope with research 

funds either were given associate dean status, or those 

responsibilities were iraparted to newly-appointed colle-

giate associate deans for research and graduate studies. 

The ultiraate result, then, was a greater visibility for 
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research and graduate studies, both throughout the entire 

University and within the individual colleges. 

A concomitant effect of Jones's proraotion to Vice 

President was a new role for the Graduate Dean at Texas 

Tech, raade possible largely because of his access to 

significantly greater resources that affected all areas 

of the carapus. But even before he becarae Vice President, 

Jones's ability to support graduate education financially 

had been far greater than that of any of his predecessors. 

Frora the beginning of his tenure, he controlled a Graduate 

Dean's Developraent Fund, frora which support was made 

available for students and faculty traveling to deliver 

papers, the purchase of research equipraent and supplies, 

and hiring research assistants. Also from the fund, 

beginning in the suraraer of 1972, the Graduate School 

began making awards to graduate faculty/graduate student 

research tearas. On the basis of proposals subraitted to 

the Graduate School, stipends of $600 (later $700) were 

awarded to the students, who would serve as research 

assistants for one of the suramer sessions while the 

research was in progress. The ultiraate goal of the 

prograra was to encourage joint projects as well as joint 

publication--the teara was expected to publish a report 

of its project in an appropriate journal after corapletion 

of the research. 

Jones had also, from as early as 1971, attempted to 

make the faculty aware of opportunities for research. 
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His decision to send Graduate Council minutes to all 

graduate faculty had a goal other than to publicize 

the Council's activities. Appended to the rainutes were 

lists of federal, state, and private prograras and corape-

titions for the support of faculty research, postdoctoral 

study, and student fellowships or projects. Following 

Jones's appointraent as vice president, the appended lists 

were discontinued and replaced by a new bulletin, the "R 

& D News," which was distributed to all faculty. The 

bulletin represented a joint effort of the Office of 

Research Services, the Offices of the Vice Presidents for 

Developraent and Research and Graduate Studies, and the 

Graduate School. 

It is perhaps ironic that Tech's stronger bond be-

tween graduate education and research and its efforts to 

disserainate inforraation about funding sources corresponded 

with the decline in availability of such funds. Over 

100 students had received fellowships from the U.S. 

Office of Education, NASA, and NSF during the 1960s,51 

but in 1975 only twelve students received non-service 

awards.52 Most students were supported by teaching and 

research assistantships. The financial recession of 

1973-75 likewise gave cause for some alarm, especially 

about the eraployraent opportunities for graduates. The 

1974-75 Annual Report noted, "In view of increasing appre-

hension and nuraerous reports of a declining job raarket, 

the Graduate School has insisted that all graduate advisors 
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be as frank and objective as possible in inforraing appli-

cants of eraployraent prospects upon graduation."53 

The Graduate School also began a survey of its 

doctoral graduates to deterraine their eraployraent status 

following graduation. As of October, 1974, of the 122 

members of the record-breaking (and setting) buraper crop 

of doctoral recipients of 1973-74, 115 were eraployed. 

The survey noted, rather prorainently, that of the seven 

who were not working, only three were actively seeking 

positions. Especially noteworthy were the eraployraent 

opportunities secured by the 115 graduates. Most (seventy-

four) worked in what could be considered acaderaic settings, 

usually in positions involving teaching and research 

duties. Perhaps surprisingly, sixty-six graduates had 

left the state of Texas to assurae positions at such 

institutions as Oregon State, Auburn, Arizona State, and 

the University of New Mexico. However, that even forty-

four of them were employed outside academia (by federal 

agencies, hospitals, private businesses, etc.) was evi-

dence of a predorainant 1970s national trend toward non-

traditional careers for doctorate holders. The fact that 

many of the graduates left the state and region demon-

strated Tech's growing national presence, reputation, 

and prestige.54 

Well before Jones became Vice President, in fact, 

even before he became Dean, coraplaints about graduate 

faculty raembership had become comraon. The associate 
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membership level, added alraost as an afterthought in 

1953, was the cause of raost of the controversy, although 

other sources of conflict were the raeans for selecting 

members and indeed the need for a graduate faculty at 

all. Jones was aware of the controversy from the very 

beginning of his tenure. He acknowledged the need for 

sorae change that would identify as graduate faculty 

members those individuals who, by establishing reputa-

tions as scholars and researchers via publication and 

other raeans, had deraonstrated interest and expertise in 

teaching graduate students and directing their research. 

He felt it necessary both to elirainate frora the graduate 

faculty those not qualified and to add new faculty, 

whose previous associate designation prevented thera frora 

participating fully in graduate programs. He also hoped 

that eventually the identification of a graduate faculty 

might no longer be necessary. Recalling the issue Jones 

said; 

My feeling when I came [to Tech] was that we ought 
to have a general university faculty, and that 
faculty should do what a university faculty is 
supposed to do, and if somebody wasn't supposed to 
be practicing at the graduate level, then faculty 
pressure and peer assignraent would prevent it. And 
that's what a raature university ought to be. However, 
then I would qualify it by saying that I didn't 
think Texas Tech had reached that level yet.55 

In April, 1973, an ad hoc coraraitee, which had been 

appointed to study graduate faculty reoryanization, pre-

sented its recoraraendations. It favored sinyle-level 

merabership, with each raeraber's status to be reviewed 
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every five years, generally at the time his prograra under-

went review. The criteria included a terrainal degree in 

the acaderaic field, evidence of interest and involveraent 

in research or creative production, and experience in 

teaching and directing research at the graduate level, 

Non-graduate faculty raerabers would be allowed to teach 

graduate courses, although they could not chair thesis or 

dissertation coraraittees, Part of the plan's provisions— 

that designed to answer critics who argued that the Grad-

uate Council was unable to take disciplinary differences 

into consideration in raerabership decisions--was that 

departraents could devise their own specific criteria for 

membership, if they wished, to be subject to Graduate 

Council approval, A department could, for exaraple, 

limit the participation of probationary merabers or raore 

clearly define what it considered evidence of research 

involveraent,56 

With only rainor revisions, the ad hoc coraraittee's 

plan was adopted February, 1975. Departraents had been 

asked to react to the proposed reorganization. To ensure 

that discontent with the plan was kept to a minimura, 

Jones and his associate deans undertook to raeet with all 

graduate faculty raerabers, in individual departments or 

groups of departments, in early 1975. By March, satisfied 

that raost of the faculty understood (and agreed with) the 

plan, ballots were subraitted to all graduate faculty 

members. The results of the vote, tallied in early 
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April, showed an overwhelming acceptance. of 691 eligible 

voters, 333 (48.2%) returned their ballots. Two-hundred 

and seventy-six favored reorganization into a single-level 

faculty, forty-nine were opposed, and eight remained 

neutral.57 xhe plan thus approved, much of the Council's 

action during the latter half of 1975 was given over to 

the discussion of proposed departmental criteria. 

By January of 1976, the next phase was ready to be-

gin—the reconstitution of the graduate faculty using the 

new systera. Beginning in January, subcoraraittees of the 

Council considered applications frora raost faculty merabers 

in all departraents before a final vote was taken by the 

entire Council, and the process continued in weekly meet-

ings throughout the spring. Apparent almost from the be-

ginning was some misuse of the probationary status. De-

signed to accoraraodate faculty either with new degrees or who 

had previously been eraployed in settings where research and 

scholarship were uncoraraon, raany departraents sought to shuf-

fle faculty who siraply did not raeet the rainiraum qualifica-

tions into probationary meraberships. The Council raanaged 

to hold firra, however, and by Septeraber when the entire 

process was corapleted, the graduate faculty was coraprised 

of 536 merabers—about 160 fewer than the year before.58 

A few additional changes in graduate faculty 

policies were made after Septeraber, 1976. An appeals 

process was defined, as was a provision for appointraents 

for adrainistrators with the rank of dean or higher. 
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Several years later (1981) the probationary raerabership 

was lengthened from three to five years. At the corapletion 

of its first year, however, Jones was satisfied with the 

new systera and told the Council that the reorganization 

had "accoraplished its purpose and evidently received broad 

acceptance on carapus."59 

As the process for selecting graduate faculty merabers 

solidified in the years after 1976, it evolved soraewhat 

as well. Despite sorae departraental and college-wide 

raodifications of the criteria for merabership, the three 

central ones--a terrainal degree, evidence of involveraent 

in research, and experience with graduate students—were 

essentially universal. But the second of the three grew 

to overshadow the other two. Only in unusual cases was 

the terrainal degree even an issue. A few faculty in the 

arts departraents were proposed for raembership with degrees 

other than the doctorate, but they represented only a 

tiny percentage. Experience in teaching graduate students 

or directing their research lost its significance because 

in some departments, such as English, only regular graduate 

faculty raerabers were allowed to chair comraittees or 

teach graduate courses anyway. As a result, few applicants, 

other than those who had taught elsewhere, could list 

much in the way of graduate student contact. For the raost 

part, however, graduate-level teaching experience ran a 

poor second to publication records in the determination 

of fitness for merabership. Given the process whereby a 
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coraraittee of the Council scrutinized vitae of applicants 

and the whole group was presented with only a suramary of 

qualifications (except in disputed cases), Graduate 

Council merabers often based their votes on the applicant's 

number of publications, rather than their quality. In 

any case, by 1980, evidence of research, scholarly activity, 

or creative production became the overriding qualification 

for graduate faculty raerabership. 

Partly because of the link between publication records 

and raerabership, Jones considered the reorganization of 

the graduate faculty to raark a significant shift in the 

direction of graduate work at Texas Tech. Before 1976, 

many graduate prograras were influenced, if not controlled, 

by the "old guard"--faculty whose tenures at Tech were 

long but whose publication records were short. Many of 

those faculty raerabers had corae to the institution well 

before research and graduate education carae to the fore. 

The abolition of associate raeraber status likewise allowed 

and even encouraged new faculty raerabers, often hired to 

fill specific curricular and research needs, to use 

their expertise iraraediately in directing student research 

and teaching graduate courses. According to Jones, the 

reorganization ultiraately "vested the control of graduate 

prograras in the several departraents and colleges in the 

hands of those people who were really contributing to 

graduate education."^O Moreover, the prestige that could 

then be associated with graduate faculty merabership (or 
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perhaps the ignorainy of failing to achieve it) induced 

faculty to raaintain their scholarly production at levels 

sufficient for raerabership, and it encouraged departraents 

to hire only those who could qualify. 

The Jones Years, Part Two: 1976-1980 

In 1938, Dean Goodwin had tended to the Graduate 

Division's needs frora his office in the Cheraistry building, 

assisted only by a part-tirae secretary. In 1954, the 

Graduate School had its own office in the Adrainistration 

Building, and the staff had grown to a full-tirae secre-

tary and her assistant. By 1976, the Graduate School's 

doraain was a newly-reraodeled suite of offices in the old 

rauseura building, which had been refurbished and re-naraed—in 

honor of forraer Graduate Dean W. Curry Holden. The raove 

to Holden Hall had been raade several years before, in 1970, 

but the raore recent shift to the building's basement area 

was made to accoraraodate a much enlarged staff. In fact, 

as of the fall of 1976, a total of thirteen people had 

served as assistant or associate deans in the Graduate 

School, and all but five of thera had been appointed to the 

position since 1970. 

Jones's efforts to broaden the reach of the Graduate 

School by adding services had the effect of enlarging 

his budget, and hence the need for a staff to oryanize 

and adrainister such services. It also gave him the oppor-

tunity to use the positions in a number of ways, but 

especially to yive faculty with administrative arabitions 
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an opportunity to gain experience in a forura with exposure 

to all areas of the carapus. In 1973, the list of associate 

deans grew to five and included Langford, Carter, Behal, 

Dr. Eugene Coleraan (an agronoraist appointed in 1972 to 

replace Ainsworth), and Dr. Marilyn Phelan. At the tirae 

she becarae Assistant Dean in the fall of 1973, Phelan 

was an assistant professor in Business Adrainistration. 

Jones adraitted that her appointraent was partly raotivated 

by an interest, then prevailing in sorae circles, in ad-

vancing the careers of woraen in acaderaia.^1 Nonetheless, 

her four-year service in the Graduate School, where she 

coordinated prograra reviews, was followed by a stint in 

1977 as an Interira Resident Counsel (Phelan is a lawyer 

as well as an accountant), then as professor of law and 

perraanent General Counsel for the University, the highest 

position to be held by a woraan at Texas Tech. Consequently, 

Jones joins other Tech adrainistrators who congratulate 

theraselves for their own genius at spotting proraising 

adrainistrative talent. 

Others who served in the Graduate School in the 

1970S went on to illustrious adrainistrative positions 

as well. Jaraes V. Reese, Associate Dean in 1975-76, 

later served as Interira Director of the Museura before he 

left Tech for Stephen F. Austin State University to becorae 

Dean of the School of Liberal Arts. Stanley R. Liberty, 

the only engineer ever to serve in the Graduate School, 

was Associate Dean in 1976-77 and resigned to assurae 
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the chairmanship of Electrical Engineering at Old Dominion 

University (he was later to become Dean of Engineering at 

Nebraslca). When Carter left the associate deanship in 

1976, the number of associate deans dropped to four 

(including Leflcowitz of the Medical School) , where it 

would stay through the end of the decade. Carter's 

association with the Graduate School continued, however. 

Working with academic publications on a more full-time 

basis, his title grew to "Executive Director and Managing 

Editor of Academic Publications and Director of Texas 

Tech Press." 

Jones's move to Vice President partly precipitated 

the large staff. After 1974, he moved from Holden Hall 

to the east wing of the Administrative Building, down 

the hall from the President. Langford assumed the day-

to-day affairs of the Graduate School, assisted by the 

other associate deans, and the substantial secretarial 

staff, headed by Irene Temple. Other administrative 

changes occurred in 1978 when Jerry Berlin, a biologist, 

served briefly as an acting Associate Dean and Eric G. 

Bolen arrived from the Welder Wildlife Foundation to become 

Associate Dean. In 1979, when Mrs. Temple retired, the 

Assistant to the Dean position was expanded to involve 

student recruitment, fellowship coordination, and statis-

tics matters. 

Langford's importance to the Graduate School during 

the 1970s perhaps cannot be over-stated. Tables of 
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organization listed his responsibilities as including 

staff supervision and office coordination, thesis and 

dissertation review, and several coraraittee chairraanships, 

but there were virtually no Graduate School activities 

with which he was not thoroughly involved.62 Respected 

by faculty throughout the University, Langford provided 

stability to the flux that soraetiraes characterized the 

Graduate School adrainistration. 

In 1976, a new president raoved into the office down 

the hall from Jones's. After a decade as chief executive 

officer of the University, Grover Murray resigned from 

administration to assume the title of University Pro-

fessor. His successor, who arrived in September, was 

Cecil Mackey, a lawyer and Ph.D. who carae to Tech frora 

the University of South Florida. Murray left the presi-

dency satisfied with rauch of the University's progress 

over the years—the establishraent of the Medical School, 

the legislative approval for expansion in allied health, 

nursing, pharraacy, and veterinary raedicine, the corapletion 

of a raajor building prograra on carapus. He was also 

pleased that the "raediocre" graduate and research effort 

that he had found in 1966 was far improved, with vastly 

increased research funds, a full range of doctoral pro-

grams, and notable faculty.63 

Mackey was to serve Texas Tech only three years. 

In contrast to Murray's sociability, Mackey was reserved 

and low-key, but he continued his predecessor's 
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encouragement of research and graduate education. Mackey 

was primarily responsible in 1977 for launching the 

research incentive awards, funds awarded to departraents 

and colleges on the basis of the level of extraraural 

funding and used to augment further departmental efforts. 

Partly coincident with the change in administration, 

in Deceraber of 1976, the Coraraittee 50 released its "Goals 

Developraent Report." An advisory group, the Coraraittee 

50 consisted priraarily of individuals frora outside the 

institution. Its raerabers were charged, on the occasion 

of Tech's fiftieth anniversary in 1975, with developing 

goals for future decades. The result of its raonths of 

study and discussion included a set of goals that ranked 

the proraotion of graduate education and research as 

foreraost. Like raany who had charted similar waters 

before, the Coramittee looked to the founding bill, call-

ing the University "on the threshold" of raeeting its 

first-class goal. For Tech to cross that threshold, 

the Committee recomraended iraproving the quality and 

quantity of research prograras, adraitting the best graduate 

students, and capitalizing on multidisciplinary study, 

especially in graduate work, to establish a positive and 

unique institutional purpose. The Coraraittee also said: 

In the acaderaic world, measure of the quality of an 
institution of higher learning rests primarily on 
recognition of the scholarly output of its faculty. 
Furtherraore, graduate-level education and research 
are inseparable, and it is irapossible to raount a 
serious graduate program without a strong research 
base.64 
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Also in the fall of 1976, in the afterraath of the 

reconstitution of the graduate faculty, the Graduate 

Council got its own reshuffling. A raeraber was added to 

represent the fine arts and coraraunications departments, 

and History was moved to the huraanities area. In 1977, 

a further change was raade when the School of Medicine 

created its own Graduate Council and graduate faculty. 

Lefkowitz continued as liaison to the University's Council, 

although his role as Graduate School Associate Dean 

becarae far more perfunctory, and other Council represen-

tation frora the Medical School was discontinued. Langford 

began serving in a liaison capacity for the Medical 

School's group. In June of 1978, Lefkowitz yave a pro-

gress report to the University-wide Council on its 

Medical School counterpart's first year. The new group 

consisted of seven merabers and met approximately eight 

tiraes per year to discuss new courses, graduate faculty, 

and other policy raatters—all in the interest of some 

forty students.^5 

In May of 1977, Texas Tech's one-thousandth doctoral 

graduate was hooded and the ten-thousandth graduate 

degree raark was passed as well. At coramencement exercises, 

Dean Jones recognized Susan Elias as the record-setting 

doctoral graduate; coincidentally, that sarae semester, 

Ms. Elias corapleted a year as the student representative 

to the Graduate Council. 
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Just as the mark was passed in the awarding of degrees, 

the addition of new degree prograras was grinding to a 

halt. Masters prograras in Statistics and Atraospheric 

Sciences would corae later as would prograras joining 

existing raajors, such as the M.P.A./J.D. Nonetheless, 

the 1977-78 Annual Report noted: 

The great push for new degrees and prograras seems to 
have diminished somewhat and the University generally 
and the Graduate School in particular now are in a 
position to consolidate offerings and establish 
priorities for the future developraent of graduate 
education at the institution.66 

When the Graduate Council turned its attention to 

adraissions requireraents in the late 1970s, it made a 

few changes. The fanfare and faculty vote that had 

raarked the unfulfilled atterapt to raise admissions stan-

dards in 1969 were largely dispensed with in 1976, when 

a new plan was presented. The raatter had been discussed 

for several years without action. In October, 1976, 

however, a proposal was raade that the minimum GRE score 

and gradepoint requirements be 800 and 3.0, respectively, 

with a provision for accepting students with lower grades 

if they also had higher GRE scores. The proposal was 

approved in November and became effective January 1, 

1977. At the same time, the Council strongly urged 

departraents to increase their own requirements to levels 

above the Graduate School minimura.67 

The master's thesis ayain made news. To Jones's 

and the Council's dismay, the non-thesis option seemed 
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to have grown out of control. Of the 522 students who 

received master's degrees in the 1977-78 school year, 

only 188 wrote theses. Through the Council minutes, Jones 

entreated departraents to encourage raore of their students 

to write theses, in order "to proraote research and scholarly 

writing wherever feasible."68 

The dissertation received attention in late 1977, as 

well, in the raonths before a revised copyright law was 

to go into effect. To accoraraodate the new law, University 

Microfilras International (UMI) distributed a new agreement, 

to be signed by all of Tech's doctoral students, granting 

UMI permission to issue microform versions of the documents 

and abstracts. To Dr. Phelan, though, the agreement 

appeared to grant UMI exclusive rights to the dissertations 

and would bar the authors frora subsequent use of any 

kind—a severe blow indeed to the Graduate School's 

reverence for publication. Phelan then conferred with 

UMI's New York attorneys and Jones raet with UMI 

representatives at the Council of Graduate Schools raeeting 

in Deceraber, 1977. All agreed that a flexible approach 

was needed. The offending sentences were marked out of 

the docuraents until corrected ones could be printed, and 

the following March, the Graduate School issued a recom-

mendation that students insert a statement claiming 

copyright into all theses and dissertations for added 

protection under the new law.°^ 
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Tech's involvement with the copyright question, 

which had iraplications for graduate education throughout 

the country, evinced a new visibility for the University 

in national affairs. Phelan and Jones had published in 

1974 a discussion of the taxibility of student fellowships 

and scholarships in Taxes—The Tax Magazine,70 and in 

early 1978, Jones was asked to contribute an article to 

the CGS newsletter, Coraraunicator. The result, published 

in February, was "A Decade of Change," a discussion of 

several issues of the past years, raany of which had struck 

mighty blows at graduate education's conservative heart. 

Foreign language requireraents, the thesis, and individually 

tailored prograras (like Tech's own) were araong the topics 

reviewed, the latter at great length.71 

Texas Tech had, in other words, becorae a legitimate 

player in national graduate school circles. Jones regularly 

attended national meetings, usually with his corps of 

associate deans in tow, and Tech was alraost always repre-

sented at regional raeetings of Southern, Midwestern, and 

Texas graduate deans. Frora 1976 to 1978, Jones served as 

a meraber of the national group's Executive Coraraittee, 

and he becarae chairraan of the copyright and norainating 

coramittees in 1979. Langford later served as raember of 

the planning coraraittee of the Conference of Southern 

Graduate Schools. In Deceraber of 1978, on the heels of 

their involveraent with the copyright issue, Jones and 

Phelan conducted a workshop at the national CGS meeting 
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following Phelan's speech on "Student-Related Legal 

Problems of the Academic Dean," and an article on the 

subject subsequently appeared in the Texas Tech Journal 

of Education.72 xhe Graduate School's successes with 

prograra reviews were becoraing well-known, too. After he 

becarae Associate Dean in the fall of 1977 and assuraed 

responsibility for the review process, Williara E. Oden 

found hiraself an expert-in-deraand. He conducted workshops 

on prograra reviews at CGS raeetings in 1980 and 1981 and 

received requests frora across the country for copies of 

his 1979 article "Prograra Review at Texas Tech Univer-

sity."73 Langford published several articles about 

Tech's unique graduate prograras in Interdisciplinary 

Studies and Fine Arts.74 

By 1979, the Acaderaic Publications division of the 

Graduate School had done its part to increase the insti-

tution's reputation in the acaderaic coraraunity as well. 

Tech Press had begun reportiny to Jones in 1976, so that 

when Carter's responsibilities becarae exclusively publica-

tions raatters, Carter becarae Director of the Press. In 

1979, Tech Press listed araony its titles in print raore 

than sixteen nurabers of Graduate Studies, ten Proceedings 

of the Coraparative Literature Syraposium, fifteen Special 

Publications (of The Museum), and raore than sixty Occa-

sional Papers. Also published were a third rauseum-related 

series, Museology, and three journals, The Eighteenth 

Century: Theory and Interpretation (originally Studies 
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in Burke and His Time), Helios, and Texas Tech Journal 

of Education. Press facilities were used to print a 

nuraber of other works and its editorial services were 

used to set type for the journal Conradiana. In addition, 

seven books had been published, two of thera poetry volumes, 

with a third book of poeras in press.75 

Ironically, resistance to the University's own 

publications was strongest araong sorae members of the 

faculty who worried that work appearing in those outlets 

would be judged less worthy for the purposes of tenure 

and promotion.76 Considering that raore than twenty of 

Jones's (raore than 200) own works had been published by 

Texas Tech Press by 1971, such concerns were largely 

unfounded. Nevertheless, as the Press's reputation 

becarae raore widely known, about half of its authors were 

associated with the University, although in terras of 

pages printed, fewer than half were by Tech faculty or 

students. 

In sorae ways, araong the raost telling raanifestations 

of Tech's strengthened reputation were the eraployment 

records of doctoral recipients. Jones continued to take 

pride in the high employraent percentage (in the fall of 

1980, 100% of the 1979-80 graduates had jobs) at a tirae 

when doctoral recipients across the country frequently 

had difficulty securing even teraporary positions. Even 

more impressive was the list of institutions to which the 

Tech graduates went as faculty merabers. A few such 
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graduates continued to work at sraall institutions in the 

region—McMurry College and Oklahoraa Baptist, for exaraple— 

and at assorted local school districts. But of 104 doctoral 

graduates in 1979-80, seventy-five took teaching positions 

at institutions including Texas A & M, Cornell, Tennessee, 

Alabaraa, and Arizona. Among the eraployers of the 1980-81 

graduates were Kentucky, Wyoraing, Virginia Tech, and 

Texas Tech's own eternal neraesis and hero, the University 

of Texas at Austin. The nuraber of non-acaderaic eraployers 

reraained large (thirty-nine of 104 in 1979-80 and twenty 

of ninety in 1980-81) and included Dow Cheraical, Ralston 

Purina, Bell Labs, and McDonnell-Douglass Aircraft.77 

By late-1978, with raore than half of the University's 

prograras already reviewed and his tenure at Tech into 

its eighth year, it occurred to Jones that a review of 

his stewardship as Dean and Vice President was in order. 

Thus, on January 16, 1979, he charged a coraraittee "to 

review the operations of the Graduate School/Office of 

Research Services/Vice President for Research and Graduate 

Studies over the past eight years and to set forth short-

and long-terra goals for those units for the future."78 

To head the coraraittee, Jones chose Robert L. Rouse, 

priraarily because Rouse had served in a similar capacity 

for the Comraittee on Doctoral Studies a decade before. 

The coramittee, with representatives from across the 

campus, began its work iraraediately by interviewing President 

Mackey, others in the central adrainistration, several 
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department chairmen, Graduate Council merabers, and Jones 

hiraself, In addition, a questionnaire was mailed to all 

fulltime faculty merabers, and written reports were 

solicited frora the Graduate School and the Office of 

Research Services. Continuing the study throughout the 

spring, suraraer, and fall seraesters, the coraraittee released 

its report in Deceraber of 1979.78 

Its findings were generally favorable. The coraraittee 

found the Graduate School to hold "an excellent reputation 

on the carapus as a well-raanaged operation," yet it dis-

covered sorae confusion as to the responsibilities of 

(and in fact the identity of) the associate deans. 

Nonetheless, the Coraraittee went on to acknowledge Jones's 

success in using his office as a "training ground for 

adrainistrators." When Rouse's group polled faculty 

raembers for opinions of the graduate faculty merabership 

policy, it was not surprised to learn that raost of the 

dissenting votes were cast by faculty who were not raerabers.79 

In its view of Graduate Admissions, Academic Publi-

cations, and the Office of Research Services, the coraraittee 

was generally approving. It recoraraended that the forraer's 

budget be placed under the Graduate Dean's direction, a 

move subsequently raade in 1980. The unfarailiarity and 

vague mistrust that some faculty harbored about the 

Texas Tech publications carae to light. The report noted: 

In the opinion of the Coraraittee, the Acaderaic publi-
cations operation appears to be a highly valuable 
activity to graduate study and research at Texas 
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Tech, yet it appears to be largely unrecognized and 
significantly underappreciated by a large nuraber of 
faculty raerabers on the carapus. 

To corabat such underappreciation, the coraraittee urged 

that the Press be given high priority and added publicity. 

Recoraraendations were also included for iraproving carapus-

wide understanding about Research Services. Although 

the Coraraittee found the office successful in providing 

assistance to already active researchers, it worried 

that new faculty and raany in non-science fields failed 

to understand the office's role. The recoraraendations 

included holding workshops for faculty raerabers, raaintaining 

files of successful research grant applications, and 

developing a systera for internal criticism of proposals.81 

The comraittee's recoraraendations for strengthening 

graduate education and research included raany custoraary 

theraes--increased support for student assistantships and 

fellowships, careful recruitraent procedures for both 

faculty and students, iraproved incentives for faculty 

research and participation in graduate education. Its 

goals for the coraing decade were likewise farailiar, 

slightly general, and raostly involving additional funds. 

Among the goals were listed the need to clarify criteria 

for improving the cliraate for graduate education and 

research, continued eraphasis given to graduate education 

frora all adrainistrative levels, and input frora those 

involved with graduate prograras in setting institutional 

priorities. In addition, the Comraittee set as a goal 
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thí̂* ̂ ontinued evaluation of graduate programs and efforts 

to iraprove the University's own self-iraage. The coraraittee 

concluded: 

In the words of one of the faculty raerabers—relatively 
new to the campus—interviewed in this study, "it is 
time to get rid of the idea that Texas Tech is a 
second-class university." The rapid progress raade 
by this university during the 1970's has resulted in 
the raaturing of several prograras at Texas Tech which 
are highly competitive with other universities in 
the country. Justifiable pride by the faculty raay 
be taken in the developraent of these prograras and 
such a positive attitude should be contagious to new 
faculty members when they arrive. In addition, apa-
thetic attitudes of faculty raerabers which are of the 
greatest danger to a scholarly atraosphere at Texas 
Tech would be reduced. 82 

Clearly, such rapid progress during the 1970s coincided 

with Knox Jones's tenure as Dean. Rouse's coraraittee had 

noted the iraproved qualifications of the graduate faculty, 

expanded research and publication activities, draraatically 

increased research funding, additional graduate prograras, 

and a distinguished record of placeraent for doctoral 

recipients, all of which had occurred since 1971 and Jones's 

arrival. In the raonths since the coraraittee had been 

created and charged, Cecil Mackey had resigned as president 

to assurae a sirailar position at Michigan State University, 

and the search for his replacement was underway. Larry 

Graves was appointed Interim President. The evaluation 

of Jones's perforraance as Dean and Vice President, implicit 

in the coraraittee's assessraent of the offices and areas 

under his direction, took on added significance. The 

coraraittee had looked carefully at the role played by the 
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Graduate Dean in 1979, especially his joint service as 

Vice President, and concluded that the arrangeraent was 

efficient and effective. Most faculty approved of the 

corabination, but insofar as sorae disapproval was expressed, 

it was explained by the fear of too rauch power concentrated 

in a single individual's office.83 

Significantly, no allegations of abused power were 

made; rather, the coraraittee lauded the successful corabining 

of the two offices and gave Jones the credit. The "Report 

of the Graduate School and Research Services Operations" 

offered as its final conclusion: 

The Coraraittee acknowledges the contributions of Dr. 
J. Knox Jones, Jr, , in achieving the substantial 
record of accoraplishment in iraproving the quantity 
and quality of yraduate work and research duriny the 
period from 1971-79. While a host of people spread 
over the carapus have raade raajor contributions in 
graduate education and research at Texas Tech, never-
theless the leadership of Dr. Jones in creating a 
favorable cliraate to encourage and raobilize these 
contributions has been draraatically evident.84 

Rouse's coraraittee pointed to Jones's success in 

increasing the relative standing of both graduate education 

and research within the University as evidence of his 

effectiveness. That increased standing had corae, however, 

at a tirae when Tech had begun to feel sorae discorafort 

about enrollraents that, while continuiny to clirab, were 

increasing at rates slower than in past years. The 1972 

institutional self-study coraraittee had predicted that 

Tech's graduate students could number 3800 by 1980, even 

though it, too, expected slower growth.85 Although the 
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fall, 1980, enrollment set yet another record, at 2950, it 

fell short of the 1972 prediction by alraost 900 students. 

The formula funding system had benefited the University, 

as other institutions, partly because of rapidly increasing 

enrollments through the 1960s. While the formulas had 

been adjusted to allow for inflation and the growing 

costs of supporting large institutions, by 1980, Texas 

Tech found that its needs outstripped the funding that 

the formulas provided. But a close scrutiny of seraester 

credit hours (to which the forraulas were applied), revealed 

that, corapared with other institutions in the state, 

Tech was not taking full advantage of what support the 

forraulas provided. For its part, the Graduate School looked 

to its policy on enrollraent--a hodgepodge of requireraents 

pieced together over three decades when graduate students 

constituted only a a sraall part of the total student 

body. A full load of courses for graduate students had 

been considered to vary from nine to sixteen hours, but 

students eraployed as teaching or research assistants were 

advised in the Graduate Bulletin to "adjust their enrollraent 

to assure adequate tirae for fulfillraent of their obligation 

to the University," presuraably by taking fewer hours. 

It becarae clear, however, that such advice failed to 

take into account the University's own interests and the 

Graduate School's own successes in iraproving graduate 

student research. The University had doubled the size 

of the library in 1976, installed a new coraputer in 
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1979, adopted a new teaching load policy in 1980 (which 

helped free faculty who were heavily involved with graduate 

teaching and research), yet the existing enrollraent policy 

failed to reflect accurately student use of faculty tirae 

and University resources. In a new "Graduate Enrollraent 

Policy," approved by the Graduate Council in the spring 

of 1980, to becorae effective in the fall seraester, the 

requireraent for full-tirae study was revised to sây, 

"Except in unusual circurastances, all students who are 

seriously pursuing graduate degrees are expected to be 

enrolled full time." Also included was a stipulation 

that students holding fellowships or assistantships were 

to enroll for a rainuraura of nine hours. Continuous enrollraent 

was also required; that is, students who had begun thesis 

or dissertation research were to enroll every seraester 

until graduation.86 xhe 1980-81 Annual Report proclairaed 

the new policy a success in increasing the nuraber of 

seraester credit hours "by alraost 2000, . . . significantly 

above the concoraitant increase in the nuraber of students"; 

clearly, the increase in state appropriations was sub-

stantial as well.^7 

The irapetus for the new enrollraent policy was a 

part of the paradox that characterized alraost the entire 

decade of the 1970s. On one hand, the Graduate School 

reached an unprecedented stature within the University, 

as well as araong national circles. Its achieveraents 

with program reviews, academic publications, and growth 
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of research funding brought a new sense of confidence, 

of having surpassed the minors to play in the major leagues, 

On the other hand, gone were the dramatic enrollraent 

gains of the 1960s, to be replaced by slower, raore gradual 

increases. Clearly, graduate schools throughout the 

country faced sirailar decreases in the rate of enrollraent 

Sheer demographic realities showed that the influx of 

students into colleges and universities caused by the 

postwar baby boom had passed, leaving behind eraptier 

classrooms and a reduced demand for college teachers. 

Tighter funds, too, from federal, state, local, and private 

sources, caused some institutions to discontinue programs 

and others to close altogether. 

Texas Tech did not face extreme measures, of course, 

nor did any of the Texas public institutions, all of 

which showed enrollment gains through most of the 1970s. 

Nonetheless, Tech's growth rate did not keep pace with 

those of its counterparts in the state. Its graduate 

seraester credit hours, for example, rose only 27% between 

1970 and 1981, while the increases at Texas A & M, the 

University of Houston, and the University of Texas were 

49.6%, 120.7% and 56.9%, respectively. Whereas Texas 

Tech gave 12.2% more doctoral degrees in 1978 than it 

did in 1970, at North Texas State, the increase for the 

sarae period was 25.5%, the University of Houston yranted 

42.6% raore doctorates, and Texas Woman's University gave 

27.6% raore.88 
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At best, the reasons for the disparity between Tech's 

status and that of other institutions are raatters of 

speculation. Prograra availability could explain it--

growing popularity of health-related subjects may well 

have contributed to the dramatic growth at Texas Woraan's 

University. Degree requireraents, too, could be a factor, 

Despite changes to iraprove flexibility, Tech reraained 

steadfastly coraraitted to the residence requireraent for 

the doctorate, which could have discouraged potential 

students unable to enroll full-tirae. No doubt the raost 

unwelcorae explanation would have been declining quality 

of Tech's graduate prograras or a loss of prestige, relative 

to other universities. In truth, however, Tech's prograras, 

though somewhat uneven in quality, probably had never been 

stronger, raore widely known, or presided over by a better 

faculty. 

Rather, the reasons for Tech's slowed growth very 

llkely involved two raain factors; location and resources. 

The institutions experiencing the raost draraatic expansion 

during the 1970s were those serving urban areas. The 

University of Houston, University of Texas carapuses at 

Arlington and Dallas, and raerabers of the Federation of 

North Texas Area Universities (East Texas State, North 

Texas State, and Texas Woraan's) all grew in both graduate 

and undergraduate enrollraents and all served the rapidly 

growing raetropolitan areas of Houston or Dallas-Fort Worth. 

Moreover, prevailing national trends--population shifts 
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to urban areas and the increasingly older student popula-

tion (especially the graduate student population)— 

probably further incited the growth of the urban univer-

sities, the latter because older students often are less 

raobile and must seek readily available educational 

opportunities. 

For Texas Tech, inadequate resources had remained a 

chronic and often debilitating hindrance for raore than 

five decades. Thus, when resources becarae scarce everywhere 

in the 1970s, Tech's dilemma raultiplied. Like the Uni-

versities of Texas and Houston and Texas A & M, Tech 

had a full range of graduate prograras in practically all 

subject fields, as well as professional degree prograras 

in law and raedicine. But unlike those institutions, Tech 

had no access to the Perraanent University Fund that 

actually provided raore—not less—raoney to U.T. and A & M 

in the oil-rich 1970s, and it lacked a private source 

like Houston's Cullen Foundation to attract graduate 

students and suppleraent faculty salaries. Like North 

Texas State and the University of Texas at Dallas, Tech's 

priraary source of support was state appropriations, but 

unlike those schools, it lacked ready access to an indust-

rial base of support that Dallas and Fort Worth could 

offer. Faculty consulting opportunities, private research 

grants, and other liaisons with business and industry 

afforded institutions in urban areas resources unavailable 

to Texas Tech. 
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When the 1979 study coramittee found that the influence 

of the Graduate Dean at Texas Tech had increased signifi-

cantly over the past eight years, it attributed that 

increase partly to changes in procedures, and partly to 

the personality of the Graduate Dean. Jones's role as 

Vice President, with its attendant access to greater 

resources and information, meant that the Graduate School 

itself wielded greater power and garnered new respect. 

Grover Murray, and later Cecil Mackey, had contributed 

to the increased eraphasis on graduate education and re-

search by setting both as high priorities.89 But in raany 

ways, Jones's success, as Rouse's Coraraittee raeasured it, 

was of his own making. An affable, articulate, and 

energetic man, Jones carae to Texas Tech with two qualities 

that would serve hira well as Dean. First, he had vision--

foresight, creativity, and the ability to hatch a plan 

and see it through to its conclusion. Prograra reviews, 

museura expansion, acaderaic publications, and Tech's 

growing reputation as place to study raararaalogy were all 

products of Jones's vision. Second, he captured the 

faculty's trust. The reorganization of the graduate 

faculty and the University-wide emphasis on faculty 

publication were irapelled in part through the leadership 

of soraeone whose own publication record was raore than 

substantial. The faculty accepted Jones's preaching 

about the need to disserainate research results because 

he practiced it as well. 
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It is terapting to speculate about what might have 

ensued had Jones, or someone equally dynaraic, corae to 

the Graduate School a decade earlier. Clearly the decade 

of the 1960S was an iraportant one for Texas Tech, with 

abundant resources and rapidly growing enrollraents. To 

institute prograra reviews and a publication series then 

raight have propelled Tech into the national spotlight 

and established its reputation as a flagship school. On 

the other hand, such actions raight have caught the insti-

tution off guard. It was not until the 1960s (sorae say 

1962 and the institutional Purpose Coraraittee's self-

study, to be exact) that Tech chose a destiny for itself 

and earnestly sought to becorae a "raultipurpose university 

of the first class." Only then could the institution 

secure for itself the faculty, the prograras, and the 

initiative to reach its goal. The Southern Association 

review teara saw the vestiges of a divided faculty when 

it carae in 1973. It is possible, therefore, that Jones's 

effectiveness as Dean was a phenoraenon possible only in 

the 1970s and later, when he could cajole a faculty 

ready to listen. 

In any case, Knox Jones was able, beginning in 1971, 

to carve out a niche for the Graduate School. Beginning 

with the review process and an enlarged staff, adding 

the publications division and the Dean's development 

funds, and finally adjusting the formulation of teaching 

loads to account for individual study and graduate courses, 
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Jones succeeded in building a Graduate School to be rec-

koned with" in the University. Evidence of that reckoning 

appeared in the stateraent of the institution's role and 

scope, filed with the Coordinating Board in 1979: 

The role of Texas Tech University is that of a raulti-
purpose university with a range of prograra offerings 
which provide the opportunity for a liberal education 
for all students and for professional training at 
the undergraduate and graduate levels. In addition, 
the University recognizes the value of the university's 
participation in comraunity service and the significance 
of scholarly research leading to effective disseraination 
of knowledge.90 

The Eighties and Beyond 

With 1980 carae the rounding out of Texas Tech's first 

five decades. Appropriately, the sixth began with the 

April, 1980, inauguration as University President of a 

product of Tech's own Graduate School. Dr. Lauro F. 

Cavazos received the B.A. frora Tech in 1949 and the M.A. 

in 1951 before taking the Ph.D. at lowa State University. 

A physiologist, Cavazos came to the presidency from 

Tufts University, where he served as Dean of the Medical 

School. 

Whereas the 1960s had been years of alraost unre-

strained growth for graduate education, and the 1970s 

had seen innovation in degrees, programs, and even stu-

dents, by the 1980s, the major issues involved accounta-

bility, fiscal conservatisra, and educational basics. 

The Coordinating Board strongly reflected such sentiments, 

and with increased muscle, it sought to subdue any hysteria 

frora state institutions wanting new graduate prograras. 
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To starap out duplication as well as poor programs, in 

1980 the Board imposed its own reviews of doctoral pro-

grams in the state. Review of a given program was 

triggered by a new doctoral proposal in that field.91 

A few new raaster's prograras would be introduced into 

Tech's offerings (Atraospheric Science and Sports Health, 

for exaraple ), but the 1983 approval of a Ph.D. in Coraputer 

Science would be the first real doctoral-level addition in 

eight years. 

Both enrollraent and the nuraber of degrees granted 

had stabilized during the 1970s, and the early years of 

the 1980s provided little change. Dean Jones liked to 

boast that the Graduate School awarded an average of 100 

doctorates per year, and he was exaggerating only a 

little; between 1971 and 1981 the average was 97.3. 

Graduate enrollraent passed the three-thousand raark in 

the fall of 1981 with 3,007, an increase of 11% over 

1971, although the percentage of doctoral students showed 

a 24% increase since 1970. 

By the end of the 1980-81 school year, the ten-year 

cycle of prograra reviews was corapleted. Jones asked 

Oden to reraain in the Graduate School to assist with a 

plan for future reviews. It had becorae clear that the 

previous and exhaustive cycle was too expensive to continue 

for all prograras. In addition, reviews undertaken at 

the behest of the Coordinating Board, the Academic Vice 

President, and many accrediting associations only 
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duplicated and made more onerous the Graduate School's 

procedure. The resulting plan was to review "critical 

issues"—enrollraent, degrees granted, nuraber of graduate 

faculty—and irapose a full review only when needed or 

requested. Otherwise, a scaled-down five-year review 

would be continued for all departraents.92 when Oden 

left the Graduate School in January, 1983, Dr. Barbara 

Siraraons frora the College of Education becarae associate 

dean and assuraed responsibility for the review effort. 

Publications of the Faculty, W. B. Gates's pet pro-

ject, was resuraed in the late-1970s, after a lapse of 

over ten years. In the preface to the edition published 

in 1981, which covered the years 1966-75, Jones and 

Carter explained the delay thus: 

When, in 1971, we prepared to corapile the next five 
year sumraary, the Graduate School, for reasons that 
were then, and reraain, obscure, was informed that 
this task had been assigned to another unit on campus. 
When, by the middle 1970's, it became obvious that no 
new listings had been generated, the Graduate School 
again undertook the responsibility. For reasons of 
timing and continuity, it was decided to cover in 
the new issue the 10-year period 1966-75. Hopefully, 
five-year sumraaries ayain will be published hereafter.93 

Indeed, the subsequent issue, coveriny 1976-80, was released 

in 1983. 

As the decade of the 1980s beyan, the Graduate School 

at Texas Tech had a place in Araerican yraduate education. 

It had students, proyraras, faculty, and perhaps most 

important of all, a legacy of experience in conductiny 

graduate courses, granting graduate degrees, and worrying 
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over inadequate funds. In short, Tech's Graduate School 

shared the concerns of other graduate schools throughout 

the country. It shared the responsibility, too, of 

raeeting those concerns and preparing to deal with the 

coraing years. Thus, in January of 1981, Dean Jones 

appointed and charged a coraraittee, with representatives 

frora across the carapus, to "study projected developraents 

in graduate education at Texas Tech in the decade of the 

1980s." The coraraittee was given the specific task of 

recoraraending the creation of new prograras or the elirai-

nation of old ones; it was to see the University within 

the context of education in the country and state and 

"to establish guidelines concerning rainiraal productivity, 

enrollraent, and faculty in graduate programs."94 

The committee, chaired by Thomas A. Langford, 

presented its report to the Dean and the Graduate Council 

in Septeraber. "The Decade Ahead: Graduate Education at 

Texas Tech" was based on interviews and study of previously 

written docuraents. The coraraittee did atterapt to establish 

guidelines and it recoraraended growth of new prograras, 

but on a liraited scale. Although it stopped short of 

calling for the eliraination of specific raarginal programs, 

the committee did say, "In sorae areas, corabining of 

prograras may be needed in order to gain strength and 

numbers." The coraraittee went on to urge adjustments for 

changing student populations, such as additional evening 

classes and aggressive recruitment, with raore fellowships 
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for graduate students. Means for faculty developraent 

were sought, including developraent leaves and private 

sources of support for research.95 

The coraraittee had done its be'st to be fair but to 

provide guidelines for difficult decisions that it anti-

cipated would be necessary in the coraing years. On the 

whole, however, Langford and his coraraittee were encouraged 

that Texas Tech and the Graduate School could face the 

decade and eraerge stronger. The report concluded: 

On balance, the Coraraittee notes with satisfaction the 
past progress of the graduate prograra and its potential 
for the future. Needs have been identified, sorae of 
which can be addressed rather easily, but others of 
which constitute considerable challenge. But the 
Coramittee observed a conviction in all of those it 
interviewed—President, Vice Presidents, Deans, and 
others—that the TTU graduate program is healthy 
and growing, justifying a general optimism about the 
future.96 
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CHAPTER VII 

ANALYSIS, SPECULATION, AND CONCLUSIONS 

When Texas Tech added graduate prograras and degrees 

to its offerings just before the Depression, it joined a 

nuraber of other predorainantly undergraduate institutions 

that sought expansion at about the sarae tirae. Dean Otto 

Heller's denunciation at the 1933 Association of Araerican 

Universities raeeting of the recent crop of "pseudo-graduate 

schools" and "interlopers" could have been airaed directly 

at Texas Tech, particularly his iraplied cavil about such 

institutions in the "far-flung state of Texas."l Thus, 

whether intentionally or not, Texas Tech entered the 

arena of graduate education on the wings of a national 

moveraent and would be a part of that raoveraent throughout 

the coraing fifty years. That the events and tendencies 

in graduate education at Texas Tech between 1930 and 1980 

correspond for the raost part with national trends has 

been a central therae of the foregoing pages and a part 

of this docuraent's basic purpose--to chart the course of 

the developraent of graduate education at Texas Tech 

University and to place it within the context of the 

growth of graduate education in the United States. To 
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that end, sorae reiteration and interpretation raay be 

necessary. 

Perhaps the raost perceptible way in which Tech's 

experiences paralleled larger events was with flux in 

enrollraent throughout the era. When graduate enrollraent 

rose nationally between 1930 and 1932, dropped in 1933, 

then recovered by 1936, so followed Tech's enrollraent 

patterns. Likewise, Tech's nuraber of graduate students 

fell precipitously during World War II, but rose sharply 

after 1945 and the war's end—a rairror of the prevailing 

trend across the country. Tech also experienced rapid 

growth in both graduate and undergraduate enrollments 

during the 1960s, which levelled off in the following 

decade, as did institutions throughout the country. 

Texas Tech further encountered all of the exigencies 

thrust on higher education in the years during and after 

World War II, including adjustments in curriculum and 

requirements to accommodate serviceraen and veterans and 

the rush to provide classrooras, housing, financial sup-

port, and acaderaic prograras to the tidalwave of students 

after the war. But for Texas Tech, the raost obvious raani-

festation of postwar growth and the urge for expansion 

that gripped the entire country after the war was the 

addition of doctoral work in 1949-50. To offer doctoral 

degrees was not only to raeet in West Texas the need for 

highly trained teachers and researchers, but to take 

part in a national eagerness for flourishing hiyher 
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education that could help place Texas Tech in the 

company of other institutions in the country that 

granted doctoral degrees. 

Sirailarly, the clouds of raalaise and uncertainty 

that blanketed American higher education in the early 

1950S enshrouded Texas Tech. The institution's struggle 

with external objections and its own self-scrutiny 

made the experience all the more burdensorae. But as 

the national trend shifted toward recovery and as pub-

lic support for higher education solidified (particu-

larly the support for graduate education) by 1955 or 

so, Texas Tech lagged behind, apparently unable to 

shake off the fear that the new doctoral prograras had 

left the institution vulnerable. Those fears persisted 

even following the Sputnik launch. Although the insti-

tution clearly recognized the impact of the event and 

its ramifications for higher education, the response was 

to point to consolidation rather than growth. The 

lingering anxiety was a consequence of the significant 

redirection of the institution's mission, provoked by 

the addition of doctoral prograras, and was compounded 

by the concern over failure to raeet new needs with 

redoubled resources. The force of personality per-

haps was at work as well. As a result, graduate offer-

inys at Tech remained essentially static. Few new 

masters prograras were added, and no new doctoral majors 

âppeared until 1962. 
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Furtherraore, if the years iraraediately following 

the Sputnik launch offered a "Golden Age" for graduate 

education throughout the U.S., Texas Tech did not 

participate, or at the very least, Tech's participation 

was delayed until well into the 1960s. In fact, on 

raore than one occasion in the late 1950s, the sugges-

tion was made (seriously or not) that Tech considered 

giving up its doctoral prograras altogether, the arguraent 

being that the prograras were underfinanced and harraful 

to undergraduate and raasters work. To the extent that 

the Golden Age was a result of a unique raixture of 

nationalisra, Cold War agitation, and abundant federal 

funds for graduate education and research, Texas Tech 

hesitated to partake. And therein lies the institu-

tion's most noticeable breach with national trends: 

the growth of graduate education, beginning essentially 

with the postwar years, was supported, propelled, and 

made possible by federal funds supporting students, 

faculty, and most often, university research. Texas 

Tech, however, was disposed neither to seek nor to 

receive them. One reason for the institution's failure 

to take full advantage of such resources was its general 

conservatisra and a distrust of federal control (some-

times interpreted as creeping coraraunism) that emanated 

from the Board of Directors. A more profound reason, 

however, was Texas Tech's underdeveloped and unsophisti-

cated approach to research in the first place. Althouyh 
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all across the country the relationship between research 

and graduate education had undergone changes and adjUst-

ments over several decades, at Texas Tech, that rela-

tionship had never been thoroughly crystallized. 

Research projects were undertaken, it is true, but 

funding was inconsistent and facilities and adrainistra-

tive support haphazard. Tech faculty, therefore, were 

far less likely to seek federal funds and were given 

alraost no adrainistrative encouragement to do so, alraost 

elirainating potential irapact of such funds on Tech's 

graduate prograras. 

By the raid-1960s and into the '70s, a tirae of 

continuing enrollment and program growth for graduate 

education nationally, Texas Tech was raore nearly ready 

to experience its own Golden Age. With adrainistrative 

changes, raore abundant resources, and a faculty more 

interested in scholarship, the role of research within 

the University found far more agreeraent, just as the 

institution itself reached sorae consensus about its 

purpose and the goals to which it would strive. Sig-

nificantly, federal funds came to play a much more 

iraportant role for graduate education at Tech during 

the 1970s. In those fields where the University estab-

lished what could be considered a national reputation--

Electrical Engineering and Psychology are two exaraples— 

the rise of that reputation closely corresponded to an 

increase in federal grants and research contracts. In 
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fact, the araount of funding that the University received 

frora federal sources rose every year during that period— 

frora about $1.5 railllon in 1972 to slightly less than 

$10 raillion in 1980.2 Clearly, part of that increase 

is attributable to inflation, but the rate of inflation 

hardly raatched the funding increase of raore than 543%. 

It is perhaps ironic that when the levels of federal 

funds for research (in fact for all of higher education) 

dirainished nationwide in the late 1970s, Texas Tech 

was affected, but the results were not devastating 

because the institution had only recently come to rely 

on that source of support. 

The nationwide attention to accountability in 

higher education that emerged during the 1970s took 

the forra at Texas Tech of prograra reviews. The reviews 

were designed to identify weakneses in prograras and 

departraents and to correct thera so as to ensure effi-

ciency and excellence. Various study coraraittees, as 

well, were charged to analyze the health of graduate 

education at Texas Tech, further reflections of the 

claraour frora various constituencies for responsible 

raanageraent of resources and quality in teaching and 

research. 

An especially noteworthy circurastance of Texas 

Tech's adherence to overall raoveraents in graduate 

education was the institution's growing participation 

in regional and national affairs. Beginning in the 
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1960S and escalating rapidly in the 1970s, the Univer-

sity, including the Graduate School, found itself in a 

position not simply to mirror larger trends, but to 

help determine them as well. The Council of Graduate 

Schools, National Science Board, Southern Association 

of Colleges and Schools, and a whole host of accrediting 

agencies and professional groups operated with Tech 

faculty and adrainistrators in visible roles. Augraent-

ing that participation was the fact that, with a raore 

active research prograra, the University had a faculty 

and cadre of graduate students that published raore of 

their research results and scholarly raanuscripts, 

travelled raore., including trips to read papers at 

national raeetings, and raore often assumed leadership 

positions in various professional organizations. Most 

important, such faculty and students were in fact con-

tributing to their disciplines' body of knowledge, 

with significant and far-reaching iraplications. Even 

when travel and association participation did not 

directly involve contribution to policy decisions, 

the result was still to encourage a raore cosraopolitan 

outlook--to enable faculty, sudents, and others to ob-

serve and understand issues critical to their fields 

and to ensure that the University's curriculura and 

scholarship reraained at the cutting edye. Needless to 

say, such national participation was stronyly associated 

with a raotivating factor not new to Texas Tech: to 
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»-'ecoT"e a first-class institution was to act like one by 

k'eeping corapany with others in the national spotlight. 

Also an exaraple of Texas Tech's desire for accep-

tance frora traditional and "big-league" institutions 

was a reluctance to subrait to passing fads in adraission 

and degree requireraents. In the 1970s, especially, 

when the residency, dissertation, and foreign language 

requireraents lost favor in sorae places, Tech yielded 

only slightly, although such adherence to traditional 

standards was a hallraark of Tech graduate education 

frora before 1930. It was frora such groups as CGS, 

AAU, and CSGS, as well as other institutions, that 

Tech took its cues. 

The institution's interest in national affairs 

also iraplies association with other universities closer 

to horae. Thus a note is perhaps in order about Texas 

Tech's relationship to the University of Texas. Without 

question the "flagship" institution in the state, UT 

represented for Texas Tech, frora Tech's earliest years, 

both role raodel and rival.- (Texas A & M proved irapor-

tant as well, but to a lesser extent—Tech often bridled 

at being thought an "aggie" school in the A & M tradi-

tion.) In May of 1935, Tech had 110 faculty members; 

of those who had college degrees at all, twenty-five 

received at least one degree from the University of 

Texas, and raany had both UT bachelor's and graduate 

degrees. Curry Holden, for exaraple, received the 
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B.A., M,A,, and Ph,D. frora UT, as did Bessie B. League 

of Biology and Charles B. Qualia, head of the Foreign 

Languages departraent. Other early and influential 

faculty with Texas graduate degrees were Williaro M. 

Craig of Chemistry, Rayraond E. Garlin of Education, 

Seth Shepard McKay of History, and Librarian Elizabeth 

H. West.3 Araong Holden's acquaintances in Austin were 

future Tech president Williara H. Whyburn and future 

graduate dean (and later president) R. C. Goodwin. 

Consequently, it should corae as no surprise that grad-

uate education at Texas Tech was quite intentionally 

patterned after that at the University of Texas. In a 

1967 interview, Goodwin confirraed that individuals 

active in establishing Tech's graduate prograras looked 

first to UT, as their alraa raater and the leading state 

institution. He said: "[We thought that] if what 

they do is good, it raight be good for us to do, too."4 

If the course of development taken by graduate 

prograras at Texas Tech University was part and function 

of national growth, then Tech's unique characteristics 

and circurastances should be considered in light of 

some of the premises established at the outset of 

this document. 

To the extent that synergism prevails in any uni-

versity and the parts (i.e., the graduate school) 

cannot be totally sundered frora the whole (which in-

cludes the undergraduate prograra), the question raust 
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be asked as to how the developraent of graduate education 

at Texas Tech affected the whole institution. A siraple 

answer is this; profoundly. In fact, Texas Tech is 

the large, raultipurpose, coraplex, and recognized insti-

tution it is because of the presence of graduate prograras. 

Moreover, the Graduate School is in part responsible 

for the faculty (including as it does several scholars 

and researchers of national reputation), the physical 

plant (justified partly on the basis of facilities for 

faculty and student research), the adrainistrative 

organization (structured to provide leadership for 

research, yraduate studies, and so forth), the raake-up 

of the student body (which includes graduate students, 

of course, but also undergraduates attracted by faculty 

and facilities raost clearly associated with the graduate 

prograra), and the institution's very reputation (estab-

lished in large raeasure by the Graduate School itself). 

In fact, alraost every aspect of the University as a 

whole has been raolded, or at the very least influenced 

by, the existence and the success of graduate education. 

An exception to the graduate school's dorainion 

raight be athletic tearas, which are coraposed of under-

graduates and supported by alurani of the undergraduate 

prograra. Nevertheless, the reverse raight well be 

true--that is, the success of an institution's athletic 

tearas might have more impact on its graduate program 

than anyone would care to admit. Consider, for example. 
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the college football tearas picked by the Associated 

Press as the top ten in the nation for the fall, 1983, 

season. All ten grant the doctorate, and all but one 

were listed by the National Research Council in the 

list of 100 institutions granting the raost Ph.D.s 

between 1920 and 1974 (Auburn, with the fifth-best 

football teara, was 105th in the doctoral count). 

Others include Nebraska, first in football and forty-

fifth in docorates, Texas, third and twenty-first, 

and Ohio State, ninth and seventh.5 (Given that logic, 

Texas Tech's Graduate School undoubtedly looked with 

interest on the pre-season rankings in Sports Illustrated 

Although llOth in the NRC list, Tech's football team was 

given perhaps a generous ranking of twentieth in the 

nation for fall, 1983.6) 

Possibly the grandest garable that Texas Tech has 

taken in its sixty years occurred with the initiation 

of doctoral prograras. At risk were the institution's 

reputation, its undergraduate and masters programs, 

and its already thinly-stretched funds. But the de-

cision to add doctoral work is perhaps most reasonable 

given the preraise that the developraent of the doctorate 

has been a crucial deterrainant in the yrowth of all of 

graduate education. Nonetheless, it may be relevant to 

ask further about the timing of the move. That the 

institution could have been better prepared for doctoral 

work is little disputed. At a youthful twenty-five years 
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old in 1949, Tech had hardly established much of a repu-

tation for itself, Certainly its approach to research 

could have been firmer, As noted in Chapter IV, Curry 

Holden never wavered frora his belief that his and 

President Wiggins's bold actions in 1949 were justi-

fied then and have been vindicated in the years since, 

R, C, Goodwin, too, recalling in 1983 the decisions 

raade raore than thirty years before, said: "[Although] 

we felt we didn't have the qualifications to offer a 

doctor's degree back in '45, I think Holden and the 

rest of thera did the better thing when the tirae carae, 

We had to raake a start soraewhere,"7 

W, B. Gates, on the other hand, the raan to whora 

the doctoral prograras were entrusted, deraonstrated by 

his actions and iraplied in his correspondence that he 

did not approve of the decision. In fact, in 1975, 

following the publication of Evolution of a University, 

Gates wrote to the authors Jane Gilraore Rushing and 

Kline A. Nall to set forth his own views. Concerned 

that Rushing and Nall's book had suggested that the 

doctoral prograras were both tiraely and appropriate, 

Gates wrote: "Ultiraately such programs were no doubt 

advantageous, but developraents beginning in 1951 [i.e., 

the criticisra frora the Southern Association] proved 

that the inauguration of doctoral work had been defi-

nitely preraature."8 
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Specifically, Gates would have preferred that the 

institution secure approval frora the Southern Associa-

tion before announcing its new prograras. His assuraption 

seeras to have been that such approval would have been 

forthcoraing, but at best it would have corae not without 

delays. And therein lies what is possibly the raost 

corapelling reason why Holden and Wiggins's decision to 

proceed was not only the best but the only way. Had 

Texas Tech not taken the bold, presuraptuous, and raaybe 

even irresponsible step that it did, when it did, it is 

highly likely that the institution never would have 

gotten doctoral prograras at all, at least not in basic 

disciplines and not for several years. As early as 1954 

and the creation of the Texas Coraraission on Higher 

Education, state approval for new prograras was needed,9 

and it was in 1958 that the Coramission recomraended that 

doctoral level offerings be restricted to the University 

of Texas and Texas A & M.IO m addition, given the 

Southern Association's negative response when it learned 

of the new prograras, that body's approval would have 

been difficult to obtain at whatever date Gates or anyone 

else raight have chosen. Texas Tech was able to survive 

Southern Association pressures and Texas Coraraission 

proposals precisely because it already had doctoral 

prograras, and any degree prograra, once established, is 

difficult to elirainate. At the very best, had Texas 

Tech waited, proposed its expansion through more standard 
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channels, and instituted the programs only when resources 

so justified, the result might well have been isolated 

doctoral programs in those areas germane to the institu-

tion's "role and scope"—a role and scope often mis-

talcenly perceived by those outside the institution. 

Thus re-emerges the matter of the effect of the 

development of graduate programs on the institution as 

a whole. For Texas Tech to become a multipurpose, 

"big-league" university, for the institution to approach 

that first-class goal, graduate programs were essential. 

More than that—doctoral programs, across a broad 

array of disciplines, established to provide the high-

est level of academic worJc, were a necessary stage. 

If the standard means by which American graduate 

schools grow is from well-established undergraduate 

programs and research operations, Texas Tech might 

have gotten the procedure out of sequence. Masters 

programs appeared while undergraduate areas were still 

being strengthened. Doctoral worJc came in the midst 

of the masters programs' development. Research was 

perhaps the most recent element of all to achieve real 

tenacity. But Texas Tech succeeded nonetheless in 

asserting its intention to participate in American 

graduate education, sharing concerns and seeking solu-

tions, Most important, the University's participation 

is a matter of providing students and faculty with the 

best educational opportunities that it can. 
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Given the circumstances of its development, gradu-

ate education at Texas Tech is perhaps better than 

anything the institution has any right to expect. 

Even if the sequence of that developraent was unconven-

tional, even if decisions should have been made differ-

ently, even if the University has yet to touch the first-

class star, Texas Tech has achieved a level of raaturity 

worthy of pride and can approach the cominy years with 

anticipation. Any past difficulties are perhaps best 

transcended in the sarae way that W. B. Gates disraissed 

the question of the doctoral proyraras' timeliness. He 

said: "But all of this is now just water under the 

bridge, or, as we raight have said in Tech's early days, 

it's just sand through the sally port."ll 
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for Fifty Years (corapiled by Evelyn Clewell), provided 

data and other inforraation. 

Interviews were conducted by the author with D. C. 

Carter, R. C. Goodwin, L. L. Graves, W. C. Holden, J. K. 

Jones, Jr., S. M. Kennedy, T. A. Lanyford, G. E. Murray, 

W. E. Oden, F. D. Rigby, R. L. Rouse, and Irene Teraple 

between Noveraber, 1982 and July, 1983. 
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Table 7. Budget of the Graduate School of Texas Tech, 
Selected Years, 1932-1980^ 

Year 

1932-33 

1935-36 

1937-38 

1940-41 

1944-45 

1950-51 

1957-58 

1960-61 

1963-64 

1967-68 

1970-71 

1974-75 

1978-79 

1980-81 

Dean's 
Salary2 

No 

$ -0-

2,050 

1,500 

1,700 

5,300 

11,000 

13,000 

21,000 

22,500 

-0-

20,043 

-0-

-0-

Other 
Admin. 

Salaries^ 
Sec'y 

Salaries' 

Funds Budgeted for 

$ -0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

3,465 

6,250 

6,000 

19,000 

28,482 

35,842 

48,533 

66,675 

$ 300 

600 

800 

500 

2,400 

4,100 

7,070 

8,600 

14,900 

21,300 

38,635 

65,089 

56,081 

Oper. 
* Exp.5 Total 

Graduate Affairs 

$ 100 

600 

300 

100 

400 

2,100 

1,800 

2,000 

3,940 

7,460 

11,750 

12,711 

14,350 

$ 400 

3,250 

2,600 

2,300 

8,100 

20,665 

28,120 

37,600 

60,340 

57,242 

106,270 

126,333 

137,106 

^From those available, budgets were selected at uneven 
intervals, but to show fluctuations corresponding to 
national events and institutional changes 

^Usually, but not always, part-time salary 

-̂ lncludes assistant and associate deans and assistant 
to the dean 

^lncludes salaries of secretaries, administrative assistants, 
student assistants, etc. 

^lncludes maintenance, equipment, travel, and other 
operating expenses 

Source: Budgets and Financial Plans of Texas Tech, 
Southwest Collection 
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Table 8. State Appropriated Research Expenditures at 
Texas Tech, 1951-1980 (Year Ended August 31) 

Year 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

Amount 

$ 20,400 

10,701 

425 

-0-

8,148 

11,332 

20,998 

10,102 

9,398 

108,870 

139,053 

117,133 

124,267 

179,234 

198,074 

Year 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

Amount 

$ 185,463 

198,013 

865,000 

1,125,642 

1,685,146 

1,735,050 

1,869,878 

1,869,878 

2,111,236 

2,100,634 

2,010,613 

2,586,689 

3,146,988 

2,944,536 

3,322,388 

Source: Office of Research Services files; Annual 
Reports of the Coordinating Board 
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Figure 1. Funding for Research, by Source, 
Fiscal Years 1972-1982 

Source: Office of Research Services records 
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Academic Publications Division of 
Texas Tech Press 

Titles in Print Through 1980 

Series 

Graduate Studies. Numbered serially, paged separately, 
and published on an irregular basis (22 published throuah 
1980). 

Proceedings of the Comparative Literature Symposium. 
Result from annual symposia organized by Texas Tech Uni-
versity's Interdepartmental Committee on Comparative Lit-
erature (11). 

Special Publications of the Museum. Numbered serially, 
paged separately, and published on an irregular basis (16). 

Occasional Papers of the Museum. Self-covered, numbered 
serially, paged separately, and published irregularly; 
approximately 10 titles per year (71). 

Museology. Numbered serially, paged separately, and pub-
lished on an irregular basis (5). 

Periodicals 

The Eighteenth Century; Theory and Interpretation. 
Devoted to British, American, and Continental culture be-
tween the years 1660 and 1800. 

Helios. A journal of classics and comparative studies. 

Texas Tech Journal of Education. Articles covering a wide 
range of educational topics, including research, essays, 
review articles, and book reviews. 

Books 

The Mirror of Love; A Reinterpretation of "The Romance of 
the Rose" by Alan M. F. Gunn, 1952 

Multivariate Approaches for the Behavioral Sciences: A 
Brief Text by G. Frank Lawlis and Douglas C. Chatfield, 1974 

A Bibliography and a Keyword-in-Context Index of the Cerato-
pogonidae (Diptera) from 1758 to 1973 by William R. Atchley, 
Willis W. Wirth, and Charles T. Gaskins, 1975 
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Caliban in Blue and Other Poems by Walter McDonald, 1976 

Marivaux and Moliere; A Comparison by Alfred Cismaru, 1977 

Fifty Years of Service to West Texas Agriculture; A History 
of Texas Tech University's College of Agricultural Sciences 
by Donald E. Green, 1977 

Reeds by Gibbons Ruark, 1978 

The Loneliness Factor by Carole Oles, 1979 

Proceedings Fifth International Bat Research Conference ed. 
by Don E. Wilson and Alfred L. Gardner, 1980 
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